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Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (
/ˈmiːhaɪˌtʃiːksɛntməˈhaɪ.iː/ mee-hy
cheek-sent-mə-hy-ee; Hungarian: Csíkszentmihályi Mihály Hungarian
pronunciation: [ˈtʃiːksɛntmihaːji ˈmihaːj]; born September 29, 1934, in
Fiume, Italy – now Rijeka, Croatia) is a Hungarian psychology
professor, who emigrated to the United States at the age of 22. Now at
Claremont Graduate University, he is the former head of the
department of psychology at the University of Chicago and of the
department of sociology and anthropology at Lake Forest College.
He is noted for both his work in the study of happiness and creativity
and also for his notoriously difficult name, in terms of pronunciation
for non-native speakers of the Hungarian language, but is best known
as the architect of the notion of flow and for his years of research and
writing on the topic. He is the author of many books and over 120
articles or book chapters. Martin Seligman, former president of the
American Psychological Association, described Csikszentmihalyi as the world's leading researcher on positive
psychology.[1] Csikszentmihalyi once said "Repression is not the way to virtue. When people restrain themselves out
of fear, their lives are by necessity diminished. Only through freely chosen discipline can life be enjoyed and still
kept within the bounds of reason."[2] His works are influential and are widely cited.[3]

Personal background
He received his B.A. in 1960 and his Ph.D. in 1965, both from the University of Chicago.
He is the father of MIT Media Lab researcher Christopher Csikszentmihalyi and University of California Berkeley[4] professor of philosophical and religious traditions of China and East Asia, Mark Csikszentmihalyi.
In 2009, he was awarded the Clifton Strengths Prize [5] and received the Széchenyi Prize at a ceremony in Budapest
in 2011.[6]
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Flow
In his seminal work, Flow: The Psychology
of Optimal Experience, Csíkszentmihályi
outlines his theory that people are most
happy when they are in a state of flow— a
state of concentration or complete
absorption with the activity at hand and the
situation. It is a state in which people are so
involved in an activity that nothing else
seems to matter (Csikszentmihalyi,1990).
The idea of flow is identical to the feeling of
being in the zone or in the groove. The flow
state is an optimal state of intrinsic
motivation, where the person is fully
immersed in what he or she is doing. This is
a feeling everyone has at times,
characterized by a feeling of great
absorption, engagement, fulfillment, and
skill—and during which temporal concerns
(time, food, ego-self, etc.) are typically
ignored.[7]

Mental state in terms of challenge level and skill level, according to
Csikszentmihalyi.<ref name="Finding Flow">Csikszentmihalyi, M., Finding Flow,
1997.</ref> (Click on a fragment of the image to go to the appropriate article)

In an interview with Wired magazine,
Csíkszentmihályi described flow as "being completely involved in an activity for its own sake. The ego falls away.
Time flies. Every action, movement, and thought follows inevitably from the previous one, like playing jazz. Your
whole being is involved, and you're using your skills to the utmost."[8]
To achieve a flow state, a balance must be struck between the challenge of the task and the skill of the performer. If
the task is too easy or too difficult, flow cannot occur. Both skill level and challenge level must be matched and high;
if skill and challenge are low and matched, then apathy results.[]
The flow state also implies a kind of focused attention, and indeed, it has been noted that mindfulness, meditation,
yoga, the Alexander Technique, and martial arts seem to improve a person's capacity for flow. Among other benefits,
all of these activities train and improve attention.
In short, flow could be described as a state where attention, motivation, and the situation meet, resulting in a kind of
productive harmony or feedback.

Publications
• Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly (1975). Beyond Boredom and Anxiety: Experiencing Flow in Work and Play, San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass. ISBN 0-87589-261-2
• Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly (1978) Intrinsic Rewards and Emergent Motivation in The Hidden Costs of Reward :
New Perspectives on the Psychology of Human Motivation eds Lepper, Mark R;Greene, David, Erlbaum:
Hillsdale: NY 205-216
• Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly and Csikszentmihalyi, Isabella Selega, eds. (1988). Optimal Experience: Psychological
studies of flow in consciousness, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. ISBN 0-521-34288-0
• Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly (1990). Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience. New York: Harper and Row.
ISBN 0-06-092043-2
• Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly (1994). "The Evolving Self", New York: Harper Perennial . ISBN 0060921927
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• Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly (1996). Creativity : Flow and the Psychology of Discovery and Invention. New York:
Harper Perennial. ISBN 0-06-092820-4
• Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly (1998). Finding Flow: The Psychology of Engagement With Everyday Life. Basic
Books. ISBN 0-465-02411-4 (a popular exposition emphasizing technique)
• Gardner, Howard, Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly, and Damon, William (2002). Good Work: When Excellence and
Ethics Meet. New York, Basic Books.
• Gardner, Howard, Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly, and Damon, William (2002). Good Business: Leadership, Flow, and
the Making of Meaning. Basic Books. ISBN 0465026087
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Flow (psychology)
Flow is the mental state of operation in which a person in an activity is
fully immersed in a feeling of energized focus, full involvement, and
success in the process of the activity. Proposed by Mihály
Csíkszentmihályi, the positive psychology concept has been widely
referenced across a variety of fields.[1]
According to Csíkszentmihályi, flow is completely focused motivation.
It is a single-minded immersion and represents perhaps the ultimate in
harnessing the emotions in the service of performing and learning. In
flow, the emotions are not just contained and channeled, but positive,
energized, and aligned with the task at hand. To be caught in the ennui
of depression or the agitation of anxiety is to be barred from flow. The
hallmark of flow is a feeling of spontaneous joy, even rapture, while
performing a task[2] although flow is also described (below) as a deep
focus on nothing but the activity – not even oneself or one's emotions.

Concentrating upon a task is one aspect of flow.

Colloquial terms for this or similar mental states include: to be on the ball, in the moment, present, in the zone, wired
in, in the groove, or owning.

Components of flow
Csíkszentmihályi identifies the following ten factors as accompanying an experience of flow [3] [4]
1. Clear goals (expectations and rules are discernible and goals are attainable and align appropriately with one's
skill set and abilities). Moreover, the challenge level and skill level should both be high.[5]
2. Concentrating, a high degree of concentration on a limited field of attention (a person engaged in the activity will
have the opportunity to focus and to delve deeply into it).
3. A loss of the feeling of self-consciousness, the merging of action and awareness.
4. Distorted sense of time, one's subjective experience of time is altered.
5. Direct and immediate feedback (successes and failures in the course of the activity are apparent, so that behavior
can be adjusted as needed).
6. Balance between ability level and challenge (the activity is neither too easy nor too difficult).
7. A sense of personal control over the situation or activity.
8. The activity is intrinsically rewarding, so there is an effortlessness of action.
9. A lack of awareness of bodily needs (to the extent that one can reach a point of great hunger or fatigue without
realizing it)
10. Absorption into the activity, narrowing of the focus of awareness down to the activity itself, action awareness
merging.
Not all are needed for flow to be experienced.

Flow (psychology)

Etymology
Flow is so named because during Csíkszentmihályi's 1975 interviews several people described their "flow"
experiences using the metaphor of a water current carrying them along.[4] The psychological concept of flow as
becoming absorbed in an activity is thus unrelated to the older phrase go with the flow.

History/background
The study of the concept of flow came about in the 1960s. Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, who is considered to be the
founder of flow, and his fellow researchers began researching flow after Csikszentmihalyi became fascinated by
artists who would essentially get lost in their work. Artists, especially painters, got so immersed in their work that
they would disregard their need for food, water and even sleep. Thus, the origin of research on the theory of flow
came about when Csikszentmihalyi tried to understand this phenomenon experienced by these artists. Flow research
became prevalent in the 1980s and 1990s, still with Csikszentmihalyi and his colleagues in Italy at the forefront.
Researchers interested in optimal experiences and emphasizing positive experiences, especially in places such as
schools and the business world, also began studying the theory of flow in this time period. The theory of flow was
greatly used in the theories of Maslow and Rogers in their development of the humanistic tradition of psychology. [6]
Flow has been experienced throughout history and across cultures. The teachings of Buddhism and Taoism speak of
a state of mind known as the "action of inaction" or "doing without doing" that greatly resembles the idea of flow.
Also, Indian texts on Advaita philosophy such as Ashtavakra Gita and the Yoga of Knowledge such as
Bhagavad-Gita refer to this similar state.
Historical sources hint that Michelangelo may have painted the ceiling of the Vatican's Sistine Chapel while in a
flow state. It is reported that he painted for days at a time, and he was so absorbed in his work that he did not stop for
food or sleep until he reached the point of passing out. He would wake up refreshed and, upon starting to paint again,
re-entered a state of complete absorption.
Bruce Lee also spoke of a psychological state similar to flow in his book the Tao of Jeet Kune Do.

Mechanism of flow
In every given moment, there is a great deal of information made available to each individual. Psychologists have
found that one's mind can attend to only a certain amount of information at a time. According to Miller's 1956 study,
that number is about 126 bits of information per second. That may seem like a large number (and a lot of
information), but simple daily tasks take quite a lot of information. Just having a conversation takes about 40 bits of
information per second; that's 1/3 of one's capacity.[7] That is why when one is having a conversation he or she
cannot focus as much of his or her attention on other things.
For the most part (except for basic bodily feelings like hunger and pain, which are innate), people are able to decide
what they want to focus their attention on. However, when one is in the flow state, he or she is completely engrossed
with the one task at hand and, without making the conscious decision to do so, loses awareness of all other things:
time, people, distractions, and even basic bodily needs. This occurs because all of the attention of the person in the
flow state is on the task at hand; there is no more attention to be allocated.[7]
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Conditions for flow
One cannot force oneself to enter flow. It
just happens. A flow state can be entered
while performing any activity, although it is
most likely to occur when one is
wholeheartedly performing a task or activity
for intrinsic purposes.[7] [8]
There are three conditions that are necessary
to achieve the flow state:
1. One must be involved in an activity with
a clear set of goals. This adds direction
and structure to the task.[9]
2. One must have a good balance between
the perceived challenges of the task at
hand and his or her own perceived skills.
One must have confidence that he or she
is capable to do the task at hand.[9]
3. The task at hand must have clear and
immediate feedback. This helps the
person negotiate any changing demands
and allows him or her to adjust his or her
performance to maintain the flow state.[9]

Mental state in terms of challenge level and skill level, according to
Csikszentmihalyi.<ref name="Finding Flow">Csikszentmihalyi, M., Finding Flow,
1997.</ref> (Click on a fragment of the image to go to the appropriate article)

In 1997, Csíkszentmihályi published the graph to the right. This graph depicts the relationship between the perceived
challenges of a task and one's perceived skills. This graph illustrates one further aspect of flow: it can only occur
when the activity at hand is a higher-than-average challenge (above the center point) and requires above-average
skills (to the right of the center point).[7] The center of this graph (where the sectors meet) represents one's average
levels of challenge and skill. The further from the center an experience is, the greater the intensity of that state of
being (whether it is flow or anxiety or boredom or relaxation).[8]

The autotelic personality
Csíkszentmihályi hypothesized that people with several very specific personality traits may be better able to achieve
flow more often than the average person. These personality traits include curiosity, persistence, low
self-centeredness, and a high rate of performing activities for intrinsic reasons only. People with most of these
personality traits are said to have an autotelic personality.[8]
It has not yet been documented whether people with an autotelic personality are truly more likely to achieve a flow
state. One researcher (Abuhamdeh, 2000) did find that people with an autotelic personality have a greater preference
for "high-action-opportunity, high-skills situations that stimulate them and encourage growth" than those without an
autotelic personality.[8] It is in such high-challenge, high-skills situations that people are most likely to enter the flow
state.

Flow (psychology)

Group flow
Csíkszentmihályi suggests several ways a group can work together so that each individual member achieves flow.
The characteristics of such a group include:
• Creative spatial arrangements: Chairs, pin walls, charts, but no tables; thus work primarily standing and moving
• Playground design: Charts for information inputs, flow graphs, project summary, craziness (here also craziness
has a place), safe place (here all may say what is otherwise only thought), result wall, open topics
• Parallel, organized working
• Target group focus
• Advancement of existing one (prototyping)
• Increase in efficiency through visualization
• Using differences among participants as an opportunity, rather than an obstacle

Applications
Applications suggested by Csíkszentmihályi versus other practitioners
Only Csíkszentmihályi seems to have published suggestions for extrinsic applications of the flow concept, such as
design methods for playgrounds to elicit the flow experience. Other practitioners of Csíkszentmihályi's flow concept
focus on intrinsic applications, such as spirituality, performance improvement, or self-help. Reinterpretations of
Csíkszentmihályi's flow process exist to improve performance in areas as diverse as business, piano improvisation,
sport psychology, computer programming, and standup comedy.

Education
In education, there is the concept of overlearning,
which seems to be an important factor in this technique,
in that Csíkszentmihályi[10] states that overlearning
enables the mind to concentrate on visualizing the
desired performance as a singular, integrated action
instead of a set of actions. Challenging assignments
that (slightly) stretch one's skills lead to flow.[11]
Around 2000, it came to the attention of
Csíkszentmihályi that the principles and practices of
the Montessori Method of education seemed to
purposefully set up continuous flow opportunities and
Young boy, painting a model
experiences for students. Csíkszentmihályi and
psychologist Kevin Rathunde embarked on a multi-year study of student experiences in Montessori settings and
traditional educational settings. The research supported observations that students achieved flow experiences more
frequently in Montessori settings.[12] [13] [14]

Music
Musicians, especially improvisational soloists may experience a similar state of mind while playing their
instrument.[15] Research has shown that performers in a flow state have a heightened quality of performance as
opposed to when they are not in a flow state. In a study performed with professional classical pianists who played
piano pieces several times to induce a flow state, a significant relationship was found between the flow state of the
pianist and the pianist’s heart rate, blood pressure, and major facial muscles. As the pianist entered the flow state,
heart rate and blood pressure decreased and the major facial muscles relaxed. This study further emphasized that
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flow is a state of effortless attention. In spite of the effortless attention and overall relaxation of the body, the
performance of the pianist during the flow state improved. [16]
Groups of drummers experience a state of flow when they sense a collective energy that drives the beat, something
they refer to as getting into the groove. Bass guitarists often describe a state of flow when properly playing between
the percussion and melody as being in the pocket.

Sports
The concept of being in the zone during an athletic performance fits
within Csíkszentmihályi's description of the flow experience, and
theories and applications of being in the zone and its relationship with
athletic competitive advantage are topics studied in the field of sport
psychology.[17]

Flow may occur in challenging sports such as
Eventing.

Timothy Gallwey's influential works on the "inner game" of sports
such as golf and tennis described the mental coaching and attitudes
required to "get in the zone" and fully internalize mastery of the
sport.[18]

Roy Palmer suggests that "being in the zone" may also influence
movement patterns as better integration of the conscious and subconscious reflex functions improves coordination.
Many athletes describe the effortless nature of their performance while achieving personal bests – see references.
MMA champion and Karate master Lyoto Machida uses meditation techniques before fights to attain mushin, a
concept that, by his description, is in all respects equal to flow.
The Formula One driver Ayrton Senna, who during qualifying for the 1988 Monaco Grand Prix explained: "I was
already on pole, [...] and I just kept going. Suddenly I was nearly two seconds faster than anybody else, including my
team mate with the same car. And suddenly I realised that I was no longer driving the car consciously. I was driving
it by a kind of instinct, only I was in a different dimension. It was like I was in a tunnel."
When challenges and skills are simultaneously above average, a broadly positive experience emerges.[19] Also vital
to the flow state is a sense of control, which nevertheless seems simultaneously effortless and masterful. Control and
concentration manifest with a transcendence of normal awareness; one aspect of this transcendence is the loss of
self-consciousness.[20]

Religion and spirituality
Csíkszentmihályi may have been the first to describe this concept in Western psychology, but as he himself readily
acknowledges he was most certainly not the first to quantify the concept of flow or develop applications based on the
concept.
For millennia, practitioners of Eastern religions such as Hinduism, Buddhism and Taoism have honed the discipline
of overcoming the duality of self and object as a central feature of spiritual development. Eastern spiritual
practitioners have developed a very thorough and holistic set of theories around overcoming duality of self and
object, tested and refined through spiritual practice instead of the systematic rigor and controls of modern science.
The phrase being at one with things is a metaphor of Csíkszentmihályi's flow concept. Practitioners of the varied
schools of Zen Buddhism apply concepts similar to flow to aid their mastery of art forms, including, in the case of
Japanese Zen Buddhism, Aikido, Cheng Hsin, Judo, Honkyoku, Kendo and Ikebana. In yogic traditions such as Raja
Yoga reference is made to a state of flow[21] in the practice of Samyama, a psychological absorption in the object of
meditation.[22] Theravada Buddhism refers to "access concentration," which is a state of flow achieved through
meditation and used to further strengthen concentration into jhana, and/or to develop insight.

Flow (psychology)
In Islam the first mental state that precedes human action is known as al-khatir. In this state an image or thought is
born in the mind. When in this mental state and contemplating upon an ayat or an imprint of God, one may
experience a profound state of Oneness or flow whereby the phenomena of nature, the macrocosmic world and the
souls of people are understood as a sign of God. Also, the teaching in the Qu'ran of different nations of people
existing so that they may come to know each other is an example of Oneness. All members of society and the world
are considered to be in flow of Oneness, one family, one body.

Gaming
Flow is one of the fundamental reasons that people play video games.[23] This is especially true since the primary
goal of games is to create entertainment through intrinsic motivation. The use of flow in games helps foster an
enjoyable experience which increases motivation and draws players to continue playing. Game designers, in
particular, benefit from integration of flow principles into game design.[24] Games facilitate flow as either an
individual or group activity.
Flow in games has been linked to the Laws of Learning as part of the explanation for why learning games (the use of
games to introduce material, improve understanding, or increase retention) can show such incredible results.[23] In
particular, flow is intrinsically motivating, which is part of the Law of Readiness. The condition of feedback,
required for flow, is associated with the feedback aspects of the Law of Exercise. The positive emotions associated
with flow are associated with the Law of Effect. The intense experiences of being in a state of flow are directly
associated with the Law of Intensity.

Using the Web
Researchers suggest that using the internet can cause a flow state for users. If individuals are going through a flow
state, which is a pleasurable experience, web users eventually improve their subjective well-being through
accumulated ephemeral moments. Many web users report certain descriptions of flow when using the web, for
example, absorbed interest, a feeling of discovery, immersed pleasure, and time going very fast. [25]
Flow Activities on the Web
Web users state that activities in the web atmosphere lead to a flow state. There are four common activities that
promote flow, searching, surfing, reading and writing, and chatting. [25]
Searching
The first and the most common activity to reach the flow state on the web is searching on the web. An example of
searching is solving a problem such as the following responses from participants in a study of web flow:
"I was very involved in several projects and used the net resources to look up items to supplement/back-up/provide
information on those projects." [25]
"Doing research into emotional intelligence theory ± following links and leads to more information." [25]
"Trying to find some scientific references for my research." [25]
"Anytime I get involved in a new research project on the Web, I get so excited and into it, I can have someone
talking to me right next to my desk . . . and I won't even hear them talking." [25]
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Surfing or Navigating
The second activity to reach flow state on the web is surfing or navigating. An example of surfing or navigating is
going through hyperlinks such as the following responses from participants in a study of web flow:
"Going from site to site, following links that were related." [25]
"Doing some Web searches for information on a hobby of mine." [25]
"I was going to a Web site which had a new song by my favorite punk band. I was surprised and enmeshed in it." [25]
"Looking for information on a specific book, and got off on some links that were interesting and related [sort of] to
what I started out looking for." [25]
Reading and Writing
The third activity to reach flow state on the web are reading and writing. Reading consists of reading incoming
emails, news, articles, etc. on web pages. In addition, writing consists of composing letters, articles, speeches, etc. on
web pages. The activity of reading e-mail and articles is one of the routes to experience flow because the text usually
contains some new or relatively unfamiliar aspects, providing the challenges to sustain flow, which in turn usually
caused growth and perceived benefits from increased knowledge and/or personal development. [25] Furthermore,
writing articles, speeches, or emails corresponds with the flow model due to the fact that an individual is arranging
his or her thoughts positively.
Chatting online
The fourth activity to reach flow state on the web is chatting online. An example of chatting online is communicating
with other individuals such as the following responses from participants in a study of web flow:
"I was simply engaged in a running series of conversations with friends . . ." [25]
"Chatroom outside normal business hours." [25]
"Involved in a nine-way chat session with some friends I've made on the alt.fan.sailor-moon newsgroup." [25]
Other Activities
There are many other activities people can partake in while using the web. Some individuals state that they achieve
flow by coding a program, hacking into a small business, building their own web page, watching a movie preview,
troubleshooting computer problems, and many more.
Components/Symptoms of flow on the Web
Merging of action and awareness
When an individual is in flow, they are concentrating and narrowing down their activity. Therefore, an individual’s
inner experience may reveal the phenomenon of merging action and awareness. The mind and action merge when
individuals experience high concentration in the flow state. An example of high concentration in the flow state is a
tennis player focusing only on his or her opponent and tennis ball, disregarding all external and internal activities,
such as losing or yelling from an audience. In the web environment, the merging of action and awareness is realized
when a user becomes the issue he or she is debating, the words he or she is typing, the sentences he or she is reading,
or the machine he or she is working on. As a result, people “just sit here and keep clicking and reading away”. [25]
Examples of merging action and awareness are responses from participants in a study of web flow:
"Connected to the material, like I had several books open at the same time and was moving between them without
pause." [25]
"I feel [am!] totally concentrated on my task. There is nothing but the keyboard, the screen and my thought. If
someone talks to me I will answer and I am still on ``stand by awareness with my environment, but I wouldn't think
of doing or saying anything." [25]
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"When I was unemployed and desperately searching for work, a task that seemed increasingly worthless, I began
reading newsgroups and involving myself in discussions and disagreements there. The more involved I became in
the *issues* that I was discussing and arguing, the less important my own petty problems became." [25]
"Just that my whole concentration is focused in what I'm doing ± I become the words I'm typing or reading. It's not
that the outside world doesn't exist ± if one of my roommates knocks on my door, I notice them and it's not a shock
to return to the outside world. But until that happens I'm totally engrossed." [25]
"In chat sessions ± I chat often enough that ``talking through the keyboard has become second nature." [25]
"Relaxed . . . I guess just . . . well . . . nothing. I wasn't feeling anything until I'd sit back and relax my eyes a bit . . .
then I'd realize that I had more stuff that I should be doing, but I'd just sit here and keep clicking and reading away."
[25]

"I was in a heated discussion on a chat network for the better part of two hours. I cannot remember what the subject
was about, but all I knew was I was totally blind to the world." [25]
A Loss of Self-Consciousness
People tend to lose awareness of self, due to the experiencing of flow state. In addition, people tend to lose the
function of defending and protecting themselves because of flow. This is a common experience from web users, such
as the following responses below from participants in a study of web flow:
"Whether it is reading newsgroups or doing a search for a particular thing I tend to concentrate and ``lose myself."
[25]

"I become the persona I present in the newsgroup, not my ``real self. It's my other identity." [25]
"I am a smoker, I can't smoke in my office, and sometimes I won't even want a cigarette for several hours [when in
the flow state]." [25]
"How do I feel? I tend to shut out my feelings too ± if I'm reading/interacting with good content, I put off my feeling
that I need to go to the bathroom, that I am hungry, etc." [25]
"I feel like there is no ``Me; I feel there has been a merging of man and machine." [25]
"I feel agitated and compelled to get the job done to the point of ignoring hunger, thirst or the need to go to the
bathroom." [25]
"I get so disconnected from the world that someone else has to pull me out. Like they were there with me to keep my
mind off of the ``real world. Oblivious. The physical world and its demands cease to exist. My own mind and
intelligence are the only limitations I encounter." [25]
"I heard the radio, drank beer, and smoked cigarettes. I was aware of my surroundings, but yes I was less aware of
my problems." [25]
"I don't know. I was working not looking at me working . . ." [25]
Sense of Time Distortion
When a person is experiencing flow, their internal clock slows down or speeds up, but the external clock is constant.
Furthermore, people state that hours seem to change into minutes and vice versa. The sense of time distortion is
frequent in the web environment, such as the following responses from web users:
"Even though I have a program that audibly announces the time in a female voice every 15 minutes on my computer,
I don't hear it . . . When I leave my computer from the newsgroup I have a slightly dazed, disassociated feeling.
While in the newsgroup I have lost all sense of time. What subjectively seems like 20 minutes turns out to have
actually been 2 and 1/2 hours."
"Time went by extremely fast. Two hours had passed before I had ever realized it. I was quite shocked that so much
time had passed without me being aware of it." [25]
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"Just that feeling of being totally absorbed in what you're doing, looking at the clock and saying ``Dang, how can it
be 4 a.m., I just started this project! [25]
"I felt involved and like the time was a half-hour but it was more like three hours." [25]
"Finding content material for a series of class presentations. I began putting the material together at 10 a.m. and
floundered for a few minutes, when I began finding detailed information I kept working of what seemed like an hour
± it was actually 3 p.m." [25]
"I don't remember specifics, but I have several memories of head jerking (as in when you fall asleep and your head
falls forward and jerks back) that caused me to realize that my perception of what time it should be was several hours
behind the time it actually was." [25]

Professions and work
Developers of computer software reference getting into a flow state, sometimes referred to as The Zone[26] [27] [28] or
hack mode,[29] when developing in an undistracted state. Stock market operators often use the term "in the pipe" to
describe the psychological state of flow when trading during high volume days and market corrections. Professional
poker players use the term "playing the A-game" when referring to the state of highest concentration and strategical
awareness.

Flow in the Workplace
Conditions of flow, defined as a state in which challenges and skills are equally matched, play an extremely
important role in the workplace. Because flow is associated with achievement, its development could have concrete
implications in increasing workplace satisfaction and accomplishment. Flow researchers, such as Csikszentmihalyi,
believe that certain interventions may be performed to enhance and increase flow in the workplace, through which
people would gain ‘intrinsic rewards that encourage persistence” and provide benefits. In his consultation work,
Csikszentmihalyi emphasizes finding activities and environments that are conducive to flow, and then identifying
and developing personal characteristics to increase experiences of flow. Applying these methods in the workplace,
such as Csikszentmihalyi did with Swedish police officers, can improve morale by fostering a sense of greater
happiness and accomplishment, and in correlated to increased performance. In his review of Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi’s book “Good Business: Leadership, Flow, and the Making of Meaning,” Coert Vissar introduces
the ideas presented by Csikszentmihalyi, including “good work” in which one “enjoys doing your best while at the
same time contributing to something beyond yourself.” He then provides tools by which managers and employees
can create an atmosphere that encourages good work. First, Csikszentmihalyi explains that experiencing flow, in
which a task requires full involvement, and the challenge of a task matches one’s ability.
In order to achieve flow, Csikszentmihalyi lays out the following eight conditions:
1. goals are clear
2. feedback is immediate
3. a balance between opportunity and capacity
4. concentration deepens
5. the present is what matters
6. control is no problem
7. the sense of time is altered
8. the loss of ego
Csikszentmihalyi argues that with increased experiences of flow, people experience “growth towards complexity,” in
which people flourish as their achievements grow and with that comes development of increasing “emotional,
cognitive, and social complexity” (Vissar). By creating a workplace atmosphere that allows for flow and growth,
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Csikszentmihalyi argues, can increase the happiness and achievement of employees. There are, however, barriers to
achieving flow in the workplace. In his chapter “Why Flow Doesn’t Happen on the Job,” Csikszentmihalyi argues the
first reason that flow does not occur is that the goals of one’s job are not clear. He explains that while some tasks at
work may fit into a larger, organization plan, the individual worker may not see where their individual task fits it.
Second, limited feedback about one’s work can reduce motivation and leaves the employee unaware of whether or
not they did a good job. When there is little communication of feedback, an employee may not be assigned tasks that
challenge them or seem important, which could potentially prevent an opportunity for flow. In the study “Predicting
flow at work: Investigating the activities and job characteristics that predict flow states at work” Karina Nielsen and
Bryan Clean used a 9- item flow scale to examine predictors of flow at two levels: activity level (such as
brainstorming, problem solving, and evaluation) and at a more stable level (such as role clarity, influence, and
cognitive demands). They found that activities such as planning, problem solving, and evaluation predicted transient
flow states, but that more stable job characteristics were not found to predict flow at work. This study can help us
identify which task at work can be cultivated and emphasized in order to help employees experience flow on the job.
In her article in Positive Psychology News Daily, Kathryn Britton examines the importance of experiencing flow in
the workplace beyond the individual benefits it creates. She writes, “Flow isn’t just valuable to individuals; it also
contributes to organizational goals. For example, frequent experiences of flow at work lead to higher productivity,
innovation, and employee development (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991, 2004). So finding ways to increase the frequency
of flow experiences can be one way for people to work together to increase the effectiveness of their workplaces.”

Benefits of flow
Flow is an innately positive experience; it is known to "produce intense feelings of enjoyment[7] and its improvement
of performance results in satisfying achievement.[30]
Flow has a strong, documented correlation with performance enhancement. Researchers have found that achieving a
flow state is positively correlated with optimal performance in the fields of artistic and scientific creativity (Perry,
1999; Sawyer, 1992), teaching (Csíkszentmihályi, 1996), learning (Csíkszentmihályi et al., 1993), and sports
(Jackson, Thomas, Marsh, & Smethurst, 2002; Stein, Kimiecik, Daniels, & Jackson, 1995).[9]
Flow also has a strong correlation with the further development of skills and personal growth. When one is in a flow
state, he or she is working to master the activity at hand. To maintain that flow state, one must seek increasingly
greater challenges. Attempting these new, difficult challenges stretches one's skills. One emerges from such a flow
experience with a bit of personal growth and great "feelings of competence and efficacy".[9]
Further, flow is positively correlated with a higher subsequent motivation to perform and to perform well.[9]
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Overlearning
Overlearning is a pedagogical concept
according to which newly acquired skills
should be practiced well beyond the point of
initial mastery, leading to automaticity.
Once one has overlearned a task, one's skill
level is higher than the challenge level for
that task (see Control region in the graph).[1]
The Yerkes–Dodson law predicts that
overlearning can improve performance in
states of high arousal.[2]

References
• Mandler, G. (1962). From association to
structure. Psychological Review, 69,
415‑427.
[1] Csikszentmihalyi, M., Finding Flow, 1997
[2] Long, Martyn (2000). The Psychology of
Education. Routledge. ISBN 0415239060.
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Relaxation (psychology)
In psychology, relaxation is the emotional
state of low tension, in which there is an
absence of arousal that could come from
sources such as anger, anxiety, or fear.
Relaxation is a form of mild ecstasy coming
from the frontal lobe of the brain in which
the backward cortex sends signals, or prions,
to the frontal cortex via a mild sedative.

References
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• Meditation and Relaxation (http://www.
hoffmancounseling.com/)
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Boredom
Boredom is an emotional state experienced when an
individual is left without anything in particular to do,
and is not interested in their surroundings. The first
recorded use of the word boredom is in the novel Bleak
House by Charles Dickens, written in 1852,[1] in which
it appears six times, although the expression to be a
bore had been used in the sense of "to be tiresome or
dull" since 1768.[2] The French term for boredom,
ennui, is sometimes used in English as well.

A souvenir seller appears to be bored as she waits for customers.

Psychology
Boredom has been defined by C. D. Fisher
in terms of its central psychological
processes: “an unpleasant, transient affective
state in which the individual feels a
pervasive lack of interest in and difficulty
concentrating on the current activity.”[3] M.
R. Leary and others describe boredom as “an
affective experience associated with
cognitive attentional processes.”[4] In
positive psychology, boredom is described
as a response to a moderate challenge for
which the subject has more than enough
skill.[5]
There are three types of boredom, all of
which involve problems of engagement of
attention. These include times when we are
prevented from engaging in some wanted
activity, when we are forced to engage in
Mental state in terms of challenge level and skill level, according to
some unwanted activity, or when we are
Csikszentmihalyi.<ref name="Finding Flow">Csikszentmihalyi, M., Finding Flow,
simply unable, for no apparent reason, to
1997.</ref> (Click on a fragment of the image to go to the appropriate article)
maintain engagement in any activity or
spectacle.[6] Boredom proneness is a tendency to experience boredom of all types. This is typically assessed by the
Boredom Proneness Scale.[7] Consistent with the definition provided above, recent research has found that boredom
proneness is clearly and consistently associated with failures of attention.[8] Boredom and boredom proneness are
both theoretically and empirically linked to depression and depressive symptoms.[9] [10] [11] Nonetheless, boredom
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proneness has been found to be as strongly correlated with attentional lapses as with depression.[9] Although
boredom is often viewed as a trivial and mild irritant, proneness to boredom has been linked to a very diverse range
of possible psychological, physical, educational, and social problems.

Philosophy
Boredom is a condition characterized by perception of one's environment as dull, tedious, and lacking in stimulation.
This can result from leisure and a lack of aesthetic interests. Labor, however, and even art may be alienated and
passive, or immersed in tedium. There is an inherent anxiety in boredom; people will expend considerable effort to
prevent or remedy it, yet in many circumstances, it is accepted as suffering to be endured. Common passive ways to
escape boredom are to sleep or to think creative thoughts (daydream). Typical active solutions consist in an
intentional activity of some sort, often something new, as familiarity and repetition lead to the tedious.
Boredom also plays a role in existentialist thought. In contexts where
one is confined, spatially or otherwise, boredom may be met with
various religious activities, not because religion would want to
associate itself with tedium, but rather, partly because boredom may be
taken as the essential human condition, to which God, wisdom, or
morality are the ultimate answers. Boredom is in fact taken in this
sense by virtually all existentialist philosophers as well as by
Schopenhauer.
Heidegger wrote about boredom in two texts available in English, in
the 1929/30 semester lecture course The Fundamental Concepts of
Metaphysics, and again in the essay What is Metaphysics? published in
the same year. In the lecture, Heidegger included about 100 pages on
boredom, probably the most extensive philosophical treatment ever of
1916 Rea Irvin illustration depicting a bore
the subject. He focused on waiting at train stations in particular as a
putting her audience to sleep
major context of boredom.[12] In Kierkegaard's remark in Either/Or,
that "patience cannot be depicted" visually, there is a sense that any
immediate moment of life may be fundamentally tedious.
Blaise Pascal in the Pensées discusses the human condition in saying "we seek rest in a struggle against some
obstacles. And when we have overcome these, rest proves unbearable because of the boredom it produces", and later
states that "only an infinite and immutable object – that is, God himself – can fill this infinite abyss."[13]
Without stimulus or focus, the individual is confronted with nothingness, the meaninglessness of existence, and
experiences existential anxiety. Heidegger states this idea nicely: "Profound boredom, drifting here and there in the
abysses of our existence like a muffling fog, removes all things and men and oneself along with it into a remarkable
indifference. This boredom reveals being as a whole."[14] Arthur Schopenhauer used the existence of boredom in an
attempt to prove the vanity of human existence, stating, "...for if life, in the desire for which our essence and
existence consists, possessed in itself a positive value and real content, there would be no such thing as boredom:
mere existence would fulfil and satisfy us."[15]
Erich Fromm and other thinkers of critical theory speak of boredom as a common psychological response to
industrial society, where people are required to engage in alienated labor. According to Fromm, boredom is "perhaps
the most important source of aggression and destructiveness today." For Fromm, the search for thrills and novelty
that characterizes consumer culture are not solutions to boredom, but mere distractions from boredom which, he
argues, continues unconsciously.[16] Above and beyond taste and character, the universal case of boredom consists in
any instance of waiting, as Heidegger noted, such as in line, for someone else to arrive or finish a task, or while one
is travelling somewhere. The automobile requires fast reflexes, making its operator busy and hence, perhaps for other

Boredom
reasons as well, making the ride more tedious despite being over sooner.
Indian thinker, Domenic Marbaniang, defines boredom as "the metaphysical turbulent emotion that arises out of the
paradox of the rational sense of immutability and the empirical sense of mutation." He explains "Reason anticipates
permanence, changelessness, and immutability as the quality of ultimate reality; however, for experience
immutability is an impossibility. Nothing immutable is empirically conceivable; for if something doesn’t move in
space, it at least moves in time. The tension between the immutable and the mutable produces the emotion of ennui,
the sense of tediousness and vexation associated with the absence of immutable or lasting purpose in the cosmic
phenomena of change."[17]

Causes and effects
Although it has not been widely studied, research on boredom suggests that
boredom is a major factor impacting diverse areas of a person's life. People
ranked low on a boredom-proneness scale were found to have better performance
in a wide variety of aspects of their lives, including career, education, and
autonomy.[18] Boredom can be a symptom of clinical depression. Boredom can
be a form of learned helplessness, a phenomenon closely related to depression.
Some philosophies of parenting propose that if children are raised in an
environment devoid of stimuli, and are not allowed or encouraged to interact
with their environment, they will fail to develop the mental capacities to do so.
In a learning environment, a common cause of boredom is lack of understanding;
for instance, if one is not following or connecting to the material in a class or
lecture, it will usually seem boring. However, the opposite can also be true;
The Princess Who Never Smiled by
something that is too easily understood, simple or transparent, can also be boring.
Viktor Vasnetsov
Boredom is often inversely related to learning, and in school it may be a sign that
a student is not challenged enough, or too challenged. An activity that is predictable to the students is likely to bore
them.[19]
A study of 1989 indicated that an individual's impression of boredom may be influenced by the individual's degree of
attention, as a higher acoustic level of distraction from the environment correlated with higher reportings of
boredom.[20]
Boredom has been studied as being related to drug abuse among teens.[21] Boredom has been proposed as a cause of
pathological gambling behavior. A study found results consistent with the hypothesis that pathological gamblers seek
stimulation to avoid states of boredom and depression.[22]

Popular culture
In Chapter 18 of the novel The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde (1854–1900), the character Lord Henry
Wotton says to a young Dorian Gray: "The only horrible thing in the world is ennui, Dorian. That is the one sin for
which there is no forgiveness." John Sebastian, Iggy Pop, the Deftones, Buzzcocks, and Blink-182 have all written
songs with boredom mentioned in the title. Other songs about boredom and activities people turn to when bored
include Green Day's song "Longview", System of a Down's "Lonely Day", and Bloodhound Gang's "Mope".
Douglas Adams depicted a robot named Marvin the Paranoid Android whose boredom appeared to be the defining
trait of his existence in The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy.
The 1969 Vocational Guidance Counsellor sketch on Monty Python's Flying Circus established a lasting stereotype
of accountants as boring.[23] The Yellow Pages used to carry an entry under Boring, "See civil engineers" (referring
to the "tunnelling" meaning), but this was changed in 1996 to "See sites exploration."[24]
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Apathy
Apathy (also called impassivity or
perfunctoriness) is a state of indifference,
or the suppression of emotions such as
concern, excitement, motivation and
passion. An apathetic individual has an
absence of interest in or concern about
emotional, social, spiritual, philosophical or
physical life.
They may lack a sense of purpose or
meaning in their life. He or she may also
exhibit insensibility or sluggishness. The
opposite of apathy is flow.[1] In positive
psychology, apathy is described as a result
of the individual feeling they do not possess
the level of skill required to confront a
challenge. It may also be a result of
perceiving no challenge at all (e.g. the
challenge is irrelevant to them, or
Mental state in terms of challenge level and skill level, according to
conversely, they have learned helplessness).
Csikszentmihalyi.<ref name="Finding Flow">Csikszentmihalyi, M., Finding Flow,
In light of the insurmountable certainty of
1997.</ref> (Click on a fragment of the image to go to the appropriate article)
universal doom, apathy is the default mode
of existential nihilism, and, as such, is not considered to be a pathological state by those who experience it. (See the
works of Arthur Schopenhauer).

Etymology
Although the word apathy is derived from the Greek ἀπάθεια (apatheia),[2] it is important not to confuse the two
terms. Also meaning "absence of passion," "apathy" or "insensibility" in Greek, the term apatheia was used by the
Stoics to signify a (desirable) state of indifference towards events and things which lie outside one's control (that is,
according to their philosophy, all things exterior, one being only responsible for his representations and
judgments).[3] In contrast to apathy, apatheia is considered a virtue, especially in Orthodox monasticism. In the
Philokalia the word dispassion is used for apatheia, so as not to confuse it with apathy.
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History and other views
Christians have historically condemned apathy as a deficiency of
love and devotion to God and 'his works'; this interpretation of
apathy is also referred to as Sloth and is listed among the Seven
Deadly Sins. Clemens Alexandrinus used the term to draw to
Christianity philosophers who aspired after virtue.[1] Macaulay
referred to "The apathy of despair." Prescott described "A certain
apathy or sluggishness in his nature which led him . . . to leave
events to take their own course."
The modern concept of apathy became more well known after
World War I, when it was called "shell shock." Soldiers who lived
in the trenches amidst the bombing and machine gun fire, and who
saw the battlefields strewn with dead and maimed comrades,
developed a sense of disconnected numbness and indifference to
normal social interaction.
Indifference. A sculpture in the group Children are the
In 1950, US novelist John Dos Passos wrote: "Apathy is one of the
Victims of Adult Vices by Mikhail Shemyakin in
characteristic responses of any living organism when it is
Moscow.
subjected to stimuli too intense or too complicated to cope with.
The cure for apathy is comprehension." US educational
philosopher Robert Maynard Hutchins summarized the concerns about political indifference when he claimed that
the "death of democracy is not likely to be an assassination from ambush. It will be a slow extinction from apathy,
indifference, and undernourishment."

Douglas Hofstadter suggests that, recognizing that the human brain's "ego" is nothing but a construct, no emotion is
necessary. Since the realization of the future of an expanding universe, apathy is the only intelligent response. It is in
contrast to the contented feeling of self-satisfaction of complacency, driven by the illusion of the "ego".
There may be other things contributing to a person's apathy. Activist Dave Meslin argues that people often care, and
that apathy is often the result of social systems actively obstructing engagement and involvement. He describes
various obstacles that keep people from knowing how or why they might get involved in something. Meslin focuses
on design choices that unintentionally or intentionally exclude people. These include: capitalistic media systems that
have no provisions for ideas that are not immediately (monetarily) profitable, government and political media (e.g.
notices) that make it difficult for potentially interested individuals to find relevant information, and media portrayals
of heroes as "chosen" by outside forces rather than self motivated. He moves that we redefine social apathy to think
of it, not as a population that is stupid or lazy, but as result of poorly designed systems that fail to invite others to
participate.[4] [5]

Medical aspects
Relationship with depression
Mental health journalist and author John McManamy argues that although psychiatrists do not explicitly deal with
the condition of apathy, it is a psychological problem for some depressed people, in which they get a sense that
"nothing matters", the "lack of will to go on and the inability to care about the consequences".[6] He describes
depressed people who "...cannot seem to make [themselves] do anything," who "can't complete anything," and who
do not "feel any excitement about seeing loved ones."[6] He acknowledges that the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders does not discuss apathy.
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In a Journal of Neuropsychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences article from 1991, Robert Marin, MD, claimed that
apathy occurs due to brain damage or neuropsychiatric illnesses such as Alzheimer’s, dementia, Parkinson's, or
Huntington’s, or else an event such as a stroke. Marin argues that apathy should be regarded as a syndrome or
illness.[6]
A review article by Robert van Reekum, MD, et al. from the University of Toronto in the Journal of Neuropsychiatry
(2005) claimed that "depression and apathy were a package deal" in some populations which may help illustrate
what people mean when they say that "The opposite of love is not hate, it is apathy."
Other medical
Often, apathy has been felt after witnessing horrific acts, such as the killing or maiming of people during a war. It is
also known to be associated with many conditions, some of which are: CADASIL syndrome, depression,
Alzheimer's disease, Chagas' disease, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, dementia, Korsakoff's syndrome, excessive vitamin
D; hypothyroidism; hyperthyroidism; general fatigue; Huntington's disease; Pick's disease; progressive supranuclear
palsy (PSP); schizophrenia; schizoid personality disorder; bipolar disorder, and others. Some medications and the
heavy use of drugs such as heroin may bring apathy as a side effect.
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Worry
Worry is thoughts, images and emotions of a negative nature in which
mental attempts are made to avoid anticipated potential threats.[1] As
an emotion it is experienced as anxiety or concern about a real or
imagined issue, usually personal issues such as health or finances or
broader ones such as environmental pollution and social or
technological change. Most people experience short-lived periods of
worry in their lives without incident; indeed, a moderate amount of
worrying may even have positive effects, if it prompts people to take
precautions (e.g., fastening their seat belt or buying fire insurance) or
avoid risky behaviours (e.g., angering dangerous animals, or binge
drinking).
Excessive worry is the main component of generalized anxiety
disorder.

Biting one's lip can be a physical manifestation of
worry.

Guido Reni's 17th century painting of John the
Baptist depicts anguish and worry.

Theories
One theory of anxiety by Liebert and Morris in 1967 suggests that
anxiety consists of two components; worry and emotionality.
Emotionality refers to physiological symptoms such as sweating,
increased heart beat and raised blood pressure. Worry refers to
negative self-talk that often distracts the mind from focusing on
solutions to the problem at hand. For example, when
A Mind Map - Analyzing The Difference
Between Worries & Concern

Worry

students become anxious during a test, they
may repeatedly tell themselves they are
going to fail, or they cannot remember the
material, or that their teacher will become
angry with them if they perform poorly.
This thinking interferes with focusing on the
test as the speech areas of the brain that are
needed to complete test questions are being
used for worrying.
Dr. Edward Hallowell , psychiatrist and
author of Worry, argues that while "Worry
serves a productive function", "anticipatory
and dangerous" worrying—which he calls
"toxic worry"--can be harmful for your
mental and physical health. He claims that
"Toxic worry is when the worry paralyzes
you," whereas "Good worry leads to
constructive action" such as taking steps to
Mental state in terms of challenge level and skill level, according to
resolve the issue that is causing concern. To
Csikszentmihalyi.<ref name="Finding Flow">Csikszentmihalyi, M., Finding Flow,
combat worry, Hallowell suggests that
1997.</ref> (Click on a fragment of the image to go to the appropriate article)
people should not worry alone, because
people are much more likely to come up with solutions when talking about their concerns with a friend. As well, he
urges worriers to find out more information about the issue that is troubling them, or make sure that their information
is correct. Another step to reduce worry is to make a plan and take action and take "care of your brain" by sleeping
enough, getting exercise, and eating a healthy diet (without a "lot of carbs, junk food, alcohol, drugs, etc). Hallowell
encourages worriers to get "regular doses of positive human contact" such as "a hug or a warm pat on the back".
Finally, he suggests that worriers let the problem go rather than gathering them around themselves.[2]
In positive psychology, worry is described as a response to a moderate challenge for which the subject has
inadequate skills.[3]
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A marble bust of the Roman Emperor Decius from the Capitoline Museum. This portrait "conveys an impression of anxiety and weariness, as of a
[1]
man shouldering heavy [state] responsibilities."
MeSH

D001007

[2]

Anxiety (also called angst or worry) is a psychological and physiological state characterized by somatic, emotional,
cognitive, and behavioral components.[3] It is the displeasing feeling of fear and concern [4] The root meaning of the
word anxiety is 'to vex or trouble'; in either presence or absence of psychological stress, anxiety can create feelings
of fear, worry, uneasiness, and dread.[5] Anxiety is considered to be a normal reaction to a stressor. It may help an
individual to deal with a demanding situation by prompting them to cope with it. When anxiety becomes excessive,
it may fall under the classification of an anxiety disorder.[6]

Description
Anxiety is a generalized mood condition that can occur without an identifiable triggering stimulus. As such, it is
distinguished from fear, which is an appropriate emotional response to a perceived threat. Additionally, fear is
related to the specific behaviors of escape and avoidance, whereas anxiety is related to situations perceived as
uncontrollable or unavoidable.[7] Another view defines anxiety as "a future-oriented mood state in which one is
ready or prepared to attempt to cope with upcoming negative events",[8] suggesting that it is a distinction between
future vs. present dangers which divides anxiety and fear. In a 2011 review of the literature,[9] fear and anxiety were
said to be differentiated in four domains: (1) duration of emotional experience, (2) temporal focus, (3) specificity of
the threat, and (4) motivated direction. Fear was defined as short lived, present focused, geared towards a specific
threat, and facilitating escape from threat; while anxiety was defined as long acting, future focused, broadly focused
towards a diffuse threat, and promoting caution while approaching a potential threat.
The physical effects of anxiety may include heart palpitations, tachycardia, muscle weakness and tension, fatigue,
nausea, chest pain, shortness of breath, stomach aches, or headaches. As the body prepares to deal with a threat,
blood pressure, heart rate, perspiration, blood flow to the major muscle groups are increased, while immune and
digestive functions are inhibited (the fight or flight response). External signs of anxiety may include pallor, sweating,
trembling, and pupillary dilation. Someone who has anxiety might also experience it subjectively as a sense of dread

Anxiety
or panic.
Although panic attacks are not experienced by every person who has anxiety, they are a common symptom. Panic
attacks usually come without warning and although the fear is generally irrational, the subjective perception of
danger is very real. A person experiencing a panic attack will often feel as if he or she is about to die or lose
consciousness.
The emotional effects of anxiety may include "feelings of apprehension or dread, trouble concentrating, feeling
tense or jumpy, anticipating the worst, irritability, restlessness, watching (and waiting) for signs (and occurrences) of
danger, and, feeling like your mind's gone blank"[10] as well as "nightmares/bad dreams, obsessions about sensations,
deja vu, a trapped in your mind feeling, and feeling like everything is scary."[11]
The cognitive effects of anxiety may include thoughts about suspected dangers, such as fear of dying. "You may...
fear that the chest pains are a deadly heart attack or that the shooting pains in your head are the result of a tumor or
aneurysm. You feel an intense fear when you think of dying, or you may think of it more often than normal, or can’t
get it out of your mind."[12]
The behavioral effects of anxiety may include withdrawal from situations which have provoked anxiety in the
past.[13] Anxiety can also be experienced in ways which include changes in sleeping patterns, nervous habits, and
increased motor tension like foot tapping.[13]

Causes
An evolutionary psychology explanation is that increased anxiety serves the purpose of increased vigilance regarding
potential threats in the environment as well as increased tendency to take proactive actions regarding such possible
threats. This may cause false positive reactions but also avoid real threats. This may explain why anxious people are
less likely to die due to accidents.[14]
The psychologist David H. Barlow of Boston University conducted a study that showed three common
characteristics of people suffering from chronic anxiety, which he characterized as "a generalized biological
vulnerability," "a generalized psychological vulnerability," and "a specific psychological vulnerability."[15] While
chemical issues in the brain that result in anxiety (especially resulting from genetics) are well documented, this study
highlights an additional environmental factor that may result from being raised by parents suffering from chronic
anxiety themselves.
Research upon adolescents who as infants had been highly apprehensive, vigilant, and fearful finds that their nucleus
accumbens is more sensitive than that in other people when selecting to make an action that determined whether they
received a reward.[16] This suggests a link between circuits responsible for fear and also reward in anxious people.
As researchers note "a sense of ‘responsibility,’ or self agency, in a context of uncertainty (probabilistic outcomes)
drives the neural system underlying appetitive motivation (i.e., nucleus accumbens) more strongly in
temperamentally inhibited than noninhibited adolescents."[16]
Neural circuitry involving the amygdala and hippocampus is thought to underlie anxiety.[17] When people are
confronted with unpleasant and potentially harmful stimuli such as foul odors or tastes, PET-scans show increased
bloodflow in the amygdala.[18] [19] In these studies, the participants also reported moderate anxiety. This might
indicate that anxiety is a protective mechanism designed to prevent the organism from engaging in potentially
harmful behaviors.
Although single genes have little effect on complex traits and interact heavily both between themselves and with the
external factors, research is underway to unravel possible molecular mechanisms underlying anxiety and comorbid
conditions. One candidate gene with polymorphisms that influence anxiety is PLXNA2.[20]
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Varieties
In medicine
Anxiety can be a symptom of an underlying health issue such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),
heart failure, or heart arrythmia.[21]
Abnormal and pathological anxiety or fear may itself be a medical condition falling under the blanket term "anxiety
disorder". Such conditions came under the aegis of psychiatry at the end of the 19th century[22] and current
psychiatric diagnostic criteria recognize several specific forms of the disorder. Recent surveys have found that as
many as 18% of Americans may be affected by one or more of them.[23]
Standardized screening tools such as Zung Self-Rating Anxiety Scale, Beck Anxiety Inventory, and HAM-A
(Hamilton Anxiety Scale) can be used to detect anxiety symptoms and suggest the need for a formal diagnostic
assessment of anxiety disorder.[24] The HAM-A (Hamilton Anxiety Scale) measures the severity of a patient's
anxiety, based on 14 parameters, including anxious mood, tension, fears, insomnia, somatic complaints and behavior
at the interview.[25]

Existential anxiety
Further information: Angst, Existential crisis, and Nihilism
The philosopher Søren Kierkegaard, in The Concept of Anxiety, described anxiety or dread associated with the
"dizziness of freedom" and suggested the possibility for positive resolution of anxiety through the self-conscious
exercise of responsibility and choosing. In Art and Artist (1932), the psychologist Otto Rank wrote that the
psychological trauma of birth was the pre-eminent human symbol of existential anxiety and encompasses the
creative person's simultaneous fear of – and desire for – separation, individuation and differentiation.
The theologian Paul Tillich characterized existential anxiety[26] as "the state in which a being is aware of its possible
nonbeing" and he listed three categories for the nonbeing and resulting anxiety: ontic (fate and death), moral (guilt
and condemnation), and spiritual (emptiness and meaninglessness). According to Tillich, the last of these three types
of existential anxiety, i.e. spiritual anxiety, is predominant in modern times while the others were predominant in
earlier periods. Tillich argues that this anxiety can be accepted as part of the human condition or it can be resisted
but with negative consequences. In its pathological form, spiritual anxiety may tend to "drive the person toward the
creation of certitude in systems of meaning which are supported by tradition and authority" even though such
"undoubted certitude is not built on the rock of reality".
According to Viktor Frankl, the author of Man's Search for Meaning, when a person is faced with extreme mortal
dangers, the most basic of all human wishes is to find a meaning of life to combat the "trauma of nonbeing" as death
is near.

Test and performance anxiety
According to Yerkes-Dodson law, an optimal level of arousal is necessary to best complete a task such as an exam,
performance, or competitive event. However, when the anxiety or level of arousal exceeds that optimum, the result is
a decline in performance.
Test anxiety is the uneasiness, apprehension, or nervousness felt by students who had a fear of failing an exam.
Students who have test anxiety may experience any of the following: the association of grades with personal worth;
fear of embarrassment by a teacher; fear of alienation from parents or friends; time pressures; or feeling a loss of
control. Sweating, dizziness, headaches, racing heartbeats, nausea, fidgeting, and drumming on a desk are all
common. Because test anxiety hinges on fear of negative evaluation, debate exists as to whether test anxiety is itself
a unique anxiety disorder or whether it is a specific type of social phobia.
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While the term "test anxiety" refers specifically to students, many workers share the same experience with regard to
their career or profession. The fear of failing at a task and being negatively evaluated for failure can have a similarly
negative effect on the adult.

Stranger and social anxiety
Anxiety when meeting or interacting with unknown people is a common stage of development in young people. For
others, it may persist into adulthood and become social anxiety or social phobia. "Stranger anxiety" in small children
is not considered a phobia. In adults, an excessive fear of other people is not a developmentally common stage; it is
called social anxiety. According to Cutting,[27] social phobics do not fear the crowd but the fact that they may be
being judged negatively.
Social anxiety varies in degree and severity. Whilst for some people it is characterized by experiencing discomfort or
awkwardness during physical social contact (Embracing, Shaking Hands, etc.), in other cases it can lead to a fear of
interacting with unfamiliar people altogether. There can be a tendency among those suffering from this condition to
restrict their lifestyles to accommodate the anxiety, minimizing social interaction whenever possible. Social Anxiety
also forms a core aspect of certain personality disorders, including Avoidant Personality Disorder.

Generalized anxiety
Further information: Generalized anxiety disorder and Cognitive behavioral therapy
Overwhelming anxiety, if not treated early, can consequently become a generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), which
can be identified by symptoms of exaggerated and excessive worry, chronic anxiety, and constant, irrational
thoughts. The anxious thoughts and feelings felt while suffering from GAD are difficult to control and can cause
serious mental anguish that interferes with normal, daily functioning.[28]
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) includes specific criteria for diagnosing
generalized anxiety disorder. The DSM-IV states that a patient must experience chronic anxiety and excessive worry,
almost daily, for at least 6 months due to a number of stressors (such as work or school) and experience three or
more defined symptoms, including, “restlessness or feeling keyed up or on edge, being easily fatigued, difficulty
concentrating or mind going blank, irritability, muscle tension, sleep disturbance (difficulty falling or staying asleep,
or restless unsatisfying sleep).”[29]
If symptoms of chronic anxiety are not addressed and treated in adolescence then the risk of developing an anxiety
disorder in adulthood increases significantly.[30] “Clinical worry is also associated with risk of comorbidity with
other anxiety disorders and depression” which is why immediate treatment is so important.[30]
Generalized anxiety disorder can be treated through specialized therapies aimed at changing thinking patterns and in
turn reducing anxiety-producing behaviors. Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and short-term psychodynamic
psychotherapy (STPP) can be used to successfully treat GAD with positive effects lasting 12 months after
treatment.[31] There are also other treatment plans that should be discussed with a knowledgeable health care
practitioner, which can be used in conjunction with behavioral therapy to greatly reduce the disabling symptoms of
generalized anxiety disorder.
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Trait anxiety
Anxiety can be either a short term 'state' or a long term "trait." Trait anxiety reflects a stable tendency to respond
with state anxiety in the anticipation of threatening situations.[32] It is closely related to the personality trait of
neuroticism. Such anxiety may be conscious or unconscious.[33]

Choice or decision anxiety
Anxiety induced by the need to choose between similar options is increasingly being recognized as a problem for
individuals and for organisations:[34] [35]
"Today we’re all faced with greater choice, more competition and less time to consider our options or
seek out the right advice."[36]

Paradoxical anxiety
Further information: Adverse effects of meditation
Paradoxical anxiety is anxiety arising from use of methods or techniques which are normally used to reduce anxiety.
This includes relaxation or meditation techniques[37] as well as use of certain medications.[38] In some Buddhist
meditation literature, this effect is described as something which arises naturally and should be turned toward and
mindfully explored in order to gain insight into the nature of emotion, and more profoundly, the nature of self.[39]

Positive psychology
Further information: Mental state
In Positive psychology, anxiety is described as the mental state that results from a difficult challenge for which the
subject has insufficient coping skills.[40]

External links
• Anxiety [41] at the Open Directory Project
• Social Anxiety [42] at the Open Directory Project
• Psychology Tools [43]: Anxiety support forum
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Arousal
Arousal is a physiological and psychological state of being awake or reactive to stimuli. It involves the activation of
the reticular activating system in the brain stem, the autonomic nervous system and the endocrine system, leading to
increased heart rate and blood pressure and a condition of sensory alertness, mobility and readiness to respond.
There are many different neural systems involved in what is collectively known as the arousal system. Four major
systems originating in the brainstem, with connections extending throughout the cortex, are based on the brain's
neurotransmitters, acetylcholine, norepinephrine, dopamine, and serotonin. When these systems are in action, the
receiving neural areas become sensitive and responsive to incoming signals.

Importance
Arousal is important in regulating
consciousness, attention, and information
processing. It is crucial for motivating
certain behaviours, such as mobility, the
pursuit of nutrition, the fight-or-flight
response and sexual activity (see Masters
and Johnson's human sexual response cycle,
where it is known as the arousal phase). It is
also very important in emotion, and has
been included as a part of many influential
theories such as the James-Lange theory of
emotion. According to Hans Eysenck,
differences in baseline arousal level lead
people to be either extraverts or introverts.
Later research suggest it is most likely that
extroverts and introverts have different
arousability. Their baseline arousal level is
the same, but the response to stimulation is
different.[1]

Mental state in terms of challenge level and skill level, according to
Csikszentmihalyi.<ref name="Finding Flow">Csikszentmihalyi, M., Finding Flow,
1997.</ref> (Click on a fragment of the image to go to the appropriate article)

The Yerkes-Dodson Law states that there is
a relationship between arousal and task
performance, essentially arguing that there is an optimal level of arousal for performance, and too little or too much
arousal can adversely affect task performance. One interpretation of the Yerkes-Dodson Law is the Easterbrook
Cue-Utilisation hypothesis. Easterbrook states that an increase of arousal leads to a decrease in number of cues that
can be utilised.[2]
In positive psychology, arousal is described as a response to a difficult challenge for which the subject has moderate
skills.[3]
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Abnormally increased behavioral arousal
This is a state caused by withdrawal from alcohol or barbiturates, acute encephalitis, head trauma resulting in coma,
partial seizures in epilepsy, metabolic disorders of electrolyte imbalance, Intra-cranial space- occupying lesions,
Alzheimer's disease, rabies, hemispheric lesions in stroke and multiple sclerosis.[4]
Anatomically this is a disorder of the limbic system, hypothalamus, temporal lobes, amygdala and frontal lobes.[4] It
is not to be confused with mania.
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Mindfulness (psychology)
Modern clinical psychology and psychiatry since the 1970s have developed a number of therapeutic applications
based on the concept of mindfulness (Pali sati or Sanskrit smṛti / स्मृति) in Buddhist meditation.

Definitions
Several definitions of mindfulness have been used in modern psychology. According to various prominent
psychological definitions, Mindfulness refers to a psychological quality that involves
bringing one’s complete attention to the present experience on a moment-to-moment basis,[1]
or involves
paying attention in a particular way: on purpose, in the present moment, and nonjudgmentally,[1]
or involves
a kind of nonelaborative, nonjudgmental, present-centered awareness in which each thought, feeling, or
sensation that arises in the attentional field is acknowledged and accepted as it is[2]
Bishop, Lau, and colleagues (2004)[3] offered a two component model of mindfulness:
The first component [of mindfulness] involves the self-regulation of attention so that it is maintained on
immediate experience, thereby allowing for increased recognition of mental events in the present
moment. The second component involves adopting a particular orientation toward one’s experiences in
the present moment, an orientation that is characterized by curiosity, openness, and acceptance.[3] :232
In this two-component model, self-regulated attention (the first component) involves conscious awareness of one's
current thoughts, feelings, and surroundings, which can result in metacognitive skills for controlling concentration.
Orientation to experience (the second component) involves accepting one's mindstream, maintaining open and
curious attitudes, and thinking in alternative categories (developing upon Ellen Langer's research on
decision-making). Training in mindfulness and mindfulness-based practices, oftentimes as part of a quiet meditation
session, results in the development of a Beginner's mind, or, looking at experiences as if for the first time.
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Historical development
In 1979 Dr. Jon Kabat-Zinn founded the Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction program at the University of
Massachusetts to treat the chronically ill,[4] which sparked a growing interest and application of mindfulness ideas
and practices in the medical world[5] :230-1 for the treatment of a variety of conditions in people both healthy and
unhealthy. Many of the variety of mindfulness-based clinical treatments we have today are mentioned on this
webpage below.
Much of this was inspired by teachings from the East, and particularly from the Buddhist traditions, where
mindfulness is the 7th step of the Noble Eightfold Path taught by Siddhartha Gautama, The Buddha, who founded
Buddhism almost 2,500 years ago. Although originally articulated as a part of what we know in the West as
Buddhism, there is nothing inherently religious about mindfulness, and it is often taught independent of religious or
cultural connotation.[6] [7]
Teachers such as Thich Nhat Hanh[9] have brought mindfulness to the
attention of Westerners. Mindfulness and other Buddhist meditation
techniques receive support in the West from figures such as the
scientist Jon Kabat-Zinn, the teacher Jack Kornfield, the teacher Joseph
Goldstein, the psychologist Tara Brach, the writer Alan Clements, and
the teacher Sharon Salzberg, who have been widely attributed with
playing a significant role in integrating the healing aspects of Buddhist
meditation practices with the concept of psychological awareness and
healing. Psychotherapists have adapted and developed mindfulness
techniques into a promising cognitive behavioral therapies vis.
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT, pronounced act) [10] [11]
ACT was recently reviewed by SAMHSA's National Registry of
Evidence-Based Programs and Practices [12]

Scientific research

Clinical research shows Buddhist mindfulness
[8]
[8]
techniques can help alleviate anxiety , stress
[8]
, and depression

Over the past 30 years there has been an increase in the number of
published studies on mindfulness.[13] The current body of scientific
literature on the effects of mindfulness practices is promising despite
the presence of methodological weaknesses.[8] [14] The current research does suggest that mindfulness practices are
useful in the treatment of pain,[8] stress,[8] anxiety,[8] depressive relapse,[8] disordered eating,[8] and addiction,[15] [16]
among others. Mindfulness has been investigated for its potential benefit for individuals who do not experience these
disorders, as well, with positive results. Mindfulness practice improves the immune system[17] and alters activation
symmetries in the prefrontal cortex, a change previously associated with an increase in positive affect and a faster
recovery from a negative experience.[17]
Mindfulness is often used synonymously with the traditional Buddhist processes of cultivating awareness as
described above, but more recently has been studied as a psychological tool capable of stress reduction and the
elevation of several positive emotions or traits. In this relatively new field of western psychological mindfulness,
researchers attempt to define and measure the results of mindfulness primarily through controlled, randomised
studies of mindfulness intervention on various dependent variables. The participants in mindfulness interventions
measure many of the outcomes of such interventions subjectively. For this reason, several mindfulness inventories or
scales (a set of questions posed to a subject whose answers output the subject's aggregate answers in the form of a
rating or category) have arisen. The most prominent include:
• the Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS)
• the Freiburg Mindfulness Inventory
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• the Kentucky Inventory of Mindfulness Skills
• the Cognitive and Affective Mindfulness Scale.[18]
Through the use of these scales - which can illuminate self-reported changes in levels of mindfulness, the
measurement of other correlated inventories in fields such as subjective well-being, and the measurement of other
correlated variables such as health and performance - researchers have produced studies that investigate the nature
and effects of mindfulness. The research on the outcomes of mindfulness falls into two main categories: stress
reduction and positive-state elevation.

Stress reduction
Human response to stressors in the environment produces emotional and physiological changes in individual human
bodies in order to cope with that stress.[19] This process most likely evolved to help us attend to immediate concerns
in our environment to better our chances of survival, but in modern society, much of the stress felt is not beneficial in
this way. Stress has been shown to have several negative effects on health, happiness, and overall wellbeing (see
stress (biology)). One field of psychological inquiry into mindfulness is Mindfulness-based stress reduction or
MBSR. Several studies have produced relevant findings:
• Jain and Shapiro (2007)[20] conducted a study to show that mindfulness meditation may be specific in its ability to
“reduce distractive and ruminative thoughts and behaviours”, which may provide a “unique mechanism by which
mindfulness meditation reduces distress”.
• Arch (2006)[21] found emotional regulation following focused breathing. A breathing group provided moderately
positive responses to emotionally neutral visual slides, while "unfocused attention and worry" groups both
responded significantly more negatively to neutral slides.
• Brown (2003)[22] found declines in mood disturbance and stress following mindfulness interventions.
• Jha (2010)[23] found that a sufficient meditation training practice may protect against functional impairments
associated with high-stress contexts.
• Garland (2009)[24] found declines in stress after mindfulness interventions, which are potentially due to the
positive re-appraisals of what were at first appraised as stressors.

Elevation of positive emotions and outcomes
While much research centered on mindfulness seeks to reduce stress, another large body of research has examined
mindfulness as a tool to elevate and sustain "positive" emotional states as well and their related outcomes:
• Fredrickson (2008)[25] studied the building of personal resources through increased daily experiences of positive
emotions due to meditation. She found that meditation practice showed increases over time in purpose in life,
social support, and decreased illness symptoms.
• Davidson (2003)[26] found that mindfulness meditation increased brain and immune function in positive ways, but
highlighted the need for additional research.
• Brown (2009)[27] investigated subjective well-being and financial desire. He found that a large discrepancy
between financial desires and financial reality correlated with low subjective well-being but that the accumulation
of wealth did not tend to close the gap. Mindfulness however was associated with a lower financial-desire
discrepancy and thus a higher subjective well-being, so mindfulness may promote the perception of “having
enough”.
• Shao (2009)[28] used a randomised controlled study to illuminate the correlation between MBA candidates
subjected to a mindfulness intervention and increased academic performance. He found mindfulness was
positively related to performance for women.
• Davidson et al.[29] showed that mindfulness practice improves the immune system and alters activation
symmetries in the prefrontal cortex, a change previously associated with an increase in positive affect and a faster
recovery time from exposure to a negative experience. These changes in subjects persisted even after periods they
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were done meditating.

Future directions
The research leaves many questions still unanswered. Much of the terminology used in such research has no
cohesive definition. For example, there is a lack of differentiation between "attention" and "awareness" and an
interchangeable use of the two in modern descriptions. Buddhist contemplative psychology however, differentiates
more clearly, as "attention" in that context signifies an ever-changing factor of consciousness, while "awareness"
refers to a stable and specific state of consciousness.[18]

Reception and criticism
Various scholars have criticized how mindfulness has been defined or represented in recent western psychology
publications. B. Alan Wallace has stated that an influential definition of mindfulness in the psychology literature (by
Bishop et al.[3] ) differs in significant ways from how mindfulness was defined by the Buddha himself, and by much
of Buddhist tradition.[30] For example, Wallace writes that
According to one psychological paper on the topic, mindfulness is “a kind of nonelaborative,
nonjudgmental present-centered awareness in which each thought, feeling, or sensation that arises in the
attentional field is acknowledged and accepted as it is.[31] .... The modern psychological account of
mindfulness, which is explicitly based on the descriptions of mindfulness presented in the modern
Vipassana (contemplative insight) tradition of Theravada Buddhism.... is oddly at variance with the
Buddha’s own description of mindfulness, or sati: “And what monks, is the faculty of sati? Here, monks,
the noble disciple has sati, he is endowed with perfect sati and intellect, he is one who remembers, who
recollects what was done and said long before.”[32] .... So, rather than refraining from labeling or
categorizing experiences in a nonjudgmental fashion, in the earliest, most authorititative accounts, sati is
said to distinguish between wholesome and unwholesome, beneficial and unbeneficial tendencies. The
contrast between the ancient and modern accounts is striking.[30] :61
Wallace concludes that "The modern description and practice of mindfulness are certainly valuable, as thousands of
people have discovered for themselves through their own practice. But this doesn’t take away from the fact that the
modern understanding departs significantly from the Buddha’s own account of sati, and from those of the most
authoritative commentators in the Theravada and Indian Mahayana traditions."[30] :62
Eleanor Rosch has stated that contemporary "therapeutic systems that include mindfulness"[33] "could as much be
called wisdom-based as mindfulness-based."[34] :262 In these therapeutic approaches
Mindfulness would seem to play two roles: as a part of the therapy itself and as an umbrella justification
("empirical") for the inclusion of other aspects of wisdom that may be beyond our present cultural
assumptions. Where in this is mindfulness in its original sense of the mind adhering to an object of
consciousness with a clear mental focus?[34] :262
William Mikulas, in the Journal of Consciousness Studies, stated that "In Western psychology, mindfulness and
concentration are often confused and confounded because, although in the last few years there has been a moderate
interest in mindfulness, there has not been a corresponding interest in concentration. Hence, many mindfulness-based
programs are actually cultivating both concentration and mindfulness, but all results are attributed to
mindfulness."[35] :20
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Specific mindfulness-based therapy programs
Since 2006 research supports promising mindfulness-based therapies for a number of medical and psychiatric
conditions, notably chronic pain (McCracken et al. 2007), stress (Grossman et al. 2004), anxiety and depression
(Hofmann et al. 2010), substance abuse (Melemis 2008:141-157), and recurrent suicidal behavior (Williams et al.
2006). Bell (2009) gives a brief overview of mindful approaches to therapy, particularly family therapy, starting with
a discussion of mysticism and emphasizing the value of a mindful therapist.

Morita therapy
The Japanese psychiatrist Shoma Morita, who trained in Zen meditation, developed Morita therapy upon principles
of mindfulness and non-attachment.

Gestalt therapy
Since the beginnings of Gestalt therapy in the early 1940s, mindfulness, referred to as "awareness", has been an
essential part of its theory and practice.

Adaptation Practice
The British psychiatrist, Clive Sherlock , who trained in the traditional Rinzai School of Zen, developed Adaptation
Practice (AP) in 1978 based on the profound mindfulness/awareness training of Zen daily-life practice and
meditation. Adaptation Practice is used for long-term relief of depression, anxiety, anger, stress and other emotional
problems.[36] [37]

Mindfulness-based stress reduction
Jon Kabat-Zinn developed the Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) over a ten-year period at the University
of Massachusetts Medical School. He (1990:11) defines the essence of MBSR: "This "work" involves above all the
regular, disciplined practice of moment-to-moment awareness or mindfulness, the complete "owning" of each
moment of your experience, good, bad, or ugly." Kabat-Zinn explains the non-Buddhist universality of MBSR:
Although at this time mindfulness meditation is most commonly taught and practiced within the context
of Buddhism, its essence is universal. … Yet it is no accident that mindfulness comes out of Buddhism,
which has as its overriding concerns the relief of suffering and the dispelling of illusions. (2005:12-13)
MBSR has clinically proven beneficial for people with depression and anxiety disorders. This mindfulness-based
psychotherapy is practiced as a form of complementary medicine in over 200 hospitals, and is currently the focus of
numerous research studies funded by the National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine.

Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy
Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) psychotherapy combines cognitive therapy with mindfulness
techniques as a treatment for major depressive disorder.

Acceptance and commitment therapy
Steven C. Hayes and others have developed acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), originally called
"comprehensive distancing", which uses strategies of mindfulness, acceptance, and behavior change.

Dialectical behavior therapy
Mindfulness is a "core" exercise used in Dialectical behavior therapy (DBT), a psychosocial treatment Marsha M.
Linehan developed for treating people with borderline personality disorder. DBT is dialectic, explains Linehan
(1993:19), in the sense of "the reconciliation of opposites in a continual process of synthesis." As a practitioner of
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Buddhist meditation techniques, Linehan says:
This emphasis in DBT on a balance of acceptance and change owes much to my experiences in studying
meditation and Eastern spirituality. The DBT tenets of observing, mindfulness, and avoidance of
judgment are all derived from the study and practice of Zen meditations. (1993:20-21)

Hakomi
Hakomi therapy, under development by Ron Kurtz and others, is a somatic psychology based upon Asian
philosophical precepts of mindfulness and nonviolence.

Internal Family Systems Therapy
Internal Family Systems Therapy (IFS), developed by Richard C. Schwartz, emphasizes the importance of both
therapist and client engaging in therapy from the Self, which is the IFS term for one’s "spiritual center". The Self is
curious about whatever arises in one’s present experience and open and accepting toward all manifestations.

Mindfulness meditation in organizations
In the U.S., certain businesses, universities, government agencies, counseling centers, schools, hospitals, religious
groups, law firms, prisons, the army, and other organizations offer training in mindfulness meditation.
In the U.S. business world, interest in mindfulness is rising dramatically. This shows in the popular business press,
including books such as Awake at Work (Carroll, 2004) and Resonant Leadership: Renewing Yourself and
Connecting with Others Through Mindfulness, Hope, and Compassion.[38]
The website of the University of Massachusetts Medical School Center for Mindfulness in Medicine, Health Care,
and Society and Carroll’s (2007) book, The Mindful Leader, mention many companies that have provided training
programs in mindfulness. These include Fortune 500 companies (such as Raytheon, Procter & Gamble, Monsanto,
General Mills, and Comcast) and others (such as BASF Bioresearch, Bose, New Balance, Unilever, and Nortel
Networks). Executives who “meditate and consider such a practice beneficial to running a corporation”[39] have
included the chairman of the Ford Motor Company, Bill Ford, Jr.; a managing partner of McKinsey & Co., Michael
Rennie; and Aetna International’s former chairman, Michael Stephen. A professional-development program —
“Mindfulness at Monsanto” — was started at Monsanto corporation by its CEO, Robert Shapiro.
Sounds True, an audio recordings company,[40] has mindfulness as a core value.
At Sounds True, we strive to practice mindfulness in every aspect of our work. Recognizing the
importance of silence, inward attention, active listening and being centered, Sounds True begins its
all-company meetings with a minute of silence and maintains a meditation room on-site for employees
to utilize throughout the day.[41]
In some newspapers, magazines, and scholarly journals in fields other than management, one can find indicators of
interest in mindfulness in organizations outside of business. This includes legal and law enforcement
organizations.[42]
• Harvard Law School’s Program on Negotiation hosted a workshop on “Mindfulness in the Law & Alternative
Dispute Resolution.”[43]
• Police officers in Los Angeles and in Madison, Wisconsin, have received mindfulness training. Many law firms
offer mindfulness classes.[39]
• Mindfulness has been taught by The Art of Living Foundation, in prisons, reducing hostility and mood
disturbance among inmates, and improving their self esteem.[44]
• There are over 240 mindfulness programs in hospitals and clinics throughout the U.S. Many government
organizations offer mindfulness training.[45] Coping Strategies is an example of a program utilized by United
States Armed Forces personnel.
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Research on mindfulness in the workplace has been conducted by McCormick and Hunter.[46] Hunter has taught a
course on mindfulness to graduate students in business at Claremont Graduate University, and McCormick has
taught mindfulness in the business school of California State University Northridge. In 2000, The Inner Kids
Program, a mindfulness-based program developed for children, was introduced into public and private school
curricula in the greater Los Angeles area.[47]
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Meditation
Meditation is any form of a family of practices in
which practitioners train their minds or
self-induce a mode of consciousness to realize
some benefit.[1] [2] [3]
Meditation is generally an inwardly oriented,
personal practice, which individuals can do by
themselves. Prayer beads or other ritual objects
may be used during meditation. Meditation may
involve invoking or cultivating a feeling or
internal state, such as compassion, or attending to
a specific focal point. The term can refer to the
state itself, as well as to practices or techniques
employed to cultivate the state.[4]
There are dozens of specific styles of meditation
practice;[3] the word meditation may carry
different meanings in different contexts.
Meditation has been practiced since antiquity as a
component of numerous religious traditions.
A 2007 study by the U.S. government found that
nearly 9.4% of U.S. adults (over 20 million) had
practiced meditation within the past 12 months,
up from 7.6% (more than 15 million people) in
2002.[5]

A statue of the Buddha meditating, Borim Temple, Korea

Since the 1960s, meditation has been the focus of increasing scientific research of uneven rigor and quality.[6] In
over 1,000 published research studies, various methods of meditation have been linked to changes in metabolism,
blood pressure, brain activation, and other bodily processes.[7] [8] Meditation has been used in clinical settings as a
method of stress and pain reduction.[9] [10]

Terminology
The English meditation is derived from the Latin meditatio, from a
verb meditari, meaning "to think, contemplate, devise, ponder,
meditate".[11]

Caravans on the Silk Road helped spread
meditative practices from India.

In the Old Testament hāgâ (Hebrew: )הגה, means to sigh or murmur,
but also to meditate. When the Hebrew Bible was translated into
Greek, hāgâ became the Greek melete. The Latin Bible then translated
hāgâ/melete into meditatio.[12] The use of the term meditatio as part of
a formal, stepwise process of meditation goes back to the 12th-century
monk Guigo II.[13]

Apart from its historical usage, the term meditation was introduced as a
translation for Eastern spiritual practices, referred to as dhyāna in Buddhism and in Hinduism, which comes from the
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Sanskrit root dhyai, meaning to contemplate or meditate.[4] [14] The term "meditation" in English may also refer to
practices from Islamic Sufism,[15] or other traditions such as Jewish Kabbalah and Christian Hesychasm.[16] An
edited book about "meditation" published in 2003, for example, included chapter contributions by authors describing
Buddhist, Christian, Hindu, Islamic, and Taoist traditions.[17] [18] Scholars have noted that "the term 'meditation' as it
has entered contemporary usage" is parallel to the term "contemplation" in Christianity.[19]

History
The history of meditation is intimately bound up with the religious
context within which it was practiced.[20] Even in prehistoric times
civilizations used repetitive, rhythmic chants and offerings to appease
the gods.[21] Some authors have even suggested the hypothesis that the
emergence of the capacity for focused attention, an element of many
methods of meditation,[22] may have contributed to the final phases of
human biological evolution.[23] Some of the earliest references to
meditation are found in the Bible, dating around 1400 BCE,[24] [25] and
in the Hindu Vedas from around the 15th century BCE.[20] Around the
6th to 5th centuries BCE, other forms of meditation developed in
Taoist China and Buddhist India.[20]
In the west, by 20BCE Philo of Alexandria had written on some form
of "spiritual exercises" involving attention (prosoche) and
concentration[26] and by the 3rd century Plotinus had developed
meditative techniques.

Man Meditating in a Garden Setting

The Pāli Canon, which dates to 1st century BCE considers Indian
Buddhist meditation as a step towards salvation.[27] By the time Buddhism was spreading in China, the Vimalakirti
Sutra which dates to 100CE included a number of passages on meditation, clearly pointing to Zen.[28] The Silk Road
transmission of Buddhism introduced meditation to other oriental countries, and in 653 the first meditation hall was
opened in Japan.[29] Returning from China around 1227, Dōgen wrote the instructions for Zazen.[30] [31]
The Islamic practice of Dhikr had involved the repetition of the 99 Names of God since the 8th or 9th century.[32] [33]
By the 12th century, the practice of Sufism included specific meditative techniques, and its followers practiced
breathing controls and the repetition of holy words.[34] Interactions with Indians or the Sufis may have influenced the
Eastern Christian meditation approach to hesychasm, but this can not be proved.[35] [36] Between the 10th and 14th
centuries, hesychasm was developed, particularly on Mount Athos in Greece, and involves the repetition of the Jesus
prayer.[37]
Western Christian meditation contrasts with most other approaches in that it does not involve the repetition of any
phrase or action and requires no specific posture. Western Christian meditation progressed from the 6th century
practice of Bible reading among Benedictine monks called Lectio Divina, i.e. divine reading. Its four formal steps as
a "ladder" were defined by the monk Guigo II in the 12th century with the Latin terms lectio, meditatio, oratio, and
contemplatio (i.e. read, ponder, pray, contemplate). Western Christian meditation was further developed by saints
such as Ignatius of Loyola and Teresa of Avila in the 16th century.[38] [39] [40] [41]
By the 18th century, the study of Buddhism in the West was a topic for intellectuals. The philosopher Schopenhauer
discussed it,[42] and Voltaire asked for toleration towards Buddhists.[43] The first English translation of the Tibetan
Book of the Dead was published in 1927.[44]
Secular forms of meditation were introduced in India in the 1950s as a Westernized form of Hindu meditative
techniques and arrived in the United States and Europe in the 1960s. Rather than focusing on spiritual growth,
secular meditation emphasizes stress reduction, relaxation and self improvement.[45] [46] Both spiritual and secular
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forms of meditation have been subjects of scientific analyses. Research on meditation began in 1931, with scientific
research increasing dramatically during the 1970s and 1980s.[47] Since the beginning of the '70s more than a
thousand studies of meditation in English-language have been reported.[47] However, after 60 years of scientific
study, the exact mechanism at work in meditation remains unclear.[9]

Modern definitions and Western models
Definitions and scope
Definitions or Characterizations of Meditation:
Examples from Prominent Reviews*
Definition / Characterization

Review

•"[M]editation refers to a family of self-regulation practices that focus on training attention and awareness in order
to bring mental processes under greater voluntary control and thereby foster general mental well-being and
[48] :228-9
development and/or specific capacities such as calm, clarity, and concentration"

Walsh &
Shapiro
(2006)

•"[M]editation is used to describe practices that self-regulate the body and mind, thereby affecting mental events by Cahn &
Polich (2006)
engaging a specific attentional set.... regulation of attention is the central commonality across the many divergent
[8] :180
methods"
•"We define meditation... as a stylized mental technique... repetitively practiced for the purpose of attaining a
subjective experience that is frequently described as very restful, silent, and of heightened alertness, often
[49] :415
characterized as blissful"

Jevning et al.
(1992)

•"the need for the meditator to retrain his attention, whether through concentration or mindfulness, is the single
[16] :107
invariant ingredient in... every meditation system"

Goleman
(1988)

[50]

*Influential reviews (cited >50 times in PsycINFO
encompassing multiple methods of meditation.

),

As early as 1971, Naranjo noted that "The word 'meditation' has been used to designate a variety of practices that
differ enough from one another so that we may find trouble in defining what meditation is."[51] :6 There remains no
definition of necessary and sufficient criteria for meditation that has achieved universal or widespread acceptance
within the modern scientific community, as one study recently noted a "persistent lack of consensus in the literature"
and a "seeming intractability of defining meditation".[52] :135
In popular usage, the word "meditation" and the phrase "meditative practice" are often used imprecisely to designate
broadly similar practices, or sets of practices, that are found across many cultures and traditions.[16] [53]
Some of the difficulty in precisely defining meditation has been the need to recognize the particularities of the many
various traditions.[54] There may be differences between the theories of one tradition of meditation as to what it
means to practice meditation.[55] The differences between multiple various traditions, which have grown up a great
distance apart from each other, may be even starker.[55] The defining of what 'meditation' is has caused difficulties
for modern scientists. Scientific reviews have proposed that researchers attempt to more clearly define the type of
meditation being practiced in order that the results of their studies be made clearer.[54] :499 Taylor noted that to refer
only to meditation from a particular faith (e.g., "Hindu" or "Buddhist")
is not enough, since the cultural traditions from which a particular kind of meditation comes are quite different
and even within a single tradition differ in complex ways. The specific name of a school of thought or a
teacher or the title of a specific text is often quite important for identifying a particular type of meditation.[56]
:2

The table shows several definitions of meditation that have been used by influential modern reviews of research on
meditation across multiple traditions. Within a specific context, more precise meanings are not uncommonly given
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the word "meditation."[57] For example, 'meditation', is sometimes the translation of meditatio in Latin, which is the
third of four steps of Lectio Divina, an ancient form of Christian prayer. 'Meditation' may also refer to the second of
the three steps of Yoga in Patanjali's Yoga Sutras, a step called dhyāna in Sanskrit. Meditation may refer to a mental
or spiritual state that may be attained by such practices,[4] and may also refer to the practice of that state.
This article mainly focuses on meditation in the broad sense of a type of discipline, found in various forms in many
cultures, by which the practitioner attempts to get beyond the reflexive, "thinking" mind[58] (sometimes called
"discursive thinking"[59] or "logic"[60] ) into a deeper, more devout, or more relaxed state. The terms "meditative
practice" and "meditation" are mostly used here in this broad sense. However, usage may vary somewhat by context
- readers should be aware that in quotations, or in discussions of particular traditions, more specialized meanings of
"meditation" may sometimes be used (with meanings made clear by context whenever possible).

Western typologies
Ornstein noted that "most techniques of meditation do not exist as solitary practices but are only artificially separable
from an entire system of practice and belief".[61] :143 This means that, for instance, while monks engage in
meditation as a part of their everyday lives, they also engage the codified rules and live together in monasteries in
specific cultural settings, that go along with their meditative practices. These meditative practices sometimes have
similarities (often noticed by Westerners), for instance concentration on the breath is practiced in both Zen, Tibetan
and Theravadan contexts, and these similarities or 'typologies' are noted here.
Progress on the "intractable" problem of defining meditation was attempted by a
recent study of views common to 7 experts trained in diverse but empirically
highly studied (clinical or Eastern-derived) forms of meditation.[62] The study
identified "three main criteria... as essential to any meditation practice: the use of
a defined technique, logic relaxation, and a self-induced state/mode. Other
criteria deemed important [but not essential] involve a state of psychophysical
relaxation, the use of a self-focus skill or anchor, the presence of a state of
suspension of logical thought processes, a religious/spiritual/philosophical
context, or a state of mental silence".[52] :135 However, the study cautioned that
"It is plausible that meditation is best thought of as a natural category of
techniques best captured by 'family resemblances'... or by the related prototype
model of concepts".[52] :135[63]
In modern psychological research, meditation has been defined and characterized
in a variety of ways; many of these emphasize the role of attention.[8] [16] [48] [49]

Bodhidharma practicing zazen.

In the West, meditation is sometimes thought of in two broad categories: concentrative meditation and mindfulness
meditation.[64] These two categories are discussed in the following two paragraphs, with concentrative meditation
being used interchangeably with focused attention and mindfulness meditation being used interchangeably with open
monitoring,
direction of mental attention... A practitioner can focus intensively on one particular object (so-called
concentrative meditation), on all mental events that enter the field of awareness (so-called mindfulness
meditation), or both specific focal points and the field of awareness.[52] :130[65]
"One style, Focused Attention (FA) meditation, entails the voluntary focusing of attention on a chosen
object. The other style, Open Monitoring (OM) meditation, involves non-reactive monitoring of the
content of experience from moment to moment."[66]
Other typologies have also been proposed,[67]
categories.[69]

[68] [additional citations useful]

and some techniques shift among major
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Evidence from neuroimaging studies suggests that the categories of meditation, defined by how they direct attention,
appear to generate different brainwave patterns.[67] [68] [additional citations useful] Evidence also suggests that using
different focus objects during meditation may generate different brainwave patterns.[70]

Religious and spiritual meditation
Bahá'í Faith
In the teachings of the Bahá'í Faith meditation, along with prayer, is one of the primary tools for spiritual
development,[71] and it mainly refers to one's reflection on the words of God.[72] While prayer and meditation are
linked where meditation happens generally in a prayerful attitude, prayer is seen specifically as turning toward
God,[73] and meditation is seen as a communion with one's self where one focuses on the divine.[72]
The Bahá'í teachings note that the purpose of meditation is to strengthen one's understanding of the words of God,
and to make one's soul more susceptible to their potentially transformative power,[72] and that both prayer and
meditation are needed to bring about and to maintain a spiritual communion with God.[74]
Bahá'u'lláh, the founder of the religion, never specified any particular form of meditation, and thus each person is
free to choose their own form.[71] However, he specifically did state that Bahá'ís should read a passage of the Bahá'í
writings twice a day, once in the morning, and once in the evening, and meditate on it. He also encouraged people to
reflect on one's actions and worth at the end of each day.[72] The Nineteen Day Fast, a nineteen-day period of the
year, during which Bahá'ís adhere to a sunrise-to-sunset fast, is also seen as meditative, where Bahá'ís must meditate
and pray to reinvigorate their spiritual forces.[75]

Buddhism
Buddhist meditation refers to the meditative practices associated with
the religion and philosophy of Buddhism. Core meditation techniques
have been preserved in ancient Buddhist texts and have proliferated
and diversified through teacher-student transmissions. Buddhists
pursue meditation as part of the path toward Enlightenment and
Nirvana.[76] The closest words for meditation in the classical languages
of Buddhism are bhāvanā[77] and jhāna/dhyāna.[78]
Buddhist meditation techniques have become increasingly popular in
the wider world, with many non-Buddhists taking them up for a variety
Dynamic tranquility: the Buddha in
contemplation.
of reasons. There is considerable homogeneity across meditative
practices — such as breath meditation and various recollections
(anussati) — that are used across Buddhist schools, as well as significant diversity. In the Theravāda tradition alone,
there are over fifty methods for developing mindfulness and forty for developing concentration, while in the Tibetan
tradition there are thousands of visualization meditations.[79] Most classical and contemporary Buddhist meditation
guides are school-specific.[80]
The Buddha is said to have identified two paramount mental qualities that arise from wholesome meditative practice:
• "serenity" or "tranquillity" (Pali: samatha) which steadies, composes, unifies and concentrates the mind;
• "insight" (Pali: vipassana) which enables one to see, explore and discern "formations" (conditioned
phenomena based on the five aggregates).[81]
Through the meditative development of serenity, one is able to suppress obscuring hindrances; and, with the
suppression of the hindrances, it is through the meditative development of insight that one gains liberating
wisdom.[82]
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Christianity
Christian Meditation is a term for form of prayer in which a structured attempt is
made to get in touch with and deliberately reflect upon the revelations of God.[84]
The word meditation comes from the Latin word meditari which means to
concentrate. Christian meditation is the process of deliberately focusing on
specific thoughts (e.g. a biblical scene involving Jesus and the Virgin Mary) and
reflecting on their meaning in the context of the love of God.[85]
Christian meditation contrasts with cosmic styles of eastern meditation as
radically as the portrayal of God the Father in the Bible contrasts with
discussions of Krishna or Brahman in Indian teachings.[86] Unlike eastern
meditations, most styles of Christian meditations do not rely on the repeated use
of mantras, but are intended to stimulate thought and deepen meaning. Christian
meditation aims to heighten the personal relationship based on the love of God
that marks Christian communion.[87] [88]
In Aspects of Christian meditation, the Catholic Church warned of potential
incompatibilities in mixing Christian and eastern styles of meditation.[89] In
2003, in A Christian reflection on the New Age the Vatican announced that the
"Church avoids any concept that is close to those of the New Age".[90] [91] [92]

A strong believer in Christian
meditation, Saint Padre Pio stated:
"Through the study of books one
seeks God; by meditation one finds
[83]
him".

Christian meditation is sometimes taken to mean the middle level in a broad three stage characterization of prayer: it
then involves more reflection than first level vocal prayer, but is more structured than the multiple layers of
contemplation in Christianity.[93]

Hinduism
There are many, many schools and styles of meditation within
Hinduism. Yoga is generally done to prepare one for meditation, and
meditation is done to realize union of one's self, one's atman, with the
omnipresent and non-dual Brahman. This experience is referred to as
moksha by Hindus, and is similar to the concept of Nibbana in
Buddhism. The earliest clear references to meditation in Hindu
literature are in the middle Upanishads and the Mahabharata, which
includes the Bhagavad Gita.[94] [95] According to Gavin Flood, the
earlier Brihadaranyaka Upanishad refers to meditation when it states
that "having becoming calm and concentrated, one perceives the self
(ātman) within oneself".[96]
A large statue in Bangalore depicting Lord Shiva
Within Patañjali's ashtanga yoga practice there are eight limbs leading
meditating
to moksha. These are ethical discipline (yamas), rules (niyamas),
physical postures (asanas), breath control (pranayama), withdrawal
from the senses (pratyahara), one-pointedness of mind (dharana), meditation (dhyana), and finally samadhi, which is
often described as the union of the Self (atman) with the omnipresent (Brahman), and is the ultimate aim of all Hindu
yogis.

Meditation in Hinduism is not confined to any school or sect and has expanded beyond Hinduism to the West.[96]
Today there is a new branch of yoga which combines Christian practices with yogic postures known popularly as
Christian Yoga.[97]
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The influential modern proponent of Hinduism who first introduced Eastern philosophy to the West in the late 19th
century, Swami Vivekananda, describes meditation as follows:
Meditation has been laid stress upon by all religions. The meditative state of mind is declared by the
Yogis to be the highest state in which the mind exists. When the mind is studying the external object, it
gets identified with it, loses itself. To use the simile of the old Indian philosopher: the soul of man is like
a piece of crystal, but it takes the colour of whatever is near it. Whatever the soul touches ... it has to
take its colour. That is the difficulty. That constitutes the bondage.[98]

Islam
A Muslim is obligated to pray five times a day: once before sunrise, at
noon, in the afternoon, after sunset, and once at night. During prayer a
Muslim focuses and meditates on God by reciting the Qur'an and
engaging in dhikr to reaffirm and strengthen the bond between Creator
and creation, with the purpose of guiding the soul to truth. Such
meditation is intended to help maintain a feeling of spiritual peace, in
the face of whatever challenges work, social or family life may present.

Dhikr singing.

The five daily acts of peaceful prayer are to serve as a template and
inspiration for conduct during the rest of the day, transforming it,
ideally, into one single and sustained meditation: even sleep is to be
regarded as but another phase of that sustained meditation.[99]

Meditative quiescence is said to have a quality of healing, and—in
contemporary terminology—enhancing creativity.[100] The Islamic prophet Muhammad spent sustained periods in
contemplation and meditation. It was during one such period that Muhammad began to receive the revelations of the
Qur'an.[101] [102]
Following are the styles, or schools, of meditation in the Muslim traditions:
• Tafakkur or tadabbur, literally means reflection upon the universe: this is considered to permit access to a form of
cognitive and emotional development that can emanate only from the higher level, i.e. from God. The sensation of
receiving divine inspiration awakens and liberates both heart and intellect, permitting such inner growth that the
apparently mundane actually takes on the quality of the infinite. Muslim teachings embrace life as a test of one's
submission to God.[103]
• Meditation in the Sufi traditions is largely based on a spectrum of mystical exercises, varying from one lineage to
another. Such techniques, particularly the more audacious, can be, and often have been down the ages, a source of
controversy among scholars. One broad group of ulema, followers of the great Al-Ghazzali, for example, have in
general been open to such techniques and forms of devotion, while another such group, those who concur with the
Ibn Taymiya, reject and generally condemn such procedures as species of bid'ah (Arabic:  )ﺑﺪﻋﺔor mere innovation.
Numerous Sufi traditions place emphasis upon a meditative procedure similar in its cognitive aspect to one of the
two principal approaches to be found in the Buddhist traditions: that of the concentration technique, involving
high-intensity and sharply focused introspection. In the Oveyssi-Shahmaghsoudi Sufi order, for example, this is
particularly evident, where muraqaba takes the form of tamarkoz, the latter being a Persian term that means
concentration.
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Jainism
In Jainism, meditation has been a core spiritual practice, one that Jains believe
people have undertaken since the teaching of the Tirthankara, Rishabha.[104] All
the twenty four Tirthankaras practiced deep meditation and attained
enlightenment.[105] They are all shown in meditative postures in the images or
idols. Mahavira practiced deep meditation for twelve years and attained
enlightenment.[106] The Acaranga Sutra dating to 500 BC, addresses the
meditation system of Jainism in detail.[107] Acharya Bhadrabahu of the 4th
century BC practiced deep Mahaprana meditation for 12 years.[108] Kundakunda
of 1st century BCE, opened new dimensions of meditation in Jain tradition
through his books Samayasāra, Pravachansar and others.[109]
Mahavira in meditative posture
Jain meditation and spiritual practices system were referred to as salvation-path.
It has three important parts called the Ratnatraya "Three Jewels": right perception
and faith, right knowledge and right conduct.[110] Meditation in Jainism aims at realizing the self, attaining salvation,
take the soul to complete freedom.[111] It aims to reach and to remain in the pure state of soul which is believed to be
pure consciousness, beyond any attachment or aversion. The practitioner strives to be just a knower-seer
(Gyata-Drashta). Jain meditation can be broadly categorized to Dharmya Dhyana and Shukla Dhyana.

There exists a number of meditation techniques such as pindāstha-dhyāna, padāstha-dhyāna, rūpāstha-dhyāna,
rūpātita-dhyāna, savīrya-dhyāna, etc. In padāstha dhyāna one focuses on Mantra.[112] A Mantra could be either a
combination of core letters or words on deity or themes. There is a rich tradition of Mantra in Jainism. All Jain
followers irrespective of their sect, whether Digambara or Svetambara, practice mantra. Mantra chanting is an
important part of daily lives of Jain monks and followers. Mantra chanting can be done either loudly or silently in
mind. Yogasana and Pranayama has been an important practice undertaken since ages. Pranayama – breathing
exercises – are performed to strengthen the ten Pranas or vital energy.[113] Yogasana and Pranayama balances the
functioning of neuro-endocrine system of body and helps in achieving good physical, mental and emotional
health.[114]
Contemplation is a very old and important meditation technique. The practitioner meditates deeply on subtle facts. In
agnya vichāya, one contemplates on seven facts - life and non-life, the inflow, bondage, stoppage and removal of
karmas, and the final accomplishment of liberation. In apaya vichāya, one contemplates on the incorrect insights one
indulges into and that eventually develops right insight. In vipaka vichāya, one reflects on the eight causes or basic
types of karma. In sansathan vichāya, one thinks about the vastness of the universe and the loneliness of the
soul.[112]
Acharya Mahapragya formulated Preksha meditation in the 1970s and presented a well-organised system of
meditation. Asana and Pranayama, meditation, contemplation, mantra and therapy are its integral parts.[115]
Numerous Preksha meditation centers came into existence around the world and numerous meditations camps are
being organized to impart training in it.
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Judaism
There is evidence that Judaism has had meditative practices that go back thousands of years.[116] [117] For instance,
in the Torah, the patriarch Isaac is described as going "( "לשוחlasuach) in the field—a term understood by all
commentators as some type of meditative practice (Genesis 24:63), probably prayer.[118]
Similarly, there are indications throughout the Tanach (the Hebrew Bible) that meditation was used by the
prophets.[119] In the Old Testament, there are two Hebrew words for meditation: hāgâ (Hebrew: )הגה, which means
to sigh or murmur, but also to meditate, and sîḥâ (Hebrew: )שיחה, which means to muse, or rehearse in one's mind.
The Jewish mystical tradition, Kabbalah, is inherently a meditative field of study.[120] [121] Traditionally Kabbalah is
only taught to orthodox Jews over the age of forty. The Talmud refers to the advantage of the scholar over the
prophet, as his understanding takes on intellectual, conceptual form, that deepens mental grasp, and can be
communicated to others. The advantage of the prophet over the scholar is in the transcendence of their intuitive
vision. The ideal illumination is achieved when the insights of mystical revelation are brought into conceptual
structures. For example, Isaac Luria revealed new doctrines of Kabbalah in the 16th Century, that revolutionised and
reordered its teachings into a new system.[122] However, he did not write down his teachings, which were recounted
and interpreted instead by his close circle of disciples. After a mystical encounter, called in Kabbalistic tradition an
"elevation of the soul" into the spiritual realms, Isaac Luria said that it would take 70 years to explain all that he had
experienced. As Kabbalah evolved its teachings took on successively greater conceptual form and philosophical
system. Nonetheless, as is implied by the name of Kabbalah, which means "to receive", its exponents see that for the
student to understand its teachings requires a spiritual intuitive reception that illuminates and personalises the
intellectual structures.
Corresponding to the learning of Kabbalah are its traditional meditative practices, as for the Kabbalist, the ultimate
purpose of its study is to understand and cleave to the Divine.[123] Classic methods include the mental visualisation
of the supernal realms the soul navigates through to achieve certain ends. One of the best known types of meditation
in early Jewish mysticism was the work of the Merkabah, from the root /R-K-B/ meaning "chariot" (of God).
In modern Jewish practice, one of the best known meditative practices is called "hitbodedut" (התבודדות,
alternatively transliterated as "hisbodedus"), and is explained in Kabbalistic, Hasidic, and Mussar writings,
especially the Hasidic method of Rabbi Nachman of Breslav. The word derives from the Hebrew word "boded"
()בודד, meaning the state of being alone.[124] Another Hasidic system is the Habad method of "hisbonenus", related
to the Sephirah of "Binah", Hebrew for understanding.[125] This practice is the analytical reflective process of
making oneself understand a mystical concept well, that follows and internalises its study in Hasidic writings.

New Age
New Age meditations are often influenced by Eastern philosophy,
mysticism, Yoga, Hinduism and Buddhism, yet may contain some
degree of Western influence. In the West, meditation found its
mainstream roots through the social revolution of the 1960s and 1970s,
when many of the youth of the day rebelled against traditional belief
systems as a reaction against what some perceived as the failure of
Christianity to provide spiritual and ethical guidance.[126] New Age
meditation as practised by the early hippies is regarded for its
techniques of blanking out the mind and releasing oneself from
conscious thinking. This is often aided by repetitive chanting of a
mantra, or focusing on an object.[127]

Meditation workshop at 1979 Nambassa in New
Zealand

In Zen Yoga, Aaron Hoopes talks of meditation as being an avenue to touching the spiritual nature that exists within
each of us.
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At its core, meditation is about touching the spiritual essence that exists within us all. Experiencing the joy of
this essence has been called enlightenment, nirvana, or even rebirth, and reflects a deep understanding within
us. The spiritual essence is not something that we create through meditation. It is already there, deep within,
behind all the barriers, patiently waiting for us to recognize it. One does not have to be religious or even
interested in religion to find value in it. Becoming more aware of your self and realizing your spiritual nature
is something that transcends religion. Anyone who has explored meditation knows that it is simply a path that
leads to a new, more expansive way of seeing the world around us.[128]

Sikhism
In Sikhism, the practices of simran and Nām Japō encourage quiet meditation. This is focusing one's attention on the
attributes of God. Sikhs believe that there are 10 'gates' to the body; 'gates' is another word for 'chakras' or energy
centres. The top most energy level is called the tenth gate or Dasam Duaar. When one reaches this stage through
continuous practice meditation becomes a habit that continues whilst walking, talking, eating, awake and even
sleeping. There is a distinct taste or flavour when a meditator reaches this lofty stage of meditation, as one
experiences absolute peace and tranquility inside and outside the body.
Followers of the Sikh religion also believe that love comes through meditation on the lord's name since meditation
only conjures up positive emotions in oneself which are portrayed through our actions. The first Guru of the Sikhs,
Guru Nanak Dev Ji preached the equality of all humankind and stressed the importance of living a householder's life
instead of wandering around jungles meditating, the latter of which being a popular practice at the time. The Guru
preached that we can obtain liberation from life and death by living a totally normal family life and by spreading
love amongst every human being regardless of religion.
In the Sikh religion, kirtan, otherwise known as singing the hymns of God is seen as one of the most beneficial ways
of aiding meditation, and it too in some ways is believed to be a meditation of one kind.

Taoism
Taoism includes a number of meditative and contemplative traditions, said to
have their principles described in the I Ching, Tao Te Ching, Chuang Tzu and
Tao Tsang among other texts. The multitude of schools relating to Qigong,
Neigong, Internal alchemy, Daoyin and Zhan zhuang is a large, diverse array of
breath-training practices in aid of meditation with much influence on later
Chinese Buddhism and with much influence on traditional Chinese medicine and
the Chinese as well as some Japanese martial arts. The Chinese martial art T'ai
chi ch'uan is named after the well-known focus for Taoist and Neo-Confucian
meditation, the Taijitu (T'ai Chi T'u), and is often referred to as “meditation in
motion”.
"The Guanzi essay 'Neiye' 內業 (Inward training) is the oldest received writing
on the subject of the cultivation of vapor and meditation techniques. The essay
was probably composed at the Jixia Academy in Qi in the late fourth century
B.C."[129]

"Gathering the Light", Taoist
meditation from The Secret of the
Golden Flower

Often Taoist Internal martial arts, especially T'ai chi ch'uan are thought of as moving meditation. A common phrase
being, "movement in stillness" referring to energetic movement in passive Qigong and seated Taoist meditation; with
the converse being "stillness in movement", a state of mental calm and meditation in the tai chi form.
In a form of meditation using visualization, such as Chinese Qigong, the practitioner concentrates on flows of energy
(Qi) in the body, starting in the abdomen and then circulating through the body, until dispersed.[69]
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Other
Jiddu Krishnamurti
Indian-born philosopher Jiddu Krishnamurti used the term "meditation" to mean something entirely different from
the practice of any system or method to control the mind, or to consciously achieve a specific goal or state:
Man, in order to escape his conflicts, has invented many forms of meditation. These have been based on
desire, will, and the urge for achievement, and imply conflict and a struggle to arrive. This conscious,
deliberate striving is always within the limits of a conditioned mind, and in this there is no freedom. All
effort to meditate is the denial of meditation. Meditation is the ending of thought. It is only then that
there is a different dimension which is beyond time.[130]
For Krishnamurti, meditation was "choiceless awareness" in the present:
Meditation is a state of mind which looks at everything with complete attention, totally, not just parts of
it. And no one can teach you how to be attentive. If any system teaches you how to be attentive, then
you are attentive to the system and that is not attention. Meditation is one of the greatest arts in life perhaps the greatest, and one cannot possibly learn it from anybody, that is the beauty of it. It has no
technique and therefore no authority. When you learn about yourself, watch yourself, watch the way you
walk, how you eat, what you say, the gossip, the hate, the jealousy - if you are aware of all that in
yourself, without any choice, that is part of meditation.[131]
Prayer beads
Most of the ancient religions of the world have a tradition of using some type of prayer beads as tools in devotional
meditation.[132] [133] [134] Most prayer beads and Christian rosaries consist of pearls or beads linked together by a
thread.[132] [133] The Roman Catholic rosary is a string of beads containing five sets with ten small beads. Each set of
ten is separated by another bead. The Hindu japa mala has 108 beads, as well as those used in Jainism and Buddhist
prayer beads.[135] Each bead is counted once as a person recites a mantra until the person has gone all the way
around the mala, which is counted as 100, with an extra 8 there to compensate for missed beads.[135] The Muslim
mishbaha has 99 beads. Specific meditations of each religion may be different.

Secular meditation
As stated by the National Center for Complementary and Alternative
Medicine, a U.S. government entity within the National Institutes of
Health that advocates various forms of Alternative Medicine,
"Meditation may be practiced for many reasons, such as to increase
calmness and physical relaxation, to improve psychological balance, to
cope with illness, or to enhance overall health and well-being."[136]
Herbert Benson of Harvard Medical School conducted a series of
clinical tests on meditators from various disciplines, including the
Transcendental Meditation technique and Tibetan Buddhism. In 1975,
Benson published a book titled The Relaxation Response where he
outlined his own version of meditation for relaxation.[137]

A collective meditation in Sri Lanka

Biofeedback has been used by many researchers since the 1950s in an effort to enter deeper states of mind.[138]
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Mindfulness
Over the past 20 years, mindfulness-based programs have become increasingly important to Westerners and in the
Western medical and psychological community as a means of helping people, whether they be clinically sick or
healthy.[139] Jon Kabat-Zinn, who founded the Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction program in 1979, has defined
mindfulness as 'moment to moment non-judgmental awareness.'[140] :626 Several methods are used during time set
aside specifically for mindfulness meditation, such as body scan techniques or letting thought arise and pass, and
also during our daily lives, such as being aware of the taste and texture of the food that we eat.[141] Scientifically
demonstrated benefits of mindfulness practice include an increase in the body's ability to heal and a shift from a
tendency to use the right prefrontal cortex to a tendency to use the left prefrontal cortex, associated with a trend away
from depression and anxiety and towards happiness, relaxation, and emotional balance.[142]
Jacobson's Progressive Muscle Relaxation was developed by American physician Edmund Jacobson in the early
1920s. In this practice one tenses and then relaxes muscle groups in a sequential pattern whilst concentrating on how
they feel. The method has been seen to help people with many conditions especially extreme anxiety.[143]

Modern cross-cultural dissemination
Methods of meditation have been cross-culturally disseminated at various times throughout history, such as
Buddhism going to East Asia, and Sufi practices going to many Islamic societies. Of special relevance to the modern
world is the dissemination of meditative practices since the late 19th century, accompanying increased travel and
communication among cultures worldwide. Most prominent has been the transmission of numerous Asian-derived
practices to the West. In addition, interest in some Western-based meditative practices has also been revived,[144] and
these have been disseminated to a limited extent to Asian countries.[145]
Ideas about Eastern meditation had begun "seeping into American popular culture even before the American
Revolution through the various sects of European occult Christianity,"[56] :3 and such ideas "came pouring in [to
America] during the era of the transcendentalists, especially between the 1840s and the 1880s."[56] :3 But
The World Parliament of Religions, held in Chicago in 1893, was the landmark event that increased
Western awareness of meditation. This was the first time that Western audiences on American soil
received Asian spiritual teachings from Asians themselves. Thereafter, Swami Vivekananda... [founded]
various Vedanta ashrams... Anagarika Dharmapala lectured at Harvard on Theravada Buddhist
meditation in 1904; Abdul Baha ... [toured] the US teaching the principles of Bahai, and Soyen Shaku
toured in 1907 teaching Zen...[56] :4
More recently, in the 1960s, another surge in Western interest in meditative practices began. Observers have
suggested many types of explanations for this interest in Eastern meditation and revived Western contemplation.
Thomas Keating, a founder of Contemplative Outreach, wrote that "the rush to the East is a symptom of what is
lacking in the West. There is a deep spiritual hunger that is not being satisfied in the West."[146] :31 Daniel Goleman,
a scholar of meditation, suggested that the shift in interest from "established religions" to meditative practices "is
caused by the scarcity of the personal experience of these [meditation-derived] transcendental states - the living spirit
at the common core of all religions."[16] :xxiv
Another suggested contributing factor is the rise of communist political power in Asia, which, "set the stage for an
influx of Asian spiritual teachers to the West,"[56] :7 oftentimes as refugees.[147]
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Western context
In the late 19th century, Theosophists adopted the word "meditation" to
refer to various spiritual practices drawn from Hinduism, Buddhism,
Sikhism and other Indian religions. Thus the English word
"meditation" does not exclusively translate to any single term or
concept, and can be used to translate words such as the Sanskrit
dhāraṇā, dhyana, samadhi and bhavana.
Meditation may be for a religious purpose, but even before being
brought to the West it was used in secular contexts. Beginning with the
Theosophists meditation has been employed in the West by a number
of religious and spiritual movements, such as Yoga, New Age and the
New Thought movement.

Meditating in Madison Square Park, New York
City

Meditation techniques have also been used by Western theories of counseling and psychotherapy. Relaxation
training works toward achieving mental and muscle relaxation to reduce daily stresses. Jacobson is credited with
developing the initial progressive relaxation procedure. These techniques are used in conjunction with other
behavioral techniques. Originally used with systematic desensitization, relaxation techniques are now used with
other clinical problems. Meditation, hypnosis and biofeedback-induced relaxation are a few of the techniques used
with relaxation training. One of the eight essential phases of EMDR (developed by Francine Shapiro), bringing
adequate closure to the end of each session, also entails the use of relaxation techniques, including meditation.
Multimodal therapy, a technically eclectic approach to behavioral therapy, also employs the use of meditation as a
technique used in individual therapy.[148]
From the point of view of psychology and physiology, meditation can induce an altered state of consciousness.[149]
Such altered states of consciousness may correspond to altered neuro-physiologic states.[150]

Meditation, religion, and drugs
Many traditions in which meditation is practiced, such as Transcendental Meditation,[151] Buddhism,[152]
Hinduism,[153] and other religions, advise members not to consume intoxicants, while others, such as the Rastafarian
movements and Native American Church, view drugs as integral to their religious lifestyle.
The fourth of the five precepts of the Pancasila, the ethical code in the Theravada and Mahayana Buddhist traditions,
states that adherents must not ingest, "intoxicating drinks and drugs causing heedlessness."
On the other hand, the ingestion of psychoactives has been a central feature in the rituals of many religions, in order
to produce altered states of consciousness. In several traditional shamanistic ceremonies, drugs are used as agents of
ritual. In the Rastafari movement, cannabis is believed to be a gift from Jah and a sacred herb to be used regularly,
while alcohol is considered to debase man. Bob Marley 'meditated' daily on his long hammock in a corridor-like
room with wooden floor and shutters. Salvia divinorum had a long history of use amongst the Mazatec shamans,
who used it to produce visionary states of consciousness in spiritual healing rituals.[154] Native Americans are known
to use peyote, as part of religious ceremony, continuing today.[155] In India, the soma drink has a long history of use
alongside prayer and sacrifice, and is mentioned in the Vedas.
During the 1960s, eastern meditation traditions and psychedelics, such as LSD, became popular in America, and it
was suggested that LSD use and meditation were both means to the same spiritual/existential end.[156] Many
practictioners of eastern traditions rejected this idea, including many who had tried LSD themselves. In The Master
Game, Robert S de Ropp writes that the "door to full consciousness" can be glimpsed with the aid of substances, but
to "pass beyond the door" requires yoga and meditation. Other authors, such as Rick Strassman, believe that the
relationship between religious experiences reached by way of meditation and through the use of psychedelic drugs
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deserves further exploration.[157] Also see Psychedelic psychotherapy.

Physical postures
Various postures are taken up in meditation. Sitting, supine, and standing postures are used. The bodily positions
applied during yoga are described at the Wikipedia page Asana.
Popular in Buddhism, Jainism and Hinduism are the full-lotus, half-lotus, Burmese, and kneeling positions.
Meditation is sometimes done while walking, known as kinhin, or while doing a simple task mindfully, known as
samu.

Benefits of meditation
Meditation has been linked to a variety of health benefits. In a study conducted on college students by Oman,
Shapiro, Thoresen, Plante, and Flinders (2008), they were able to demonstrate findings that meditation may tend to
changes in the neurological process cultivating physiological health benefits. This finding was supported by an
expert panel at the National Institutes of Health. The practice of meditation has also been linked with various
favourable outcomes that include: “effective functioning, including academic performance, concentration, perceptual
sensitivity, reaction time, memory, self control, empathy, and self esteem.”(Oman et al., 2008, pg. 570) In their
evaluation of the effects of two meditation-based programs they were able to conclude that meditating had stress
reducing effects and cogitation, and also increased forgiveness. (Oman et al., 2008)
A cross sectional survey research design study lead by Li Chuan Chu (2009), Chu demonstrated that benefits to the
psychological state of the participants in the study arose from practicing meditation. Meditation enhances overall
psychological health and preserves a positive attitude towards stress. (Chu, 2009)
Mindfulness Meditation has now entered the health care domain because of evidence suggesting a positive
correlation between the practice and emotional and physical health. Examples of such benefits include: reduction in
stress, anxiety, depression, headaches, pain, elevated blood pressure, etc. Researchers at the University of
Massachusetts found that those who meditated approximately half an hour per day during an eight week period
reported that at the end of the period, they were better able to act in a state of awareness and observation.
Respondents also said they felt non-judgmental. (Harvard’s Women’s Health Watch, 2011)

Scientific studies
Over 1,000 publications on meditation have appeared to date. Many of the early studies lack a theoretically unified
perspective, often resulting in poor methodological quality,[158] as discussed in Meditation#Definitions and scope.
A review of scientific studies identified relaxation, concentration, an altered state of awareness, a suspension of
logical thought and the maintenance of a self-observing attitude as the behavioral components of meditation;[69] it is
accompanied by a host of biochemical and physical changes in the body that alter metabolism, heart rate, respiration,
blood pressure and brain activation.[7] [8] Meditation has been used in clinical settings as a method of stress and pain
reduction. Meditation has also been studied specifically for its effects on stress.[159] [160] Despite the large number of
scientific publications on meditation, its measurable effect on brain activity is still not well understood.
In June, 2007 the United States National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine published an
independent, peer-reviewed, meta-analysis of the state of research on meditation and health outcomes.[6] The report
reviewed 813 studies in five broad categories of meditation: mantra meditation, mindfulness meditation, yoga, T'ai
chi and Qigong. The result was mixed. The report concluded that "firm conclusions on the effects of meditation
practices in healthcare cannot be drawn based on the available evidence. However, the results analyzed from
methodologically stronger research include findings sufficiently favorable to emphasize the value of further research
in this field."[6] :210 More rigor in future studies was called for.[6] :v
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More recent research suggests that meditation may increase attention spans. A recent randomized study published in
Psychological Science reported that practicing meditation led to doing better on a task related to sustained
attention.[161]

Popular culture
Various forms of meditation have been described in popular culture sources. In particular, science fiction stories
such as Frank Herbert's Dune, Star Trek, Artemis Fowl, Star Wars, Maskman, Lost Horizon by James Hilton, and
Stargate SG-1 have featured characters who practice one form of meditation or another. Meditation also appears as
overt themes in novels such as Jack Kerouac's The Dharma Bums and Herman Hesse's Siddhartha.
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Yoga
Yoga (Sanskrit, Pāli: योग yóga) is a physical, mental, and spiritual discipline originating in ancient India.[1] [2] The
goal of yoga, or of the person practicing yoga, is the attainment of a state of perfect spiritual insight and tranquility
while meditating on Supersoul.[3] The word is associated with meditative practices in Hinduism, Jainism and
Buddhism.[4] [5] [6]
Within Hindu philosophy, the word yoga is used to refer to one of the six orthodox (āstika) schools of Hindu
philosophy.[7] [8] Yoga in this sense is based on the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali, and is also known as Rāja Yoga to
distinguish it from later schools.[9] Patanjali's system is discussed and elaborated upon in many classical Hindu texts,
and has also been influential in Buddhism and Jainism. The Bhagavad Gita introduces distinctions such as Bhakti
Yoga ("yoga based on devotion"), Jnana Yoga ("yoga based on knowledge") and Karma Yoga ("yoga based on
action").
Other systems of philosophy introduced in Hinduism are different forms of hatha yoga.[10] [11] [12]
The Sanskrit word yoga has the literal meaning of "yoke", from a root yuj meaning to join, to unite, or to attach. As a
term for a system of abstract meditation or mental abstraction it was introduced by Patañjali in the 2nd century BCE.
Someone who practices yoga or follows the yoga philosophy with a high level of commitment is called a yogi or
yogini.[13]
The goals of yoga are varied and range from improving health to achieving moksha.[14] Within the Hindu monist
schools of Advaita Vedanta and Shaivism, as well as in Jainism, the goal of yoga takes the form of moksha, which is
liberation from all worldly suffering and the cycle of birth and death (samsara), at which point there is a realization
of identity with the Supreme Brahman. In the Mahabharata, the goal of yoga is variously described as entering the
world of Brahma, as Brahman, or as perceiving the Brahman or Ātman that pervades all things.[15] For the bhakti
schools of Vaishnavism, bhakti or service to Svayam Bhagavan itself may be the ultimate goal of the yoga process,
where the goal is to enjoy an eternal relationship with Vishnu.[16]
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Terminology
The Sanskrit word yoga has the literal meaning of "yoke", or "the act
of yoking or harnessing", from a root yuj. A serious practitioner of
Yoga (someone pursuing the higher spiritual and religious goals of
Yoga) takes upon themselves a life of austere self-discipline common
to nearly all forms of mystical and religious life. The practices that
constitute this self-disciplined life are called in yoga yama and niyama.
This self-discipline is the 'yoke' that one puts upon oneself for the
purpose of attaining moksha. An alternative definition is that Yoga is
the method of yoking, or unifying, the “lower” (egoistic) personality
(those inclinations that in Hellenistic philosophy and Christianity are
called passions) to the “higher” via a process of sublimation.[17] In
Vedic Sanskrit, the term "yoga" besides its literal meaning, the yoking
Statue of Lord Shiva in Bangalore, India,
performing yogic meditation in the Padmasana
or harnessing of oxen or horses, already has a figurative sense, where it
posture.
takes the general meaning of "employment, use, application,
performance" (compare the figurative uses of "to harness" as in "to put
something to some use"). All further developments of the sense of this word are post-Vedic. A sense of "exertion,
endeavour, zeal, diligence" is found in Epic Sanskrit. The more technical sense of the term "yoga", describing a
system of meditation or contemplation with the aim of the cessation of mental activity and the attaining of a
"supreme state" arises with early Buddhism (5th century BC), and is adopted in Vedanta philosophy by the 4th
century BC.
There are a great many compounds containing yog in Sanskrit, many of them unrelated to the technical or spiritual
sense the word has taken in Vedanta. Yoga in these words takes meanings such as "union, connection, contact", or
"method, application, performance", etc. For example, guṇá-yoga means "contact with a cord"; cakrá-yoga has a
medical sense of "applying a splint or similar instrument by means of pulleys (in case of dislocation of the thigh)";
candrá-yoga has the astronomical sense of "conjunction of the moon with a constellation"; puṃ-yoga is a
grammatical term expressing "connection or relation with a man", etc.
Many such compounds are also found in the wider field of religion. Thus, bhakti-yoga means "devoted attachment"
in the monotheistic Bhakti movement. The term kriyā-yoga has a grammatical sense, meaning "connection with a
verb". But the same compound is also given a technical meaning in the Yoga Sutras (2.1), designating the "practical"
aspects of the philosophy, i.e. the "union with the Supreme" due to performance of duties in everyday life.

History
Before Patanjali
Prehistory
Several seals discovered at Indus Valley Civilization sites, dating to the mid 3rd millennium BC, depict figures in
positions resembling a common yoga or meditation pose, showing "a form of ritual discipline, suggesting a precursor
of yoga," according to archaeologist Gregory Possehl.[18] Some type of connection between the Indus Valley seals
and later yoga and meditation practices is speculated upon by many scholars, though there is no conclusive
evidence.[19]
Techniques for experiencing higher states of consciousness in meditation were developed by the shramanic traditions
and in the Upanishadic tradition.[20] While there is no clear evidence for meditation in pre-Buddhist early Brahminic
texts, there is a view that formless meditation might have originated in the Brahminic tradition. This is based on
strong parallels between Upanishadic cosmological statements and the meditative goals of the two teachers of the
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Buddha as recorded in early Buddhist texts.[21] As well as some less likely possibilities,[22] the view put forward is
that cosmological statements in the Upanishads reflect a contemplative tradition, and it is concluded that the
Nasadiya Sukta contains evidence for a contemplative tradition, even as early as the late Rg Vedic period.[21]
The Vedic Samhitas contain references to ascetics, while ascetic practices ("tapas") are referenced in the Brāhmaṇas
(900 to 500 BCE), early commentaries on the Vedas.[23]
Upanishadic and Early Buddhist era
Further information: Buddhism and Hinduism#Meditation
The more technical linguistic sense of the term "yoga", describing a
system of meditation or contemplation with the aim of the cessation of
mental activity and the attaining of a "supreme state" arises with early
Buddhism. In Hindu scripture, this sense of the term "yoga" first
appears in the middle Upanishads, such as the Katha Upanishad (ca.
400 BCE).[24] Shvetashvatara Upanishad mentions, "When earth,
water, fire, air and akasa arise, when the five attributes of the elements,
mentioned in the books on yoga, become manifest then the yogi's body
The Buddha depicted in yogic meditation,
becomes purified by the fire of yoga and he is free from illness, old age
Kamakura, Japan
and death." (Verse 2.12). More importantly in the following verse
(2.13) it mentions, the "precursors of perfection in yoga", namely
lightness and healthiness of the body, absence of desire, clear complexion, pleasantness of voice, sweet odour and
slight excretions.[25]
The early Buddhist texts describe meditative practices and states that existed before the Buddha, as well as those first
developed within Buddhism.[26] [27] [28] One key innovative teaching of the Buddha was that meditative absorption
must be combined with liberating cognition.[29] Meditative states alone are not an end, for according to the Buddha,
even the highest meditative state is not liberating. Instead of attaining a complete cessation of thought, some sort of
mental activity must take place: a liberating cognition, based on the practice of mindful awareness.[30] The Buddha
also departed from earlier yogic thought in discarding the early Brahminic notion of liberation at death.[31]
Liberation for the Brahminic yogin was thought to be the realization at death of a nondual meditative state
anticipated in life. In fact, old Brahminic metaphors for the liberation at death of the yogic adept ("becoming cool,"
"going out") were given a new meaning by the Buddha; their point of reference became the sage who is liberated in
life.[32]
Many of the Yogic practices that came in later ages synthesized the multiple approaches seen in this era,
incorporating elements from Jainism and Buddhism into the Hindu Samkhya philosophy.

Indian Antiquity
Classical Yoga as a system of contemplation with the aim of uniting the human spirit with Ishvara, the "Supreme
Being" developed in early Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism during Indian Antiquity, between the Mauryan and the
Gupta era (roughly the 2nd century BCE to the 5th century CE).
Yoga Sutras of Patanjali
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[33]
Yoga Sutras of Patanjali
Pada (Chapter) English meaning

Sutras

Samadhi Pada

On being absorbed in spirit

51

Sadhana Pada

On being immersed in spirit

55

Vibhuti Pada

On supernatural abilities and gifts

56

Kaivalya Pada On absolute freedom

34

In Hindu philosophy, Yoga is the name of one of the six orthodox philosophical schools.[34] [35] The Yoga
philosophical system is closely allied with the Samkhya school.[36] The Yoga school as expounded by the sage
Patanjali accepts the Samkhya psychology and metaphysics, but is more theistic than the Samkhya, as evidenced by
the addition of a divine entity to the Samkhya's twenty-five elements of reality.[37] [38] The parallels between Yoga
and Samkhya were so close that Max Müller says that "the two philosophies were in popular parlance distinguished
from each other as Samkhya with and Samkhya without a Lord...."[39] The intimate relationship between Samkhya
and Yoga is explained by Heinrich Zimmer:
These two are regarded in India as twins, the two aspects of a single discipline. Sāṅkhya provides a
basic theoretical exposition of human nature, enumerating and defining its elements, analyzing their
manner of co-operation in a state of bondage ("bandha"), and describing their state of disentanglement
or separation in release ("mokṣa"), while Yoga treats specifically of the dynamics of the process for the
disentanglement, and outlines practical techniques for the gaining of release, or "isolation-integration"
("kaivalya").[40]
Patanjali is widely regarded as the compiler of the formal Yoga philosophy.[41] Patanjali's yoga is known as Raja
yoga, which is a system for control of the mind.[42] Patanjali defines the word "yoga" in his second sutra, which is
the definitional sutra for his entire work:
योग: चित्त-वृत्ति निरोध:
(yogaś citta-vṛtti-nirodhaḥ)
- Yoga Sutras 1.2
This terse definition hinges on the meaning of three Sanskrit terms. I. K. Taimni translates it as "Yoga is the
inhibition (nirodhaḥ) of the modifications (vṛtti) of the mind (citta)".[43] The use of the word nirodhaḥ in the
opening definition of yoga is an example of the important role that Buddhist technical terminology and concepts play
in the Yoga Sutra; this role suggests that Patanjali was aware of Buddhist ideas and wove them into his system.[44]
Swami Vivekananda translates the sutra as "Yoga is restraining the mind-stuff (Citta) from taking various forms
(Vrittis)."[45]
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Patanjali's writing also became the basis for a system referred to as "Ashtanga
Yoga" ("Eight-Limbed Yoga"). This eight-limbed concept derived from the 29th
Sutra of the 2nd book, and is a core characteristic of practically every Raja yoga
variation taught today. The Eight Limbs are:
1. Yama (The five "abstentions"): Ahimsa (non-violence), Satya (Truth,
non-lying), Asteya (non-covetousness), Brahmacharya (non-sensuality,
celibacy), and Aparigraha (non-possessiveness).
2. Niyama (The five "observances"): Shaucha(purity), Santosha(contentment),
Tapas (austerity), Svadhyaya (study of the Vedic scriptures to know about
God and the soul), and Ishvara-Pranidhana (surrender to God).
3. Asana: Literally means "seat", and in Patanjali's Sutras refers to the seated
position used for meditation.
4. Pranayama ("Suspending Breath"): Prāna, breath, "āyāma", to restrain or
stop. Also interpreted as control of the life force.

A sculpture of a Hindu yogi in the
Birla Mandir, Delhi

5. Pratyahara ("Abstraction"): Withdrawal of the sense organs from external objects.
6. Dharana ("Concentration"): Fixing the attention on a single object.
7. Dhyana ("Meditation"): Intense contemplation of the nature of the object of meditation.
8. Samādhi ("Liberation"): merging consciousness with the object of meditation.
In the view of this school, the highest attainment does not reveal the experienced diversity of the world to be illusion.
The everyday world is real. Furthermore, the highest attainment is the event of one of many individual selves
discovering itself; there is no single universal self shared by all persons.[46]
Yoga and Samkhya
Further information: Samkhya
Patanjali systematized the conceptions of Yoga and set them forth on the background of the metaphysics of
Samkhya, which he assumed with slight variations. In the early works, the Yoga principles appear along with the
Samkhya ideas. Vyasa's commentary on the Yoga Sutras, also called the “Samkhyapravacanabhasya,” brings out the
intimate relation between the two systems.[47]
Yoga agrees with the essential metaphysics of Samkhya, but differs from it in that while Samkhya holds that
knowledge is the means of liberation, Yoga is a system of active striving, mental discipline, and dutiful action. Yoga
also introduces the conception of God. Sometimes Patanjali's system is referred to as “Seshvara Samkhya” in
contradistinction to Kapila's "Nirivara Samkhya." [48]
Bhagavad Gita
The Bhagavad Gita ('Song of the Lord'), uses the term "yoga" extensively in a variety of ways. In addition to an
entire chapter (ch. 6) dedicated to traditional yoga practice, including meditation,[14] it introduces three prominent
types of yoga:[49]
• Karma yoga: The yoga of action.
• Bhakti yoga: The yoga of devotion, note Krishna had also specified devotion itself was action similar to above.
• Jnana yoga: The yoga of knowledge.
In Chapter 2 of the Bhagavad Gita, Krishna explains to Arjuna about the essence of Yoga as practiced in daily lives:
योगस्थ: कुरु कर्माणि सङ्गं त्यक्त्वा धनंजय ।
सिद्ध्यसिद्ध्यो: समो भूत्वा समत्वं योग उच्यते ।।
(yoga-sthaḥ kuru karmani sanyugam tyaktvā dhananjay
siddhy-asiddhyoḥ samo bhutvā samatvam yoga ucyate)
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A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada translates it as "Be steadfast in yoga (yoga-sthaḥ), O Arjuna. Perform your
duty (kuru karmani) and abandon all attachment (sangam) to success or failure (siddhy-asiddhyoḥ). Such evenness
of mind (samatvam) is called yoga."[50]
Madhusudana Sarasvati (b. circa 1490) divided the Gita into three sections, with the first six chapters dealing with
Karma yoga, the middle six with Bhakti yoga, and the last six with Jnana (knowledge).[51] Other commentators
ascribe a different 'yoga' to each chapter, delineating eighteen different yogas.[52]
Yoga and Jainism
According to "Tattvarthasutra," 2nd century CE Jain text, "Yoga," is the sum total of all the activities of mind,
speech and body.[6] Umasvati calls yoga the cause of "asrava" or karmic influx [53] as well as one of the
essentials—samyak caritra—in the path to liberation.[53] In his "Niyamasara," Acarya Kundakunda, describes yoga
bhakti—devotion to the path to liberation—as the highest form of devotion.[54] Acarya Haribhadra and Acarya
Hemacandra mention the five major vows of ascetics and 12 minor vows of laity under yoga. This has led certain
Indologists like Prof. Robert J. Zydenbos to call Jainism, essentially, a system of yogic thinking that grew into a
full-fledged religion.[55]
The five yamas or the constraints of the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali bear a resemblance to the five major vows of
Jainism, indicating a history of strong cross-fertilization between these traditions.[56] [57]
Yogacara school
In the late phase of Indian antiquity, on the eve of the development of Classical Hinduism, the Yogacara movement
arises during the Gupta period (4th to 5th centuries). Yogacara received the name as it provided a "yoga," a
framework for engaging in the practices that lead to the path of the bodhisattva.[58] The Yogacara sect teaches
"yoga" as a way to reach enlightenment.[59]

Middle Ages
The practice of Yoga remained in development in Classical Hinduism, and cognate techniques of meditation within
Buddhism, throughout the medieval period.
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Yoga in classical Jain literature
Earliest of Jain canonical literature like Acarangasutra and texts like
Niyamasara, Tattvarthasutra etc. had many references on yoga as a way
of life for laymen and ascetics. The later texts that further elaborated
on the Jain concept of yoga are as follows:
• Pujyapada (5th century CE)
• Ishtopadesh
• Acarya Haribhadra Suri(8th century CE)
•
•
•
•

Yogabindu
Yogadristisamuccaya
Yogasataka
Yogavimisika

• Acarya Joindu (8th century CE)
• Yogasara
• Acarya Hemacandra (11th century CE)
• Yogasastra
• Acarya Amitagati (11th century CE)
• Yogasaraprabhrta
Bhakti movement

Tirthankara Parsva in Yogic
meditation in the Kayotsarga posture.

The Bhakti movement was a development in medieval Hinduism
advocating the concept of a personal God (or "Supreme Personality of
Godhead"), initated by the Alvars of South India in the 6th to 9th
centuries, and gaining influence throughout India by the 12th to 15th
centuries, giving rise to sects such as Gaudiya Vaishnavism.[60] The
Bhagavata Purana is an important text of the Bhakti movement within
Vaishnavism. It focusses on the concept of bhakti (devotion to God) in
the theological framework of Krishnaism.
The Bhagavata Purana discusses religious devotion as a kind of yoga,
called bhaktiyoga. It also emphasizes kriyāyoga, i.e. the devotion to the
deity in everday life (4.13.3).
The Bhagavata Purana is a commentary and elaboration on the
Kevala Jñāna of Mahavira in "mulabandhasana"
Bhagavadgita, an older text of the Mahabharata epic which rose to
posture
great importance in Vaishnavism during the Bhakti movement. In the
Bhagavadgita (3.3), jñānayoga is the acquisition of true knowledge, as opposed to karmayoga, the performance of
the proper religious rites.
This terminology involving various yogas has given rise to the concept of the Four Yogas in modern Hinduism from
the 1890s. These are
1. Karma Yoga
2. Bhakti Yoga
3. Raja Yoga
4. Jnana Yoga
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In this usage, the term "Yoga" ceases to translate to "a system of meditation" and takes on the much more general
sense of "religious path". Thus, Karma Yoga is "the Path of Action", Bhakti Yoga "the Path of Devotion" and Jnana
Yoga "the Path of Knowledge", all standing alongside Raja Yoga, "the Path of Meditation" as alternative
possibilities towards religious fulfillment.
Hatha Yoga
Hatha Yoga, sometimes referred to as the “psychophysical yoga",[61] is a particular system of Yoga described by
Yogi Swatmarama, compiler of the Hatha Yoga Pradipika in 15th century India. Hatha Yoga differs substantially
from the Raja Yoga of Patanjali in that it focuses on "shatkarma," the purification of the physical body as leading to
the purification of the mind ("ha"), and "prana," or vital energy (tha).[62] [63] Compared to the seated asana, or sitting
meditation posture, of Patanjali's Raja yoga,[64] it marks the development of asanas (plural) into the full body
'postures' now in popular usage [65] and, along with its many modern variations, is the style that many people
associate with the word "Yoga" today.[66]

Modern history
Hindu revivalism
New schools of Yoga were introduced in the context of Hindu
revivalism towards the end of the 19th century.
The physical poses of Hatha Yoga have a tradition that goes back to
the 15th century, but they were not widely practiced in India prior to
the early 20th century. Hatha Yoga was advocated by a number of late
19th to early 20th century gurus in India, including Sri Tirumalai
Krishnamacharya in south India, Swami Sivananda in the north, Sri
Yogendra in Bombay, and Swami Kuvalyananda in Lonavala.
In 1946, Paramahansa Yogananda in his Autobiography of a Yogi
introduced the term Kriya Yoga for the tradition of Yoga transmitted
by his lineage of gurus, deriving it via Yukteswar Giri and Lahiri
Mahasaya from Mahavatar Babaji (fl. 1860s). Also influential in the
development of modern Yoga were Tirumalai Krishnamacharya, and
his disciple K. Pattabhi Jois, who introduced his style of Ashtanga
Vinyasa Yoga in 1948. Most systems of Hatha Yoga which developed
from the 1960s in the "yoga boom" in the West are derived from Jois'
system.

Nirmala Devi
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Reception in the West
Yoga came to the attention of an educated western public in the
mid 19th century along with other topics of Hindu philosophy. The
first Hindu teacher to actively advocate and disseminate aspects of
Yoga to a western audience was Swami Vivekananda, who toured
Europe and the United States in the 1890s.[67]
In the West, the term "yoga" is today typically associated with
Hatha Yoga and its asanas (postures) or as a form of exercise.[68]
In the 1960s, western interest in Hindu spirituality reached its
peak, giving rise to a great number of Neo-Hindu schools
specifically advocated to a western public. Among the teachers of
A western style Hatha Yoga class.
Hatha yoga who were active in the west in this period were B.K.S.
Iyengar, K. Pattabhi Jois, and Swami Vishnu-devananda, and Swami Satchidananda. [69] [70] [71] A second "yoga
boom" followed in the 1980s, as Dean Ornish, a follower of Swami Satchidananda, connected yoga to heart health,
legitimizing yoga as a purely physical system of health exercises outside of counter culture or esotericism circles,
and unconnected to a religious denomination.[67]
Kundalini Yoga, considered an advanced form of yoga and meditation, was on the whole a secretive and
misunderstood technology – it was not widely taught by any master teachers outside of India until Yogi Bhajan(Siri
Singh Sahib) brought his understanding of the teachings to the United States in 1969.[72]
There has been an emergence of studies investigating yoga as a complementary intervention for cancer patients.
Yoga is used for treatment of cancer patients to decrease depression, insomnia, pain, and fatigue and increase anxiety
control.[73] Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) programs include yoga as a mind-body technique to reduce
stress. A study found that after seven weeks the group treated with yoga reported significantly less mood disturbance
and reduced stress compared to the control group. Another study found that MBSR had showed positive effects on
sleep anxiety, quality of life, and spiritual growth.[74]
Yoga has also been studied as a treatment for schizophrenia. Yoga is found to improve cognitive functions and
reduce stress in schizophrenia, a condition associated with cognitive deficits and stress-related relapse. In one study,
at the end of four months those patients treated with yoga were better in their social and occupational functions and
quality of life.[75]
The three main focuses of Hatha yoga (exercise, breathing, and meditation) make it beneficial to those suffering
from heart disease. Overall, studies of the effects of yoga on heart disease suggest that yoga may reduce high blood
pressure, improve symptoms of heart failure, enhance cardiac rehabilitation, and lower cardiovascular risk
factors.[76]
Long-term yoga practitioners in the United States have reported musculoskeletal and mental health improvements, as
well reduced symptoms of asthma in asthmatics.[77] Regular yoga practice increases brain GABA levels and is
shown to improve mood and anxiety more than other metabolically matched exercises, such as jogging or
walking.[78] Implementation of the Kundalini Yoga Lifestyle has shown to help substance abuse addicts increase
their quality of life according to psychological questionnaires like the Behavior and Symptom Identification Scale
and the Quality of Recovery Index.[79]
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Yoga compared with other systems of meditation
Tantra
Tantrism is a practice that is supposed to alter the relation of its practitioners to the ordinary social, religious, and
logical reality in which they live. Through Tantric practice, an individual perceives reality as maya, illusion, and the
individual achieves liberation from it.[80] Both Tantra & Yoga offer paths that relieve a person from depending on
the world. Where Yoga relies on progressive restriction of inputs from outside; Tantra relies on transmutation of all
external inputs so that one is no longer dependent on them, but can take them or leave them at will. They both make
a person independent.[81] This particular path to salvation among the several offered by Hinduism, links Tantrism to
those practices of Indian religions, such as yoga, meditation, and social renunciation, which are based on temporary
or permanent withdrawal from social relationships and modes.[80]
As Robert Svoboda attempts to summarize the three major paths of the Vedic knowledge, he exclaims:
Because every embodied individual is composed of a body, a mind and a spirit, the ancient Rishis of India who
developed the Science of Life organized their wisdom into three bodies of knowledge: Ayurveda, which deals
mainly with the physical body; Yoga, which deals mainly with spirit; and Tantra, which is mainly concerned
with the mind. The philosophy of all three is identical; their manifestations differ because of their differing
emphases. Ayurveda is most concerned with the physical basis of life, concentrating on its harmony of mind
and spirit. Yoga controls body and mind to enable them to harmonize with spirit, and Tantra seeks to use the
mind to balance the demands of body and spirit.[81]
During tantric practices and studies, the student is instructed further in meditation technique, particularly chakra
meditation. This is often in a limited form in comparison with the way this kind of meditation is known and used by
Tantric practitioners and yogis elsewhere, but is more elaborate than the initiate's previous meditation. It is
considered to be a kind of Kundalini Yoga for the purpose of moving the Goddess into the chakra located in the
"heart", for meditation and worship.[82]
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Buddhism
Further information: Dhyana
Even though the roots of Yoga date back to a period of time contemporaneous with early Buddhism and its
interaction with Vedanta, Buddhist meditation or dhyana in the medieval period took a separate development from
Yoga as laid down by Patanjali and its descendants.
Zen Buddhism
Zen (the name of which derives from the Sanskrit "dhyaana" via the Chinese
"ch'an"[83] ) is a form of Mahayana Buddhism. The Mahayana school of
Buddhism is noted for its proximity with Yoga.[84] In the west, Zen is often
set alongside Yoga; the two schools of meditation display obvious family
resemblances.[85] This phenomenon merits special attention since yogic
practices have some of their roots in the Zen Buddhist school.[86] Certain
essential elements of Yoga are important both for Buddhism in general and
for Zen in particular.[87]
Tibetan Buddhism

A Falun Gong practitioner depicted in
yogic meditation in the Lotus position

Yoga is central to Tibetan Buddhism. In the Nyingma tradition, the path of
meditation practice is divided into nine yanas, or vehicles, which are said to
be increasingly profound.[88] The last six are described as "yoga yanas":
"Kriya yoga," "Upa yoga," "Yoga yana," "Mahā yoga," "Anu yoga" and the
ultimate practice, "Ati yoga." [89] The Sarma traditions also include Kriya,
Upa (called "Charya"), and Yoga, with the Anuttara yoga class substituting
for Mahayoga and Atiyoga.[90]

Other tantra yoga practices include a system of 108 bodily postures practiced with breath and heart rhythm. The
Nyingma tradition also practices Yantra yoga (Tib. "Trul khor"), a discipline that includes breath work (or
pranayama), meditative contemplation and precise dynamic movements to centre the practitioner.[91] The body
postures of Tibetan ancient yogis are depicted on the walls of the Dalai Lama's summer temple of Lukhang. A
semi-popular account of Tibetan Yoga by Chang (1993) refers to caṇḍalī (Tib. "tummo"), the generation of heat in
one's own body, as being "the very foundation of the whole of Tibetan Yoga." [92] Chang also claims that Tibetan
Yoga involves reconciliation of apparent polarities, such as prana and mind, relating this to theoretical implications
of tantrism.

Christian meditation
Some Christians integrate yoga and other aspects of Eastern spirituality with prayer and meditation. This has been
attributed to a desire to experience God in a more complete way.[93] The Roman Catholic Church, and some other
Christian organizations have expressed concerns and disapproval with respect to some eastern and New Age
practices that include yoga and meditation.[94] [95] [96]
In 1989 and 2003, the Vatican issued two documents: Aspects of Christian meditation and "A Christian reflection on
the New Age," that were mostly critical of eastern and New Age practices. The 2003 document was published as a
90 page handbook detailing the Vatican's position.[97] The Vatican warned that concentration on the physical aspects
of meditation "can degenerate into a cult of the body" and that equating bodily states with mysticism "could also lead
to psychic disturbance and, at times, to moral deviations." Such has been compared to the early days of Christianity,
when the church opposed the gnostics' belief that salvation came not through faith but through a mystical inner
knowledge.[93]
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The letter also says, "one can see if and how [prayer] might be enriched by meditation methods developed in other
religions and cultures"[98] but maintains the idea that "there must be some fit between the nature of [other approaches
to] prayer and Christian beliefs about ultimate reality."[93]
Some fundamentalist Christian organizations consider yoga to be incompatible with their religious background,
considering it a part of the New Age movement inconsistent with Christianity.[99]

Sufism
The development of Sufism was considerably influenced by Indian yogic practises, where they adapted both physical
postures (asanas) and breath control (pranayama).[100] The ancient Indian yogic text Amritakunda ("Pool of Nectar)"
was translated into Arabic and Persian as early as the 11th century. Several other yogic texts were appropriated by
Sufi tradition, but typically the texts juxtapose yoga materials alongside Sufi practices without any real attempt at
integration or synthesis. Yoga became known to Indian Sufis gradually over time, but engagement with yoga is not
found at the historical beginnings of the tradition.[101]
Malaysia's top Islamic body in 2008 passed a fatwa, which is legally non-binding, against Muslims practicing yoga,
saying it had elements of "Hindu spiritual teachings" and that its practice was blasphemy and is therefore haraam.
Muslim yoga teachers in Malaysia criticized the decision as "insulting."[102] Sisters in Islam, a women's rights group
in Malaysia, also expressed disappointment and said that its members would continue with their yoga classes.[103]
The fatwa states that yoga practiced only as physical exercise is permissible, but prohibits the chanting of religious
mantras,[104] and states that teachings such as the uniting of a human with God is not consistent with Islamic
philosophy.[105] In a similar vein, the Council of Ulemas, an Islamic body in Indonesia, passed a fatwa banning yoga
on the grounds that it contains "Hindu elements"[106] These fatwas have, in turn, been criticized by Darul Uloom
Deoband, a Deobandi Islamic seminary in India.[107]
In May 2009, Turkey's head of the Directorate of Religious Affairs, Ali Bardakoğlu, discounted personal
development techniques such as yoga as commercial ventures that could lead to extremism. His comments were
made in the context of yoga possibly competing with and eroding participation in Islamic practice.[108]
The only sect of the Islam community that has successfully incorporated yoga into its practice is the Jogi Faqir,
whose followers are Muslim converts from the Hindu Jogicaste.
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Alexander technique
The Alexander Technique teaches the ability to improve physical postural habits, particularly those that have
become ingrained and conditioned responses. The technique is purported to improve performance, self observation
and impulse control and relieve chronic stiffness, tension and stress.
The technique is named after Frederick Matthias Alexander, who, in the 1890s,[1] developed its principles as a
personal tool to alleviate breathing problems and hoarseness during public speaking. He credited the technique with
allowing him to pursue his passion for Shakespearean acting.

History
Alexander was a Shakespearean orator who developed voice loss during his performances. After doctors of the era
informed him they could find no physical cause, Alexander reasoned that he was doing something to himself while
speaking to cause his problem. His self-observation in multiple mirrors revealed that he was contracting his whole
body prior to phonation in preparation for all verbal response. He developed the hypothesis that this habitual pattern
of pulling the head backwards and downwards needlessly disrupted the normal working of the total postural,
breathing and vocal mechanisms. After experimenting to develop his ability to stop the unnecessary and habitual
contracting in his neck, he found that his problem with recurrent voice loss was resolved. While on a recital tour in
New Zealand (1895) he began to realise the wider significance of head carriage for overall physical functioning.
Further, Alexander observed that many individuals commonly tightened the musculature of the upper torso as he had
done, in anticipation of many other activities besides speech.
Alexander believed his work could be applied to improve individual health and well being. He further refined his
technique of self-observation and re-training to teach his discoveries to others. He explained his reasoning in four
books published in 1918, 1923, 1931 (1932 in the UK) and 1942. He also trained teachers to teach his work from
1930 until his death in 1955. Teacher training was interrupted during World War II between 1941 and 1943, when
Alexander accompanied children and teachers of the Little School to Stow, Massachusetts to join his brother. A.R.
Alexander also taught his brother's technique, despite being in a wheelchair.

The Technique
The Teaching Process
F.M. Alexander's approach emphasizes the use of freedom to choose beyond conditioning in every action. The
technique is applied dynamically to everyday movements, as well as actions selected by students.
Because of a change in balance, actions such as sitting, squatting, lunging or walking are often selected by the
teacher. Other actions may be selected by the student, tailored to their interests or work activities such as hobbies,
computer use, lifting, driving or performance in acting, sports, speech or music. Alexander teachers often use
themselves as examples. They demonstrate, explain, and analyze a student's moment to moment responses as well as
using mirrors, video feedback or classmate observations. Guided modeling with light hand contact is the primary
tool for detecting and guiding the way past unnecessary effort. Suggestions for improvements are often
student-specific.[2]
Exercise as a teaching tool is deliberately omitted because of a common mistaken assumption there exists a "correct"
position. There are only two specific exercises practiced separately; the first is lying semi-supine. Resting in this way
uses "mechanical advantage" as a means of releasing cumulative muscular tension. It's also a specific time to practice
Alexander's principle of conscious "Directing" without "doing." The second exercise is the "Whispered Ah," which
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is used to coordinate and free breathing & vocal production.
Freedom, efficiency and patience are the prescribed values. Proscribed are unnecessary effort, self-limiting habits as
well as mistaken perceptual assumptions. Students are led to change their largely automatic routines that are
interpreted by the teacher to currently or cumulatively be physically limiting, inefficient or not in keeping with
anatomical structure. The Alexander teacher provides verbal coaching while monitoring, guiding and preventing
unnecessary habits at their source with a specialized hands-on assistance. This specialized hands-on requires
Alexander teachers to demonstrate on themselves the improved physical coordination they are communicating to the
student.[3]
Alexander developed his own terminology to talk about his methods, outlined in his four books. These terms were
created to describe the sometimes paradoxical experience of learning and substituting new improvements.
Sensory appreciation
F. M. Alexander insisted on the need for strategic reasoning and "Constructive Conscious Control" because
kinesthetic sensory awareness is a relative sense, not a truthful indicator of factual bodily relationship in space. The
current postural attitude is sensed internally as customarily normal, however inefficient. Alexander's term,
"debauched sensory appreciation" describes how the repetition of a circumstance encourages habit design as a person
adapts to circumstances or builds skills. Once trained and forgotten, completed habits may be activated without
feedback sensations that these habits are in effect, just by thinking about them.[4] Short-sighted habits that have
become harmfully exaggerated over time, such as restricted breathing or other habitually assumed adaptations to past
circumstances, will stop after learning to perceive and prevent them.
End-gaining
Another example is the term "end-gaining". This term means to focus on a goal so as to lose sight of the
"means-whereby" the goal could be most appropriately achieved. According to Alexander teachers, "end-gaining"
increases the likelihood of selecting older or multiple conflicting coping strategies. End-gaining is usually carried out
because an imperative priority of impatience or frustration justifies it.
Inhibition
In the Alexander technique lexicon, the principle of "inhibition" is considered by teachers to be the most important to
gaining improved "use." F.M. Alexander's selection of this word pre-dates the modern meaning of the word
originated by Sigmund Freud. Inhibition describes a moment of conscious awareness of a choice to interrupt, stop or
entirely prevent an unnecessary habitual "misuse". As unnecessary habits are prevented or interrupted, a freer
capacity and range of motion resumes, experienced by the student as a state of "non-doing" or "allowing."
Primary control
This innate coordination that emerges is also described more specifically as "Primary Control". This is a key head,
neck and spinal relationship. The body's responses are determined by the qualities of head and eye movement at the
inception of head motion. What expands the qualities of further bodily response is a very subtle nod forward to
counteract a common backward startle pattern, coupled with an upward movement of the head away from the body
that lengthens the spine. Students gradually learn to include their whole body toward their new means of initiating
motion.
Directions
To continue to select and reinforce the often less dominant "good use", it is recommended to repeatedly suggest, by
thinking to oneself, a tailored series of "Orders" or "Directions." "Giving Directions" is the term for thinking and
projecting an anatomically ideal map of how one's body may be used effortlessly. "Directing" is suggestively
thought, rather than willfully accomplished, because the physical responses to "Directing" often occur underneath
one's ability to perceive. As freedom of expression or movement is the objective, the most appropriate responses
cannot be anticipated, but are observed and chosen in the moment.
Psycho-physical unity
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Global concepts such as "Psycho-physical Unity" and "Use" describe how thinking strategies and attention work
together during preparation for action. They connote the general sequence of how intention joins together with
execution to directly affect the perception of events and the outcome of intended results. [5]

Disadvantages
In the United Kingdom, there is some insurance coverage of the costs for Alexander lessons through the
Complementary and Alternative Practitioners Directory. Otherwise, individuals must pay for their Alexander
Technique education out of pocket. Private lessons usually cost in a similar rate compared to private music lessons,
depending on the reputation and available time of the teacher.
Inexpensive classes are rarely available. Workshops do exist, but usually do not last long enough to fulfill
educational requirements for most students, who must then attend additional private lessons if they want to gain
proficiency. Consumers who have been sold on the benefits of instant results may hesitate giving the required
commitment of twenty to forty private lessons. This is the duration most Alexander teachers recommend to gain
proficiency.
Lessons may result in changes of height and posture, which call for a new wardrobe or require other costs for new
ergonomic adjustments in the daily environment. Practicing the Alexander technique cannot affect skeletal
deformities once they occur (such as arthritis, osteoporosis) or halt the progress of other diseases affecting movement
ability, (such as Parkinson's, etc.) However, Alexander Technique can augment the ability to cope with these issues,
which may be a significant help.

Benefits
The Alexander technique is used in three main ways. Originally, it was used to address the nuisance habits of actors
and musicians. As remedial movement education, it teaches freedom of movement, improving specific self-imposed
limitations brought about by unconscious postural habits. It offers a means of aware self-observation and holistic
impulse control.
The remedial application includes alleviating pain and limitation as a result of poor posture or repetitive physical
demands. The Technique improves pain management for chronic disability. It offers rehabilitation following surgery
or injury where compensatory habits were designed to avoid former pain that needs to be eliminated after healing for
complete recovery. The Alexander technique has been proved to be an effective treatment for chronic or recurrent
back pain in a randomized study published by the British Medical Journal Aug. 19, 2008.[6]
As an example among performance art applications, the work is used and taught by classically trained vocal coaches
and musicians. Its advocates claim that it allows for the free alignment of all aspects of the vocal tract by consciously
increasing air flow, allowing improved vocal technique and tone. Because the technique has allegedly been used to
improve breathing and stamina in general, advocates also claim that athletes, people with asthma, tuberculosis, and
panic attacks have also found improvements.
It has also been informally reputed to allow height retention in older adults. Some adults gain height.
Along the application of impulse control, proponents of the technique suggest that it can eliminate stage fright, allow
more spontaneity, and to expand skill repertoire. It is suggested that it can be an adjunct to psychotherapy for people
with disabilities, Post-traumatic Stress Disorder, panic attacks, stuttering, and chronic pain because using its
principles can improve stress management abilities.[7] [8]
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Influences of Alexander's work
The English novelist Aldous Huxley was influenced by F. M. Alexander and the technique to the extent he included
him as a character in the pacifist theme novel Eyeless in Gaza.[9]
The American philosopher and educator John Dewey became impressed with the Alexander technique after his
headaches, neck pains, blurred vision, and stress symptoms largely improved during the time he used Alexander's
advice to change his posture.[10] [11] In 1923, Dewey wrote the introduction to Alexander's Constructive Conscious
Control of the Individual.[12]
Since Alexander's work in the field came at the turn of the century, his ideas influenced many originators in the field
of mind-body improvement. Fritz Perls, who originated Gestalt Therapy, credited Alexander as an inspiration for his
psychological work.[13] The Feldenkrais Method and the Mitzvah Technique were both influenced by the Alexander
technique, in the form of study previous to the originators founding their own disciplines.

Teaching
The technique is most commonly taught privately in a series of twenty to forty private lessons which may last from
thirty minutes to an hour. Its principles have also been adapted to be taught in groups and workshops. This often uses
short individual lessons demonstrated in turn which act as examples to the class, along with other group activities
about principles. To qualify as a teacher of Alexander Technique, completion is required of at least 1600 hours,
spanning at least three years of supervised teacher training. The result must be satisfactory to qualified peers to gain
membership in professional societies.[2]

Scientific evidence
In 2011, a study of postural tone concluded that the Alexander Technique alters the muscular tension along the spine
and hips that supports the body against gravity, reducing stiffness in these areas.[14]
A 2008 randomised controlled trial published in the British Medical Journal found marked improvement in
addressing back pain with this technique. Those receiving 24 lessons had 3 days of back pain in a four week period,
18 days less than the control median of 21 days. The cohort receiving 6 lessons had a reduction of ten days in
days-of-pain reported. Outcomes were also measured by Roland disability scores, a measure of the number of
activities impaired by pain, with a control baseline of 8.1. 24 lessons reduced this by 4.14 points, while six lessons
combined with exercise produced a reduction of 2.98.[] A subsequent analysis and comparative study of the
economic implications concluded that "a series of six lessons in Alexander technique combined with an exercise
prescription seems the most effective and cost effective option for the treatment of back pain in primary care."[15]
In 2004, Maher concluded that "Physical treatments, such as acupuncture, backschool, hydrotherapy, lumbar
supports, magnets, TENS, traction, ultrasound, Pilates therapy, Feldenkrais therapy, Alexander technique, and
craniosacral therapy are either of unknown value or ineffective and so should not be considered" when treating lower
back pain with an evidence-based approach.[16]
In 2002, Stalibrass et al. published the results of a significant controlled study into the effectiveness of the technique
in treating Parkinson's disease. Four different measures were used to assess the change in severity of the disease. By
all four measures, Alexander technique was better than no treatment, to a statistically significant degree (both
P-values < 0.04). However, when compared to a control group given massage sessions, Alexander technique was
only significantly better by two of the measures. The other two measures gave statistically insignificant
improvements (P-values of approximately 0.1 and 0.6). This appears to lend some weight to the effectiveness of the
technique, but more studies and data are required.[17]
In 1999, Dennis ran a controlled study of the effect of Alexander technique on the "Functional Reach" (associated
with balance) of women older than 65. He observed a significant improvement in performance after 8 sessions, but
this improvement was not maintained in a one-month follow-up.[18] With regard to the claims made for reducing the
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need for medication in patients with asthma, Dennis concluded that additional "robust, well-designed randomized
controlled trials are needed."[19] (Note that Alexander technique teachers recommend more than three times or more
as many lessons than 8 to retain educational benefits.)
In 1973 Nikolaas Tinbergen referenced scientific evaluations of the Alexander technique in his Nobel prize
acceptance speech.[20]
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Martial arts
Martial arts are extensive systems of codified practices and traditions of combat, practiced for a variety of reasons,
including self-defense, competition, physical health and fitness, as well as mental and spiritual development.
The term martial art has become heavily associated with the fighting arts of eastern Asia, but was originally used in
regard to the combat systems of Europe as early as the 1550s. An English fencing manual of 1639 used the term in
reference specifically to the "Science and Art" of swordplay. The term is ultimately derived from Latin, martial arts
being the "Arts of Mars," the Roman god of war.[1]
Some martial arts are considered 'traditional' and tied to an ethnic, cultural or religious background, while others are
modern systems developed either by a founder or an association.

Variation and scope
Martial arts may be categorized along a variety of criteria, including:
• Traditional or historical arts and contemporary styles of folk wrestling vs. modern hybrid martial arts.
• Regional origin, especially Eastern Martial Arts vs. Western Martial Arts
• Techniques taught: Armed vs. unarmed, and within these groups by type of weapon (swordsmanship, stick
fighting etc.) and by type of combat (grappling vs. striking; stand-up fighting vs. ground fighting)
• By application or intent: self-defense, combat sport, choreography or demonstration of forms, physical fitness,
meditation, etc.
• Within Chinese tradition: "external" vs. "internal" styles
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By technical focus
Unarmed
Unarmed martial arts can be broadly grouped into focusing on strikes, and those focusing on grappling, and in
addition those combining these two fields, usually described as "hybrid".
Strikes
• Punching: Boxing (Western), Wing Chun
• Kicking: Capoeira, Kickboxing, Tae Kwon Do,
• Other strikes: Kung Fu, Muay Thai, Choi Kwang Do
Grappling
• Throwing: Glima, Judo, Sambo, Sumo
• Joint lock/Chokes/Submission holds: Aikido, Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, Hapkido, Jujutsu, Judo
• Pinning Techniques: Judo, Shuai Jiao, Wrestling, Sambo
Weapons-based
Those traditional martial arts which train armed combat often encompass a wide spectrum of melee weapons,
including bladed weapons and polearms. Such traditions include eskrima, silat, Kalarippayattu, kobudo, and
historical European martial arts, especially those of the German Renaissance. Many forms of Chinese martial arts
also feature weapons as part of their curriculum.
Sometimes, training with one specific weapon will be considered a style of martial arts in its own right. This is
especially the case in Japanese martial arts with disciplines such as kenjutsu and kendo (sword), bojutsu (staff), and
kyudo (archery). Similarly, modern Western martial arts and sports include modern fencing, stick-fighting systems
like canne de combat or singlestick, and modern competitive archery.

By application or intent
Combat-oriented
Many martial arts, especially those from Asia, also teach side disciplines which pertain to medicinal practices. This
is particularly prevalent in traditional Indian martial arts which may teach bone-setting, and other aspects of
traditional Indian medicine.[2]
Martial arts can also be linked with religion and spirituality. Numerous systems are reputed to have been founded,
disseminated, or practiced by monks or nuns.
For example, gatka is a weapon-based Indian martial art created by the Sikhs of the Punjab region of India and the
Kshatriya caste of Hindus have another ancient martial art named Shastra vidhya.
Japanese styles, when concerning non-physical qualities of the combat, are strongly influenced by Zen philosophy.
Concepts like "empty mind" and "beginner's mind" are recurrent. Aikido, for instance, has a strong philosophical
belief of the flow of energy and peace fostering, as idealised by its founder Morihei Ueshiba.
Systema draws upon breathing and relaxation techniques, as well as elements of Russian Orthodox thought, to foster
self-conscience and calmness, and to benefit the practicioner in different levels: the physical, the psychological and
the spiritual.[3]
Some martial arts in various cultures can be performed in dance-like settings for various reasons, such as for evoking
ferocity in preparation for battle or showing off skill in a more stylized manner. Many such martial arts incorporate
music, especially strong percussive rhythms. See also war dance
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History
Further information: Martial arts timeline

Historical martial arts
Further information: History of boxing and History of fencing
While evidence show that martial arts have roots in prehistory, the earliest evidence of systematic training in specific
martial arts traditions emerges in antiquity (late 1st millennium BC) in both Asia and Europe.
The foundation of modern Asian martial arts is likely a blend of early Chinese and Indian martial arts. During the
Warring States period of Chinese history (480-221 BC) extensive development in martial philosophy and strategy
emerged, as described by Sun Tzu in The Art of War (c. 350 BC).[4] Legendary accounts link the origin of
Shaolinquan to the spread of Buddhism from India during the early 5th century AD, with the figure of Bodhidharma,
to China.[5]
In Europe, the earliest sources of martial arts traditions date to
Classical Antiquity. Boxing (pygme, pyx), Wrestling (pale) and
Pankration were represented in the Ancient Olympic Games. The
Romans produced gladiatorial combat as a public spectacle.

Boxing was practiced in the ancient Mediterranean.

Martial arts

During the Middle Ages, the development
of the cossacks as self-governing warrior
communities in the current region of
Ukraine and Southern Russia resulted in a
accumulation of fighting skills passed
through generations. Due to a wide variety
of climate and enemies, these people
developed versatile and fast-learning martial
habilities, which are considered to be the
roots of systema.[6] [7]
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Systema has its roots in the combat skills of the medieval Russian warriors

A number of historical combat manuals
have survived from the European Middle Ages. This includes such styles as sword and shield, two-handed
swordfighting and other types of melee weapons besides unarmed combat. The most famous of these is Johannes
Lichtenauer's Fechtbuch (Fencing book) of the 14th century, which today forms the basis of the German school of
swordsmanship. Likewise, Asian martial arts become well-documented during the medieval period, Japanese martial
arts beginning with the establishment of the samurai nobility in the 12th century, Chinese martial arts with Ming era
treatises such as Ji Xiao Xin Shu, Indian martial arts in medieval texts such as the Agni Purana and the Malla Purana,
and Korean martial arts with Joseon era texts such as Muyejebo (1598). "Historical martial arts" in both Asia and
Europe are mostly based on such records of the late medieval to early modern period (15th to 17th centuries; see also
Koryū).
European swordsmanship was trained for duels until the Napoleonic era, and developed into sport fencing during the
19th century. Modern boxing originates with Jack Broughton's rules in the 18th century, and reaches its present form
with the Marquess of Queensberry Rules of 1867. Europe's colonization of Asian countries also brought about a
decline in local martial arts, especially with the introduction of firearms. This can clearly be seen in India after the
full establishment of British Raj in the 19th century.[8] Similar phenomena occurred in Southeast Asian colonies such
as Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam and the Philippines.

Folk styles
All over the world, there are traditional styles of folk wrestling, and in some cases also stick fighting, rooted in local
culture and folklore. In East and Southeast Asia, these are forms such as Korean, Khmer or Mongolian wrestling and
Japanese Sumo, in South and Southwest Asia Indo-Persian Pehlwani, in Central and Western Asia Turkic (Uzbek,
Tatar) styles; in Europe, there are Icelandic, Swiss and various English wrestling traditions. African folk wrestling
includes the West African style of Lutte Traditionnelle.
While these arts are based on historical traditions of folklore, they are not "historical" in the sense that they
reconstruct or preserve a historical system from a specific era. They are rather contemporary regional sports that
coexist with the modern forms of martial arts sports as they have developed since the 19th century, often including
cross-fertilization between sports and folk styles; thus, the traditional Thai style of Muay Boran developed into the
modern national sport of Muay Thai, which in turn came to be practiced worldwide and contributed significantly to
modern hybrid styles like kickboxing and mixed martial arts.
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Modern history
Further information: Modern history of East Asian martial arts
late 19th to early 20th century
The mid to late 19th century marks the beginning of the history of martial arts as modern sports developed out of
earlier traditional fighting systems. In Europe, this concerns the developments of boxing and fencing as sports. In
Japan, the same period marks the formation of the modern forms of judo, jujitsu, karate, and kendo (among others)
based on revivals of old schools of Edo period martial arts which had been suppressed during the Meiji Restoration.
Modern Muay Thai rules date to the 1920s. In China, the modern history of martial arts begins in the Nanjing decade
(1930s) following the foundation of the Central Guoshu Institute in 1928 under the Kuomintang government.
Western interest in Asian martial arts arises towards the end of the 19th century, due to the increase in trade between
the United States with China and Japan. Relatively few Westerners actually practiced the arts, considering it to be
mere performance. Edward William Barton-Wright, a railway engineer who had studied jujitsu while working in
Japan between 1894–97, was the first man known to have taught Asian martial arts in Europe. He also founded an
eclectic style named Bartitsu which combined jujutsu, judo, boxing, savate and stick fighting.
Fencing and Greco-Roman wrestling was included in the 1896 Summer Olympics. FILA Wrestling World
Championships and Boxing at the Summer Olympics were introduced in 1904. The tradition of awarding
championship belts in wrestling and boxing can be traced to the Lonsdale Belt, introduced in 1909.
20th century (1914 to 1989)
The International Boxing Association was established in 1920. World Fencing Championships have been held since
1921.
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, or Gracie Jiu-Jitsu, is an adaptation of pre–World War II judo developed by the brothers Carlos
and Hélio Gracie, who restructured the art into a sport with a large focus on groundwork. Jiu-Jitsu gained fame
quickly in Brazil because of the popular fights with Capoeira fighters.[9]
As Western influence grew in Asia a greater number of military personnel spent time in China, Japan, and South
Korea during World War II and the Korean War and were exposed to local fighting styles. Jujutsu, judo and karate
first became popular among the mainstream from the 1950s-60s. Due in part to Asian and Hollywood martial arts
movies, most modern American martial arts are either Asian-derived or Asian influenced.[10] The term kickboxing
(キックボクシング) was created by the Japanese boxing promoter Osamu Noguchi for a variant of Muay Thai and
Karate that he created in the 1950s. American kickboxing was developed in the 1970s, as a combination of boxing
and karate. Taekwondo was developed in the context of the Korean War in the 1950s.
The later 1960s and 1970s witnessed an increased media interest in the Chinese fighting systems, influenced by
martial artist and Hollywood actor Bruce Lee. Jeet Kune Do, the system he founded, has its roots in Wing Chun,
western boxing, savate and fencing. Bruce Lee is credited as one of the first instructors to openly teach Chinese
martial arts to Westerners. World Judo Championships have been held since 1956, Judo at the Summer Olympics
was introduced in 1964. Karate World Championships were introduced in 1970.
Following the "kung fu wave" in Hong Kong action cinema in the 1970s, a number of mainstream films produced
during the 1980s contributed significantly to the perception of martial arts in western popular culture. These include
The Karate Kid (1984) and Bloodsport (1988). This era produced some Hollywood action stars with martial arts
background, such as Jean-Claude Van Damme and Chuck Norris.
Also during the 20th century, a number of martial arts systems were adapted for self-defense purposes for military
hand-to-hand combat. World War II combatives, Kapap (1930s) and Krav Maga (1950s) in Israel, Systema (Soviet
era Russia), San Shou (People's Republic of China). The US military de-emphasized hand-to-hand combat training
during the Cold War period, but revived it with the introduction of LINE in 1989.
1990 to present
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During the 1990s Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu became popular and proved to be effective in mixed martial arts competitions
such as the UFC and PRIDE.[11]
The K-1 rules of kickboxing were introduced in 1993, based on 1980s Seidokaikan karate.
Jackie Chan and Jet Li are prominent movie figures who have been responsible for promoting Chinese martial arts in
recent years.
With the continual discovery of "new" Medieval and Renaissance fighting manuals, the practice of Historical
European Martial Arts and other Western Martial Arts are growing in popularity across the United States and
Europe.

Testing and competition
Testing or evaluation is important to martial art practitioners of many disciplines who wish to determine their
progression or own level of skill in specific contexts. Students within individual martial art systems often undergo
periodic testing and grading by their own teacher in order to advance to a higher level of recognized achievement,
such as a different belt color or title. The type of testing used varies from system to system but may include forms or
sparring.
Various forms and sparring are commonly used in martial art
exhibitions and tournaments. Some competitions pit practitioners of
different disciplines against each other using a common set of rules,
these are referred to as mixed martial arts competitions. Rules for
sparring vary between art and organization but can generally be
divided into light-contact, medium-contact, and full-contact variants,
reflecting the amount of force that should be used on an opponent.

Light- and medium-contact
These types of sparring restrict the amount of force that may be used to
Steven Ho executing a Jump Spin Hook Kick
hit an opponent, in the case of light sparring this is usual to 'touch'
contact, e.g. a punch should be 'pulled' as soon as or before contact is made. In medium-contact (sometimes referred
to as semi-contact) the punch would not be 'pulled' but not hit with full force. As the amount of force used is
restricted, the aim of these types of sparring is not to knock out an opponent; a point system is used in competitions.
A referee acts to monitor for fouls and to control the match, while judges mark down scores, as in boxing. Particular
targets may be prohibited , certain techniques may be forbidden (such as headbutting or groin hits), and fighters may
be required to wear protective equipment on their head, hands, chest, groin, shins or feet. In grappling arts aikido
uses a similar method of compliant training that is equivalent to light or medium contact.
In some styles (such as fencing and some styles of Taekwondo sparring), competitors score points based on the
landing of a single technique or strike as judged by the referee, whereupon the referee will briefly stop the match,
award a point, then restart the match. Alternatively, sparring may continue with the point noted by the judges. Some
critics of point sparring feel that this method of training teaches habits that result in lower combat effectiveness.
Lighter-contact sparring may be used exclusively, for children or in other situations when heavy contact would be
inappropriate (such as beginners), medium-contact sparring is often used as training for full contact
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Full-contact
Further information: Full-contact
Full-contact sparring or competition, where strikes are not pulled but thrown with full force as the name implies, has
a number of tactical differences from light and medium-contact sparring. It is considered by some to be requisite in
learning realistic unarmed combat.[12]
In full-contact sparring, the aim of a competitive match is either to knock out the opponent or to force the opponent
to submit. Where scoring takes place it may be a subsidiary measure, only used if no clear winner has been
established by other means; in some competitions, such as the UFC 1, there was no scoring, though most now use
some form of judging as a backup.[13] Due to these factors, full-contact matches tend to be more aggressive in
character, but rule sets may still mandate the use of protective equipment, or limit the techniques allowed.
Nearly all mixed martial arts organizations such as UFC, Pancrase, Shooto use a form of full-contact rules, as do
professional boxing organizations and K-1. Kyokushin karate requires advanced practitioners to engage in
bare-knuckled, full-contact sparring while wearing only a karate gi and groin protector but does not allow punches to
the face, only kicks and knees. Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu and judo matches do not allow striking, but are full-contact in the
sense that full force is applied in the permitted grappling and submission techniques.

Martial Sport
Martial arts have crossed over into sports when forms of sparring become
competitive, becoming a sport in its own right that is dissociated from the
original combative origin, such as with western fencing. The Summer
Olympic Games includes JuDo, TaeKwonDo, western archery, boxing,
javelin, wrestling and fencing as events, while Chinese Wushu recently
failed in its bid to be included, but is still actively performed in tournaments
across the world. Practitioners in some arts such as kickboxing and
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu often train for sport matches, whereas those in other arts
such as aikido and Wing Chun generally spurn such competitions. Some
schools believe that competition breeds better and more efficient
practitioners, and gives a sense of good sportsmanship. Others believe that
the rules under which competition takes place have diminished the combat
effectiveness of martial arts or encourage a kind of practice which focuses
on winning trophies rather than a focus such as cultivating a particular
moral character.

Several martial arts, such as Judo, are
Olympic sports.

The question of "which is the best Martial Art" has led to new forms of
competition; the original Ultimate Fighting Championship in the U.S. was fought under very few rules allowing all
fighting styles to enter and be less limited by the rule set. This has now become one of many combat "sports" known
as mixed Martial Arts (MMA). Similar competitions such as Pancrase, DREAM, and Shooto have also taken place in
Japan.
Some martial artists compete in non-sparring competitions such as breaking or choreographed routines of techniques
such as poomse, kata and aka, or modern variations of the martial arts which include dance-influenced competitions
such as tricking. Martial traditions have been influenced by governments to become more sport-like for political
purposes; the central impetus for the attempt by the People's Republic of China in transforming Chinese martial arts
into the committee-regulated sport of wushu was suppressing what they saw as the potentially subversive aspects of
martial training, especially under the traditional system of family lineages.[14]
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Health and fitness benefits
Training in martial arts imparts many benefits to the trainee, physical, mental, emotional and spiritual.[15]
Through systematic practice in the martial arts a person's physical fitness may be boosted (strength, stamina,
flexibility, movement coordination, etc.,) as the whole body is exercised and the entire muscular system is activated.
Beyond contributing to physical fitness, martial arts training also has benefits for mental health, contributing to
self-esteem, self-control, emotional and spiritual well-being. For this reason, a number of martial arts schools have
focused purely on therapeutic aspects, de-emphasizing the historical aspect of self-defense or combat completely.
According to Bruce Lee, martial arts also have the nature of an art, since there is emotional communication and
complete emotional expression.

Self-defense, military and law enforcement applications
Some traditional martial concepts have seen new use within
modern military training. Perhaps the most recent example of this
is point shooting which relies on muscle memory to more
effectively utilize a firearm in a variety of awkward situations,
much the way an iaidoka would master movements with their
sword.
During the World War II era William E. Fairbairn and Eric A.
Sykes were recruited by the Special Operations Executive (SOE)
to teach their martial art of defendu (itself drawing on jujutsu and
Western boxing) and pistol shooting to UK, US, and Canadian
special forces. The book Kill or Get Killed, written by Colonel
Rex Applegate, was based on the defendu taught by Sykes and
Fairbairn. Both Fairbairn's Get Tough and Appelgate's Kill or Get
Killed became classic works on hand-to-hand combat.
Traditional hand-to-hand, knife, and spear techniques continue to
see use in the composite systems developed for today's wars.
Examples of this include European Unifight, the US Army's
Combatives system developed by Matt Larsen, the Israeli army's
kapap and Krav Maga, and the US Marine Corps's Marine Corps
Martial Arts Program (MCMAP).

U.S. Army Combatives instructor Matt Larsen
demonstrates a chokehold.

Unarmed dagger defenses identical to those found in the manual of
Fiore dei Liberi and the Codex Wallerstein were integrated into
the U.S. Army's training manuals in 1942[16] and continue to influence today's systems along with other traditional
systems such as eskrima and silat.
The rifle-mounted bayonet, which has its origin in the spear, has seen use by the United States Army, the United
States Marine Corps, and the British Army as recently as the Iraq War.[17]
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Martial arts industry
Martial arts since the 1970s has become a significant industry, a subset of the wider sport industry (including cinema
and sports television).
Hundreds of millions of people worldwide practice some form of martial art. Web Japan (sponsored by the Japanese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs) claims there are 50 million karate practitioners worldwide.[18] The South Korean
government in 2009 published an estimate that Taekwondo is practiced by 70 million people in 190 countries.[19]
The wholesale value of martial arts related sporting equipment shipped in the United States was estimated at 314
million USD in 2007; participation in the same year was estimated at 6.9 million (ages 6 or older, 2% of US
population).[20] R. A. Court, CEO of Martial Arts Channel, stated the total revenue of the US martial arts industry at
USD 40 billion and the number of US practitioners at 30 million in 2003.[21] Ultimate Fighting Championship
generated a revenue of about USD 250 million in 2008, about 90% of the entire Mixed Martial Arts industry. World
Wrestling Entertainment had a revenue of USD 1.4 billion.[22]
Asian martial arts experienced a surge of popularity in the west during the 1970s, and the rising demand resulted in
numerous low quality or fraudulent schools. Fueled by fictional depictions in martial arts movies, this led to the
"ninja craze" of the 1980s United States.[23] The rank system introduced for judo in the 1880s proved commercially
viable, and "colored belt" systems were adopted in many martial arts degree mills (also known as "McDojos";
parodied in Penn & Teller: Bullshit! episode "Martial Arts", June 2010).
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John Neulinger (April 26, 1924 - June 20, 1991) was a noted German-American psychologist and Professor
Emeritus of psychology at City College of New York. Neulinger is best known for contributing a social
psychological theory of leisure to the field of leisure studies.[1] Neulinger's theory of leisure is defined by a
psychological state of mind that requires two criteria for leisure: perceived freedom and intrinsic motivation. In
Neulinger's theory, individuals can be said to be in a state of leisure if they simply perceive that they have the
freedom to choose activities and are motivated by an activity for its own sake, not just for its consequences.
Neulinger first popularized his ideas in the 1974 book, The Psychology of Leisure.

Early life
Neulinger was born in Dresden, Germany to Rudolf and Julie Neulinger née Konirsch. At least two siblings are
known, a brother named Kurt and a sister, Liselotte. Neulinger attended the Staatsoberrealgymnasium in Děčín,
Czechoslovakia as a child,[2] but was taken to a Nazi concentration camp during World War II. His experience in
Nazi Germany influenced his psychological theories regarding the connection between freedom and leisure in the
same way as psychologist Viktor Frankl.[3]
Having survived the war, Neulinger moved to the United States and became a naturalized citizen. Neulinger attended
Hunter College and graduated in 1960. He received his doctorate in psychology from New York University in 1965.
Neulinger married Josephine Levitus on July 22, 1950, and later had one child, a son named Ronald. In 1970, the
marriage ended in divorce, and he later married fellow psychologist Gabrielle Stutman.[4]

Career
From 1964-1965, Neulinger was a research associate for the Russell Sage Foundation in New York City. After 1967,
he spent the rest of his life working at the City College of the City University of New York: first as an assistant
professor from 1967–1971; an associate professor from 1972–1976; and finally as a professor of psychology from
1977-1986. Neulinger was a member of the International Sociological Association, the American Psychological
Association, the Gerontological Society, and Phi Beta Kappa.[4] He helped found the Academy of Leisure Sciences
and was president of the Academy from 1982-1983.[5] Neulinger was also Director of the Leisure Institute in his
home town of Dolgeville, New York, and he helped found the Society for the Reduction of Human Labor and acted
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as its Chair.[1]

Leisure theory
"Leisure is a state of mind; it is a way of being, of being at peace with oneself and what one is doing...Leisure has one and only one
essential criterion, and that is the condition of perceived freedom. Any activity carried out freely without constraint or compulsion,
may be considered to be leisure. To leisure implies being engaged in an activity as a free agent, and of one's own choice."
[6]

John Neulinger, in The Psychology of Leisure (1974)

Neulinger's leisure theory, sometimes referred to as the Neulinger paradigm,[7] was first published in the 1974 book,
The Psychology of Leisure. The theory is a continuum model of leisure, with the criterion a condition Neulinger calls
perceived freedom. This perceived freedom is a state of mind where one freely chooses to perform an activity—any
activity—because one "wants to do it".[8] If an individual is involved in an activity where there is only intrinsic
reward and perceived freedom, that person is said to be engaged in leisure. However, if the activity involves only
extrinsic reward and the absence of perceived freedom, an individual is said to be in a state of non-leisure. There are
six stages from one extreme to the other: Pure leisure, leisure-work, leisure-job, pure work, work-job, and pure
job.[7]
Neulinger's theory of leisure shows that intrinsic motivation and perceived freedom can directly change the
perception of leisure.[9] But, like other social psychological theories of leisure, Neulinger's theory has been criticized
for its lack of "discriminant power". The criterion of perceived freedom is not exclusive to leisure activities, and the
failure of the theory to account for the differences between real freedom and the illusion of freedom is often
challenged. Nevertheless, Neulinger's theory has exerted considerable influence on social psychology and leisure,
and perceived freedom is still a popular concept in leisure studies.[8]
Neulinger believed that human civilization could one day look forward to a society based on leisure, a leisure society
where modern technology and science frees the average person from focusing on providing merely for subsistence
needs and the worry associated with meeting those needs. Neulinger envisioned a world where the very concept of a
"job" was no longer plausible, where work would be leisure-oriented. Unlike the past, Neulinger's vision was of a
society where non-leisure activities form a minimum part of our day, where work would be carried out with meaning
and without coercion, freely chosen, self-rewarding, and intrinsically motivating.[2] [3] In his last publication before
his death, Neulinger advocated for a societal transformation to that of a "universal leisure society instead of more
centuries of useless destruction and worldwide conflicts".[1]

Death
Neulinger died at home of a heart attack at the age of 67 on June 20, 1991, in Dolgeville, New York.[10] Since his
death, colleagues in the field of leisure studies have referred to Neulinger as a "leisure visionary".[11]

Publications
Books
• Neulinger, John (1981) [1974]. The Psychology of Leisure. Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas.
ISBN 0398031061.
• Neulinger, John (1986) [1977]. What Am I Doing? The WAID. Dolgeville, NY: Leisure Institute.
• Neulinger, John (1981). To Leisure: An Introduction. Boston: Allyn and Bacon. ISBN 0205069363.
• Neulinger, John (1990). Road to Eden After All: A Human Metamorphosis. Leisure Institute. ISBN 9050130143.
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Articles
• Brim, Orville G.; John Neulinger; D. C. Glass (1965). "Experiences and Attitudes of American Adults concerning
Standardized Intelligence Tests" [12]. Technical Report No. 1 on the Social Consequences of Testing (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation).
• Neulinger, John; Miranda Breit (Summer 1969). "Attitude Dimensions of Leisure". Journal of Leisure Research 1
(3): 255–261.
• Neulinger, John; Miranda Breit (Spring 1971). "Attitude Dimensions of Leisure: A Replication Study". Journal of
Leisure Research 3 (2): 108–115.
• Neulinger, John (Jul., 1971). "Leisure and Mental Health: A Study in a Program of Leisure Research" [13]. The
Pacific Sociological Review (University of California Press) 14 (3): 288–300.(subscription required)
• Glass, David C.; John Neulinger; Orville G. Brim, Jr. (1974). "Birth Order, Verbal Intelligence, and Educational
Aspiration" [14]. Child Development (Blackwell Publishing) 45 (3): 807–811. doi:10.2307/1127851.
PMID 4143834.(subscription required)
• Neulinger, John (1979). "Leisure: A State of Mind That All Desire but Few Achieve" [15]. In Hillel Ruskin.
Leisure, Toward a Theory and Policy: Proceedings of the International Seminar on Leisure Policies, Jerusalem,
11–14 June 1979. Fairleigh Dickinson University Press. pp. 172–181. ISBN 0838631347.
• Neulinger, John; Steven Kopor (Spring/Summer 1981). "Leisure Experienced by an Intellectual Elite: A Survey
of the Mensa Society". Mensa Research Journal (Mensa Education and Research Foundation) 10 (17): 25–33.
• Neulinger, John (Jan., 1982). "Leisure Lack and the Quality of Life: The Broadening Scope of the Leisure
Professional". Leisure Studies (Routledge) 1 (1): 53–63. doi:10.1080/02614368200390051.
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Experience sampling method
This research methodology, developed by Larson and Csikszentmihalyi (1983)[1] asks participants to stop at certain
times and make notes of their experience in real time. The point is for them to record temporal things like feelings
while in the moment (right then, not later; right there, not elsewhere). They can be given a journal with many
identical pages. Each page can have a psychometric scale, open-ended questions, or anything else used to assess their
condition in that place and time.
There are different ways[2] to signal participants when to take notes in their journal, like using preprogrammed
stopwatches. An observer can have an identically programmed stopwatch (the Timex Data Link USB is easy to
program for this with a PC), so the observer can record specific events as the participants are recording their feelings
or other behaviors. It is best to avoid letting subjects know in advance when they will record their feelings, so they
can't anticipate the event, and will just be "acting naturally" when they stop and take notes on their current condition.
Validity in these studies comes from repetition, so you can look for patterns like participants reporting greater
happiness right after meals. These correlations can then be tested by other means for cause and effect, since ESM
just shows correlation.

Free software
Various free software packages are available for computerized experience sampling.
• ESP, the Experience Sampling Program [3], created by Lisa Feldman Barrett and Daniel J. Barrett, runs on Palm
Pilots. It is available under the GNU Public License.
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Cognitive science is the interdisciplinary
scientific study of mind and its processes. It
examines what cognition is, what it does and
how it works. It includes research on
intelligence and behavior, especially
focussing
on
how
information
is
represented, processed, and transformed (in
faculties such as perception, language,
memory, reasoning, and emotion) within
nervous systems (human or other animal)
and machines (e.g. computers). Cognitive
science consists of multiple research
disciplines, including psychology, artificial
intelligence, philosophy, neuroscience,
linguistics, anthropology, sociology, and
education.[1] It spans many levels of
analysis, from low-level learning and
decision mechanisms to high-level logic and
planning; from neural circuitry to modular
brain organization.

History

Figure illustrating the fields that contributed to the birth of cognitive science,
including linguistics, education, neuroscience, artificial Intelligence, philosophy,
anthropology, and psychology. Adapted from Miller, George A (2003). "The
cognitive revolution: a historical perspective". TRENDS in Cognitive Sciences 7.

Cognitive science has a pre-history traceable
back to ancient Greek philosophical texts
(see Plato's Meno); and certainly must include writers such as Descartes, David Hume, Immanuel Kant, Benedict de
Spinoza, Nicolas Malebranche, Pierre Cabanis, Leibniz and John Locke. But, although these early writers
contributed greatly to the philosophical discovery of mind and this would ultimately lead to the development of
psychology, they were working with an entirely different set of tools and core concepts than those of the cognitive
scientist.
The modern culture of cognitive science can be traced back to the early cyberneticists in the 1930s and 1940s, such
as Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts, who sought to understand the organizing principles of the mind. McCulloch
and Pitts developed the first variants of what are now known as artificial neural networks, models of computation
inspired by the structure of biological neural networks.
Another precursor was the early development of the theory of computation and the digital computer in the 1940s and
1950s. Alan Turing and John von Neumann were instrumental in these developments. The modern computer, or Von
Neumann machine, would play a central role in cognitive science, both as a metaphor for the mind, and as a tool for
investigation.
In 1959, Noam Chomsky published a scathing review of B. F. Skinner's book Verbal Behavior. At the time,
Skinner's behaviorist paradigm dominated psychology: Most psychologists focused on functional relations between
stimulus and response, without positing internal representations. Chomsky argued that in order to explain language,
we needed a theory like generative grammar, which not only attributed internal representations but characterized
their underlying order.

Cognitive science
The term cognitive science was coined by Christopher Longuet-Higgins in his 1973 commentary on the Lighthill
report, which concerned the then-current state of Artificial Intelligence research.[2] In the same decade, the journal
Cognitive Science and the Cognitive Science Society were founded.[3] In 1982, Vassar College became the first
institution in the world to grant an undergraduate degree in Cognitive Science.[4]
In the 1970s and early 1980s, much cognitive science research focused on the possibility of artificial intelligence.
Researchers such as Marvin Minsky would write computer programs in languages such as LISP to attempt to
formally characterize the steps that human beings went through, for instance, in making decisions and solving
problems, in the hope of better understanding human thought, and also in the hope of creating artificial minds. This
approach is known as "symbolic AI".
Eventually the limits of the symbolic AI research program became apparent. For instance, it seemed to be unrealistic
to comprehensively list human knowledge in a form usable by a symbolic computer program. The late 80s and 90s
saw the rise of neural networks and connectionism as a research paradigm. Under this point of view, often attributed
to James McClelland and David Rumelhart, the mind could be characterized as a set of complex associations,
represented as a layered network. Critics argue that there are some phenomena which are better captured by symbolic
models, and that connectionist models are often so complex as to have little explanatory power. Recently symbolic
and connectionist models have been combined, making it possible to take advantage of both forms of explanation.[5]

Principles
Levels of analysis
A central tenet of cognitive science is that a complete understanding of the mind/brain cannot be attained by
studying only a single level. An example would be the problem of remembering a phone number and recalling it
later. One approach to understanding this process would be to study behavior through direct observation. A person
could be presented with a phone number, asked to recall it after some delay. Then the accuracy of the response could
be measured. Another approach would be to study the firings of individual neurons while a person is trying to
remember the phone number. Neither of these experiments on their own would fully explain how the process of
remembering a phone number works. Even if the technology to map out every neuron in the brain in real-time were
available, and it were known when each neuron was firing, it would still be impossible to know how a particular
firing of neurons translates into the observed behavior. Thus an understanding of how these two levels relate to each
other is needed. This can be provided by a functional level account of the process. Studying a particular phenomenon
from multiple levels creates a better understanding of the processes that occur in the brain to give rise to a particular
behavior. Marr[6] gave a famous description of three levels of analysis:
1. the computational theory, specifying the goals of the computation;
2. representation and algorithm, giving a representation of the input and output and the algorithm which transforms
one into the other; and
3. the hardware implementation, how algorithm and representation may be physically realized.
(See also the entry on functionalism.)

Interdisciplinary nature
Cognitive science is an interdisciplinary field with contributors from various fields, including psychology,
neuroscience, linguistics, philosophy of mind, computer science, anthropology, sociology, and biology. Cognitive
science tends to view the world outside the mind much as other sciences do. Thus it too has an objective,
observer-independent existence. The field is usually seen as compatible with the physical sciences, and uses the
scientific method as well as simulation or modeling, often comparing the output of models with aspects of human
behavior. Some doubt whether there is a unified cognitive science and prefer to speak of the cognitive sciences in
plural.[7]
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Many, but not all, who consider themselves cognitive scientists have a functionalist view of the mind—the view that
mental states are classified functionally, such that any system that performs the proper function for some mental state
is considered to be in that mental state. According to some versions of functionalism, even non-human systems, such
as other animal species, alien life forms, or advanced computers can, in principle, have mental states.

Cognitive science: the term
The term "cognitive" in "cognitive science" is "used for any kind of mental operation or structure that can be studied
in precise terms" (Lakoff and Johnson, 1999). This conceptualization is very broad, and should not be confused with
how "cognitive" is used in some traditions of analytic philosophy, where "cognitive" has to do only with formal rules
and truth conditional semantics.
The earliest entries for the word "cognitive" in the OED take it to mean roughly pertaining "to the action or process
of knowing". The first entry, from 1586, shows the word was at one time used in the context of discussions of
Platonic theories of knowledge. Most in cognitive science, however, presumably do not believe their field is the
study of anything as certain as the knowledge sought by Plato.

Scope
Cognitive science is a large field, and covers a wide array of topics on cognition. However, it should be recognized
that cognitive science is not equally concerned with every topic that might bear on the nature and operation of the
mind or intelligence. Social and cultural factors, emotion, consciousness, animal cognition, comparative and
evolutionary approaches are frequently de-emphasized or excluded outright, often based on key philosophical
conflicts. Another important mind-related subject that the cognitive sciences tend to avoid is the existence of qualia,
with discussions over this issue being sometimes limited to only mentioning qualia as a philosophically-open matter.
Some within the cognitive science community, however, consider these to be vital topics, and advocate the
importance of investigating them.[8]
Below are some of the main topics that cognitive science is concerned with. This is not an exhaustive list, but is
meant to cover the wide range of intelligent behaviors. See List of cognitive science topics for a list of various
aspects of the field.

Artificial intelligence
"... One major contribution of AI and cognitive science to psychology has been the information processing model of
human thinking in which the metaphor of brain-as-computer is taken quite literally. ." AAAI Web pages [9].
Artificial intelligence (AI) involves the study of cognitive phenomena in machines. One of the practical goals of AI
is to implement aspects of human intelligence in computers. Computers are also widely used as a tool with which to
study cognitive phenomena. Computational modeling uses simulations to study how human intelligence may be
structured.[10] (See the section on computational modeling in the Research Methods section.)
There is some debate in the field as to whether the mind is best viewed as a huge array of small but individually
feeble elements (i.e. neurons), or as a collection of higher-level structures such as symbols, schemas, plans, and
rules. The former view uses connectionism to study the mind, whereas the latter emphasizes symbolic computations.
One way to view the issue is whether it is possible to accurately simulate a human brain on a computer without
accurately simulating the neurons that make up the human brain.
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Attention
Attention is the selection of important information. The human mind is bombarded with millions of stimuli and it
must have a way of deciding which of this information to process. Attention is sometimes seen as a spotlight,
meaning one can only shine the light on a particular set of information. Experiments that support this metaphor
include the dichotic listening task (Cherry, 1957) and studies of inattentional blindness (Mack and Rock, 1998). In
the dichotic listening task, subjects are bombarded with two different messages, one in each ear, and told to focus on
only one of the messages. At the end of the experiment, when asked about the content of the unattended message,
subjects cannot report it.

Knowledge, and Processing, of Language
The ability to learn and understand language is an extremely
complex process. Language is acquired within the first few
years of life, and all humans under normal circumstances
are able to acquire language proficiently. A major driving
force in the theoretical linguistic field is discovering the
nature that language must have in the abstract in order to be
learned in such a fashion. Some of the driving research
questions in studying how the brain itself processes
language include: (1) To what extent is linguistic
knowledge innate or learned?, (2) Why is it more difficult
for adults to acquire a second-language than it is for infants
to acquire their first-language?, and (3) How are humans
able to understand novel sentences?

A well known example of a Phrase structure tree. This is one
way of representing human language that shows how different
components are organized hierarchically.

The study of language processing ranges from the investigation of the sound patterns of speech to the meaning of
words and whole sentences. Linguistics often divides language processing into orthography, phonology and
phonetics, morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. Many aspects of language can be studied from each of
these components and from their interaction.
The study of language processing in cognitive science is closely tied to the field of linguistics. Linguistics was
traditionally studied as a part of the humanities, including studies of history, art and literature. In the last fifty years
or so, more and more researchers have studied knowledge and use of language as a cognitive phenomenon, the main
problems being how knowledge of language can be acquired and used, and what precisely it consists of. Linguists
have found that, while humans form sentences in ways apparently governed by very complex systems, they are
remarkably unaware of the rules that govern their own speech. Thus linguists must resort to indirect methods to
determine what those rules might be, if indeed rules as such exist. In any event, if speech is indeed governed by
rules, they appear to be opaque to any conscious consideration.
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Learning and development
Learning and development are the processes by which we acquire knowledge and information over time. Infants are
born with little or no knowledge (depending on how knowledge is defined), yet they rapidly acquire the ability to use
language, walk, and recognize people and objects. Research in learning and development aims to explain the
mechanisms by which these processes might take place.
A major question in the study of cognitive development is the extent to which certain abilities are innate or learned.
This is often framed in terms of the nature versus nurture debate. The nativist view emphasizes that certain features
are innate to an organism and are determined by its genetic endowment. The empiricist view, on the other hand,
emphasizes that certain abilities are learned from the environment. Although clearly both genetic and environmental
input is needed for a child to develop normally, considerable debate remains about how genetic information might
guide cognitive development. In the area of language acquisition, for example, some (such as Steven Pinker)[11] have
argued that specific information containing universal grammatical rules must be contained in the genes, whereas
others (such as Jeffrey Elman and colleagues in Rethinking Innateness) have argued that Pinker's claims are
biologically unrealistic. They argue that genes determine the architecture of a learning system, but that specific
"facts" about how grammar works can only be learned as a result of experience.

Memory
Memory allows us to store information for later retrieval. Memory is often thought of consisting of both a long-term
and short-term store. Long-term memory allows us to store information over prolonged periods (days, weeks, years).
We do not yet know the practical limit of long-term memory capacity. Short-term memory allows us to store
information over short time scales (seconds or minutes).
Memory is also often grouped into declarative and procedural forms. Declarative memory--grouped into subsets of
semantic and episodic forms of memory--refers to our memory for facts and specific knowledge, specific meanings,
and specific experiences (e.g., Who was the first president of the U.S.A.?, or "What did I eat for breakfast four days
ago?). Procedural memory allows us to remember actions and motor sequences (e.g. how to ride a bicycle) and is
often dubbed implicit knowledge or memory .
Cognitive scientists study memory just as psychologists do, but tend to focus in more on how memory bears on
cognitive processes, and the interrelationship between cognition and memory. One example of this could be, what
mental processes does a person go through to retrieve a long-lost memory? Or, what differentiates between the
cognitive process of recognition (seeing hints of something before remembering it, or memory in context) and recall
(retrieving a memory, as in "fill-in-the-blank")?

Perception and action
Perception is the ability to take in information via the senses, and process it in
some way. Vision and hearing are two dominant senses that allow us to
perceive the environment. Some questions in the study of visual perception,
for example, include: (1) How are we able to recognize objects?, (2) Why do
we perceive a continuous visual environment, even though we only see small
bits of it at any one time? One tool for studying visual perception is by
looking at how people process optical illusions. The image on the right of a
Necker cube is an example of a bistable percept, that is, the cube can be
interpreted as being oriented in two different directions.
The study of haptic (tactile), olfactory, and gustatory stimuli also fall into the
domain of perception.

The Necker cube, an example of an
optical illusion
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Action is taken to refer to the output of a system. In humans, this is accomplished through motor responses. Spatial
planning and movement, speech production, and complex motor movements are all aspects of action.

Research methods
Many different methodologies are used to study cognitive science. As the field is highly interdisciplinary, research
often cuts across multiple areas of study, drawing on research methods from psychology, neuroscience, computer
science and systems theory.

Behavioral experiments
In order to have a description of what constitutes intelligent behavior, one must study behavior itself. This type of
research is closely tied to that in cognitive psychology and psychophysics. By measuring behavioral responses to
different stimuli, one can understand something about how those stimuli are processed. Lewandowski and Strohmetz
(2009) review a collection of innovative uses of behavioral measurement in psychology including behavioral traces,
behavioral observations, and behavioral choice.[12] Behavioral traces are pieces of evidence that indicate behavior
occurred, but the actor is not present (e.g., litter in a parking lot or readings on an electric meter). Behavioral
observations involve the direct witnessing of the actor engaging in the behavior (e.g., watching how close a person
sits next to another person). Behavioral choices are when a person selects between two or more options (e.g., voting
behavior, choice of a punishment for another participant).
• Reaction time. The time between the presentation of a stimulus and an appropriate response can indicate
differences between two cognitive processes, and can indicate some things about their nature. For example, if in a
search task the reaction times vary proportionally with the number of elements, then it is evident that this
cognitive process of searching involves serial instead of parallel processing.
• Psychophysical responses. Psychophysical experiments are an old psychological technique, which has been
adopted by cognitive psychology. They typically involve making judgments of some physical property, e.g. the
loudness of a sound. Correlation of subjective scales between individuals can show cognitive or sensory biases as
compared to actual physical measurements. Some examples include:
• sameness judgments for colors, tones, textures, etc.
• threshold differences for colors, tones, textures, etc.
• Eye tracking. This methodology is used to study a variety of cognitive processes, most notably visual perception
and language processing. The fixation point of the eyes is linked to an individual's focus of attention. Thus, by
monitoring eye movements, we can study what information is being processed at a given time. Eye tracking
allows us to study cognitive processes on extremely short time scales. Eye movements reflect online decision
making during a task, and they provide us with some insight into the ways in which those decisions may be
processed.
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Brain imaging
Brain imaging involves analyzing activity within the brain while performing
various cognitive tasks. This allows us to link behavior and brain function to
help understand how information is processed. Different types of imaging
techniques vary in their temporal (time-based) and spatial (location-based)
resolution. Brain imaging is often used in cognitive neuroscience.
• Single photon emission computed tomography and Positron emission
tomography. SPECT and PET use radioactive isotopes, which are injected
into the subject's bloodstream and taken up by the brain. By observing
which areas of the brain take up the radioactive isotope, we can see which
areas of the brain are more active than other areas. PET has similar spatial
resolution to fMRI, but it has extremely poor temporal resolution.

Image of the human head with the brain.
The arrow indicates the position of the
hypothalamus.

• Electroencephalography. EEG measures the electrical fields generated by
large populations of neurons in the cortex by placing a series of electrodes
on the scalp of the subject. This technique has an extremely high temporal resolution, but a relatively poor spatial
resolution.
• Functional magnetic resonance imaging. fMRI measures the relative amount of oxygenated blood flowing to
different parts of the brain. More oxygenated blood in a particular region is assumed to correlate with an increase
in neural activity in that part of the brain. This allows us to localize particular functions within different brain
regions. fMRI has moderate spatial and temporal resolution.
• Optical imaging. This technique uses infrared transmitters and receivers to measure the amount of light
reflectance by blood near different areas of the brain. Since oxygenated and deoxygenated blood reflects light by
different amounts, we can study which areas are more active (i.e., those that have more oxygenated blood).
Optical imaging has moderate temporal resolution, but poor spatial resolution. It also has the advantage that it is
extremely safe and can be used to study infants' brains.
• Magnetoencephalography. MEG measures magnetic fields resulting from cortical activity. It is similar to EEG,
except that it has improved spatial resolution since the magnetic fields it measures are not as blurred or attenuated
by the scalp, meninges and so forth as the electrical activity measured in EEG is. MEG uses SQUID sensors to
detect tiny magnetic fields.

Computational modeling
Computational models require a mathematically and logically
formal representation of a problem. Computer models are used in
the simulation and experimental verification of different specific
and general properties of intelligence. Computational modeling
can help us to understand the functional organization of a
particular cognitive phenomenon. There are two basic approaches
to cognitive modeling. The first is focused on abstract mental
functions of an intelligent mind and operates using symbols, and
the second, which follows the neural and associative properties of
the human brain, and is called subsymbolic.

A Neural network with two layers.

• Symbolic modeling evolved from the computer science paradigms using the technologies of Knowledge-based
systems, as well as a philosophical perspective, see for example "Good Old-Fashioned Artificial Intelligence"
(GOFAI). They are developed by the first cognitive researchers and later used in information engineering for
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expert systems . Since the early 1990s it was generalized in systemics for the investigation of functional
human-like intelligence models, such as personoids, and, in parallel, developed as the SOAR environment.
Recently, especially in the context of cognitive decision making, symbolic cognitive modeling is extended to
socio-cognitive approach including social and organization cognition interrelated with a sub-symbolic not
conscious layer.
• Subsymbolic modeling includes Connectionist/neural network models. Connectionism relies on the idea that the
mind/brain is composed of simple nodes and that the power of the system comes primarily from the existence and
manner of connections between the simple nodes. Neural nets are textbook implementations of this approach.
Some critics of this approach feel that while these models approach biological reality as a representation of how
the system works, they lack explanatory powers because complicated systems of connections with even simple
rules are extremely complex and often less interpretable than the system they model.
Other approaches gaining in popularity include the use of Dynamical systems theory and also techniques putting
symbolic models and connectionist models into correspondence (Neural-symbolic integration). Bayesian models,
often drawn from machine learning, are also gaining popularity.
All the above approaches tend to be generalized to the form of integrated computational models of a
synthetic/abstract intelligence, in order to be applied to the explanation and improvement of individual and
social/organizational decision-making and reasoning.

Neurobiological methods
Research methods borrowed directly from neuroscience and neuropsychology can also help us to understand aspects
of intelligence. These methods allow us to understand how intelligent behavior is implemented in a physical system.
•
•
•
•

Single-unit recording
Direct brain stimulation
Animal models
Postmortem studies

Key findings
Cognitive science has much to its credit. Among other accomplishments, it has given rise to models of human
cognitive bias and risk perception, and has been influential in the development of behavioral finance, part of
economics. It has also given rise to a new theory of the philosophy of mathematics, and many theories of artificial
intelligence, persuasion and coercion. It has made its presence firmly known in the philosophy of language and
epistemology - a modern revival of rationalism - as well as constituting a substantial wing of modern linguistics.
Fields of cognitive science have been influential in understanding the brain's particular functional systems (and
functional deficits) ranging from speech production to auditory processing and visual perception. It has made
progress in understanding how damage to particular areas of the brain affect cognition, and it has helped to uncover
the root causes and results of specific disfunction, such as dyslexia, anopia, and hemispatial neglect.
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Criticism
In a paper written shortly before his death, B.F. Skinner stated that "cognitive science is the creation science of
psychology."[13]

Notable researchers
Some of the more recognized names in cognitive science are usually either the most controversial or the most cited.
Within philosophy familiar names include Daniel Dennett who writes from a computational systems perspective,
John Searle known for his controversial Chinese Room, Jerry Fodor who advocates functionalism, and Douglas
Hofstadter, famous for writing Gödel, Escher, Bach, which questions the nature of words and thought. In the realm
of linguistics, Noam Chomsky and George Lakoff have been influential (both have also become notable as political
commentators). In Artificial intelligence Marvin Minsky, Herbert Simon, Allen Newell, and Kevin Warwick are
prominent. Popular names in the discipline of psychology include James McClelland and Steven Pinker.
Anthropologists Dan Sperber, Edwin Hutchins, Scott Atran, Pascal Boyer and Joseph Henrich have been involved in
collaborative projects with cognitive and social psychologists, political scientists and evolutionary biologists in
attempts to develop general theories of culture formation, religion and political association.
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In 1890, William James, in his textbook Principles of Psychology, remarked:

“

Everyone knows what attention is. It is the taking possession by the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one out of what seem several
simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought. Focalization, concentration, of consciousness are of its essence. It implies withdrawal
from some things in order to deal effectively with others, and is a condition which has a real opposite in the confused, dazed, scatterbrained
[1]
state which in French is called distraction, and Zerstreutheit in German.

”

Other authors have argued against this approach, claiming that 'There is no such thing as attention' [2] . They argue
that much research studying attention makes the mistake of "treating it as a cause, when it is an effect" [3] , and that
attention cannot and should not be studied independent of the specific perceptual or other cognitive processes that
are influenced by the presence or absence of attention.
Over the past hundred years attention, loosely defined as the cognitive process of paying attention to one aspect of
the environment while ignoring others, has become one of the most intensely studied topics within psychology and
cognitive neuroscience. Attention remains a major area of investigation within education, psychology and
neuroscience. Areas of active investigation involve determining the source of the signals that generate attention, the
effects of these signals on the tuning properties of sensory neurons, and the relationship between attention and other
cognitive processes like working memory. Another ongoing line of research involves studying how attention is
disrupted early in the development of different disorders, and how abnormalities in the allocation of attention can
affect subsequent learning[4] .

History of the study of attention
1850s to 1900s
In William James' time, the method more commonly used to study attention was introspection. However, as early as
1858, Franciscus Donders used mental chronometry to study attention and it was considered a major field of
intellectual inquiry by authors such as Sigmund Freud. One major debate in this period was whether it was possible
to attend to two things at once (split attention). Walter Benjamin described this experience as "reception in a state of
distraction." This disagreement could only be resolved through experimentation.

1950s to present
In the 1950s, research psychologists renewed their interest in attention when the dominant epistemology shifted from
positivism (i.e., behaviorism) to realism during what has come to be known as the "cognitive revolution".[5] The
cognitive revolution admitted unobservable cognitive processes like attention as legitimate objects of scientific
study.
Modern research on attention began with the analysis of the "cocktail party problem" by Colin Cherry in 1953. At a
cocktail party how do people select the conversation that they are listening to and ignore the rest? This problem is at
times called "focused attention", as opposed to "divided attention". Cherry performed a number of experiments
which became known as dichotic listening and were extended by Donald Broadbent and others.[6] In a typical
experiment, subjects would use a set of headphones to listen to two streams of words in different ears and selectively
attend to one stream. After the task, the experimenter would question the subjects about the content of the unattended
stream. Experiments by Gray and Wedderburn and later Anne Treisman pointed out various problems in Broadbent's
early model and eventually led to the Deutsch-Norman model in 1968. In this model, no signal is filtered out, but all
are processed to the point of activating their stored representations in memory. The point at which attention becomes
"selective" is when one of the memory representations is selected for further processing. At any time, only one can
be selected, resulting in the attentional bottleneck.[7]

Attention
This debate became known as the early-selection vs late-selection models. In the early selection models (first
proposed by Donald Broadbent and Anne Treisman), attention shuts down or attenuates processing in the unattended
ear before the mind can analyze its semantic content. In the late selection models (first proposed by J. Anthony
Deutsch and Diana Deutsch), the content in both ears is analyzed semantically, but the words in the unattended ear
cannot access consciousness.[8] This debate has still not been resolved.
Anne Treisman developed the highly influential feature integration theory.[9] According to this model, attention
binds different features of an object (e.g., color and shape) into consciously experienced wholes. Although this
model has received much criticism, it is still widely cited and spawned similar theories with modification, such as
Jeremy Wolfe's Guided Search Theory.[10]
In the 1960s, Robert Wurtz at the National Institutes of Health began recording electrical signals from the brains of
macaques who were trained to perform attentional tasks. These experiments showed for the first time that there was a
direct neural correlate of a mental process (namely, enhanced firing in the superior colliculus).
In the 1990s, psychologists began using PET and later fMRI to image the brain in attentive tasks. Because of the
highly expensive equipment that was generally only available in hospitals, psychologists sought for cooperation with
neurologists. Pioneers of brain imaging studies of selective attention are psychologist Michael I. Posner (then already
renowned for his seminal work on visual selective attention) and neurologist Marcus Raichle. Their results soon
sparked interest from the entire neuroscience community in these psychological studies, which had until then
focused on monkey brains. With the development of these technological innovations neuroscientists became
interested in this type of research that combines sophisticated experimental paradigms from cognitive psychology
with these new brain imaging techniques. Although the older technique of EEG had long been used to study the
brain activity underlying selective attention by cognitive psychophysiologists, the ability of the newer techniques to
actually measure precisely localized activity inside the brain generated renewed interest by a wider community of
researchers. The results of these experiments have shown a broad agreement with the psychological,
psychophysiological and the experiments performed on monkeys.

Selective Attention
In cognitive psychology there are at least two models which
describe how visual attention operates. These models may be
considered loosely as metaphors which are used to describe
internal processes and to generate hypotheses that are falsifiable.
Generally speaking, visual attention is thought to operate as a
two-stage process.[11] In the first stage, attention is distributed
uniformly over the external visual scene and processing of
information is performed in parallel. In the second stage, attention
is concentrated to a specific area of the visual scene (i.e. it is
focused), and processing is performed in a serial fashion.
The first of these models to appear in the literature is the spotlight
model. The term "spotlight" was first used by David LaBerge,[12]
and was inspired by the work of William James who described
attention as having a focus, a margin, and a fringe.[13] The focus is an area that extracts information from the visual
scene with a high-resolution, the geometric center of which being where visual attention is directed. Surrounding the
focus is the fringe of attention which extracts information in a much more crude fashion (i.e. low-resolution). This
fringe extends out to a specified area and this cut-off is called the margin.
The second model is called the zoom-lens model, and was first introduced in 1983.[14] This model inherits all
properties of the spotlight model (i.e. the focus, the fringe, and the margin) but has the added property of changing in
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size. This size-change mechanism was inspired by the zoom lens you might find on a camera, and any change in size
can be described by a trade-off in the efficiency of processing.[15] The zoom-lens of attention can be described in
terms of an inverse trade-off between the size of focus and the efficiency of processing: because attentional resources
are assumed to be fixed, then it follows that the larger the focus is, the slower processing will be of that region of the
visual scene since this fixed resource will be distributed over a larger area. It is thought that the focus of attention
can subtend a minimum of 1° of visual angle,[13] [16] however the maximum size has not yet been determined.

Bottom-Up vs Top-Down
Attention Researchers have described two different aspects of how our minds select items present in the environment
to attend to.
The first aspect is called bottom-up processing, also known as stimulus-driven attention or exogenous attention.
These describe the aspects of our attentional processing that are thought to be driven by the properties of the objects
themselves. These aspects of attention are thought to involve parietal and temporal cortices, as well as the
brainstem[17] . Certain aspects of an object's properties, such as motion or a sudden loud noise, have the capacity to
attract our attention in a pre-conscious, or non-volitional way. We attend to them whether we want to or not[18] .
The second aspects is called top-down processing, also known as goal-driven, endogenous attention, attentional
control or executive attention. This refers to those aspects of our attentional orienting which are under the control of
the person who is attending. In the brain, it is thought to be mediated primarily by the frontal cortex and basal
ganglia[17] .

Attentional Control/Executive Attention
Attentional control, also known as endogenous or executive attention, refers to our capacity to choose what we pay
attention to and what we ignore[19] . It is considered one of the executive functions[20] , mediated primarily by frontal
areas of the brain[17] . Subcomponents of attentional control include conflict resolution and inhibition[21] .
Individuals' capacity to exercise attentional control has been shown to relate to other aspects of the executive
functions, such as working memory[22] .

Overt and covert attention
Attention may be differentiated according to its status as "overt" versus "covert".[23] Overt attention is the act of
directing sense organs towards a stimulus source. Covert attention is the act of mentally focusing on one of several
possible sensory stimuli. Covert attention is thought to be a neural process that enhances the signal from a particular
part of the sensory panorama. (e.g. While reading, shifting overt attention would amount to movement of eyes to
read different words, but covert attention shift would occur when you shift your focus from semantic processing of
word to the font or color of the word you are reading.)
There are studies that suggest the mechanisms of overt and covert attention may not be as separate as previously
believed. Though humans and primates can look in one direction but attend in another, there may be an underlying
neural circuitry that links shifts in covert attention to plans to shift gaze. For example, if individuals attend to the
right hand corner field of view, movement of the eyes in that direction may have to be actively suppressed.
The current view is that visual covert attention is a mechanism for quickly scanning the field of view for interesting
locations. This shift in covert attention is linked to eye movement circuitry that sets up a slower saccade to that
location.
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Influence of Processing Load
One theory regarding selective attention is the load theory, which states that there are two mechanisms that affect
attention: cognitive and perceptual. The perceptual considers the subject’s ability to perceive or ignore stimuli, both
task-related and non task-related. Studies show that if there are many stimuli present (especially if they are
task-related), it is much easier to ignore the non-task related stimuli, but if there are few stimuli the mind will
perceive the irrelevant stimuli as well as the relevant. The cognitive refers to the actual processing of the stimuli,
studies regarding this showed that the ability to process stimuli decreased with age, meaning that younger people
were able to perceive more stimuli and fully process them, but were likely to process both relevant and irrelevant
information, while older people could process fewer stimuli, but usually processed only relevant information.[24]
Some people can process multiple stimuli, e.g. trained morse code operators have been able to copy 100% of a
message while carrying on a meaningful conversation. This relies on the reflexive response due to "overlearning" the
skill of morse code reception/detection/transcription so that it is an autonomous function requiring no specific
attention to perform.

Neural correlates of attention
Most experiments show that one neural correlate of attention is enhanced firing. If a neuron has a certain response to
a stimulus when the animal is not attending to the stimulus, then when the animal does attend to the stimulus, the
neuron's response will be enhanced even if the physical characteristics of the stimulus remain the same.
In a recent review, Knudsen[25] describes a more general model which identifies four core processes of attention,
with working memory at the center:
• Working memory temporarily stores information for detailed analysis.
• Competitive selection is the process that determines which information gains access to working memory.
• Through top-down sensitivity control, higher cognitive processes can regulate signal intensity in information
channels that compete for access to working memory, and thus give them an advantage in the process of
competitive selection. Through top-down sensitivity control, the momentary content of working memory can
influence the selection of new information, and thus mediate voluntary control of attention in a recurrent loop
(endogenous attention).[26]
• Bottom-up saliency filters automatically enhance the response to infrequent stimuli, or stimuli of instinctive or
learned biological relevance (exogenous attention[26] ).
Neurally, at different hierarchical levels spatial maps can enhance or inhibit activity in sensory areas, and induce
orienting behaviors like eye movement.
• At the top of the hierarchy, the frontal eye fields (FEF) on the dorsolateral frontal cortex contain a retinocentric
spatial map. Microstimulation in the FEF induces monkeys to make a saccade to the relevant location. Stimulation
at levels too low to induce a saccade will nonetheless enhance cortical responses to stimuli located in the relevant
area.
• At the next lower level, a variety of spatial maps are found in the parietal cortex. In particular, the lateral
intraparietal area (LIP) contains a saliency map and is interconnected both with the FEF and with sensory areas.
• Certain automatic responses that influence attention, like orienting to a highly salient stimulus, are mediated
subcortically by the superior colliculi.
• At the neural network level, it is thought that processes like lateral inhibition mediate the process of competitive
selection.
In many cases attention produces changes in the EEG. Many animals, including humans, produce gamma waves
(40–60 Hz) when focusing attention on a particular object or activity.[27]
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Creativity
Creativity refers to the phenomenon whereby a person creates something new (a product, a solution, a work of art, a
novel, a joke, etc.) that has some kind of value. What counts as "new" may be in reference to the individual creator,
or to the society or domain within which the novelty occurs. What counts as "valuable" is similarly defined in a
variety of ways.
Scholarly interest in creativity ranges widely: Topics to which it is relevant include the relationship between
creativity and general intelligence; the mental and neurological processes associated with creative activity; the
relationship between personality type and creative ability; the relationship between creativity and mental health; the
potential for fostering creativity through education and training, especially as augmented by technology; and the
application of an individual's existing creative resources to improve the effectiveness of learning processes and of the
teaching processes tailored to them.
Creativity and creative acts are therefore studied across several disciplines - psychology, cognitive science,
education, philosophy (particularly philosophy of science), technology, theology, sociology, linguistics, business
studies, and economics. As a result, there are a multitude of definitions and approaches.

Etymology
The lexeme in the English word creativity comes from the Latin term creō "to create, make" and its derivational
suffixes also come from Latin. The word "create" appears in English as early as the 14th century, notably in
Chaucer[1] (in The Parson's Tale[2] ). However, its modern meaning as an act of human creation did not emerge until
after the Enlightenment.[1]

Definition
In a summary of scientific research into creativity Michael Mumford suggested: "“Over the course of the last decade,
however, we seem to have reached a general agreement that creativity involves the production of novel, useful
products” (Mumford, 2003, p. 110).[3] Beyond this general commonality, authors have diverged dramatically in their
precise definitions, with Peter Meusburger claiming that over a hundred different versions can be found in the
literature.[4]

Aspects of creativity
Theories of creativity (in particular investigating why some people are more creative than others) have focused on a
variety of aspects. The most dominant are usually identified as the four "Ps" - process, product, person and place.[5]
A focus on process is shown in cognitive approaches that try to describe thought mechanisms and techniques for
creative thinking. Theories invoking divergent rather than convergent thinking (such as Guilford), or those
describing the staging of the creative process (such as Wallas) are primarily theories of creative process. A focus on
creative product usually appears in attempts to measure creativity in people (psychometrics, see below), or in
creative ideas framed as successful memes.[6] A focus on the nature of the creative person considers more general
intellectual habits, such as openness, levels of ideation, autonomy, expertise, exploratory behaviour and so on. A
focus on place considers the best circumstances in which creativity flourishes, including degrees of autonomy,
access to resources and the nature of gatekeepers.
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Historical and personal creativity
The product of "creativity" has typically been defined in one of two ways: either as something historically new (and
relatively rare), such as scientific discoveries or great works of art; or as producing something new in a personal
sense - an apparent innovation for the creator, regardless of whether others have made similar innovations, or
whether others value the particular act of creation. In the former sense there are writers such as Mihály
Csíkszentmihályi[7] have defined creativity in terms of rare individuals who have been judged by others to have
made significant creative, often domain-changing contributions (and as such, the level of creativity of an individual
can vary over historical time as perceptions change), and Simonton, who has analysed the career trajectories of the
creatively eminent in order to map patterns and predictors of creative productivity.[8] In the latter sense, writers such
as Ken Robinson,[9] and Anna Craft[10] have focussed on creativity in a general population, particularly with respect
to education.
There are a variety of labels for the two sides of this dichotomy. Margaret Boden distinguishes between h-creativity
(historical) and p-creativity (personal).[11] Craft makes a similar distinction between "high" and "little c"
creativity.[10] while Craft cites Robinson referring to "high" and "democratic" creativity. Common also is the pairing
of terms "Big C" and "Little C".
Kozbelt, Beghetto and Runco, use a little-c/Big-C model to review major theories of creativity [5] This approach was
first introduced by James C. Kaufman and Beghetto into a four C model: mini-c (transformative learning), which are
"personally meaningful interpretations of experiences, actions and insights"; little-c (everyday problem solving and
creative expression); Pro-C, exhibited by people who are professionally or vocationally creative but not eminent, and
Big-C, reserved for those who are considered truly great in their field. This was to help distinguish more clearly
between the amateur unapprenticed in the particular creative domain (e.g. the visual arts, astrophysics etc.), the
professional who was domain-competent, and creative genius. The four-c model was also intended to help
accommodate models and theories of creativity that stressed domain-competence as an essential component, and
domain transformation as the highest mark of creativity; it also, they argued, made a useful framework for analysing
creative processes in individuals.[12]

History of the term and the concept
Ancient views
Most ancient cultures, including thinkers of Ancient Greece,[13] Ancient
China, and Ancient India,[14] lacked the concept of creativity, seeing art as a
form of discovery and not creation. The ancient Greeks had no terms
corresponding to "to create" or "creator" except for the expression "poiein"
("to make"), which only applied to poiesis (poetry) and to the poietes (poet, or
"maker") who made it. Plato did not believe in art as a form of creation.
Asked in The Republic, "Will we say, of a painter, that he makes
something?", he answers, "Certainly not, he merely imitates."[13]
It is commonly argued that the notion of "creativity" originated in Western
culture through Christianity, as a matter of divine inspiration.[1] According to
the historian Daniel J. Boorstin, "the early Western conception of creativity
was the Biblical story of creation given in the Genesis."[15] However, this is
not creativity in the modern sense, which did not arise until the Renaissance.
In the Judaeo-Christian tradition, creativity was the sole province of God;

Greek philosophers like Plato rejected
the concept of creativity, preferring to
see art as a form of discovery. Asked in
The Republic, "Will we say, of a painter,
that he makes something?", Plato
answers, "Certainly not, he merely
[13]
imitates."
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humans were not considered to have the ability to create something new except as an expression of God's work.[16] A
concept similar to that of Christianity existed in Greek culture, for instance, Muses were seen as mediating
inspiration from the Gods.[17] Romans and Greeks invoked the concept of an external creative "daemon" (Greek) or
"genius" (Latin), linked to the sacred or the divine. However, none of these views are similar to the modern concept
of creativity, and the individual was not seen as the cause of creation until the Renaissance.[18] It was during the
Renaissance that creativity was first seen, not as a conduit for the divine, but from the abilities of "great men".[18]

The Enlightenment and after
The rejection of creativity in favor of discovery and the belief that individual creation was a conduit of the divine
would dominate the West probably until the Renaissance and even later.[16] The development of the modern concept
of creativity begins in the Renaissance, when creation began to be perceived as having originated from the abilities
of the individual, and not God. However, this shift was gradual and would not become immediately apparent until
the Enlightenment.[18] By the 18th century and the Age of Enlightenment, mention of creativity (notably in art
theory), linked with the concept of imagination, became more frequent.[19] In the writing of Thomas Hobbes,
imagination became a key element of human cognition;[1] William Duff was one of the first to identify imagination
as a quality of genius, typifying the separation being made between talent (productive, but breaking no new ground)
and genius.[17]
As a direct and independent topic of study, creativity effectively received no attention until the 19th century.[17]
Runco and Albert argue that creativity as the subject of proper study began seriously to emerge in the late 19th
century with the increased interest in individual differences inspired by the arrival of Darwinism. In particular they
refer to the work of Francis Galton, who through his eugenicist outlook took a keen interest in the heritability of
intelligence,with creativity taken as an aspect of genius.[1]
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, leading mathematicians and scientists such as Hermann von Helmholtz
(1896) and Henri Poincaré (1908) began to reflect on and publicly discuss their creative processes.

Twentieth century to the present day
The insights of Poincaré and von Helmholtz were built on in early accounts of the creative process by pioneering
theorists such as Graham Wallas[20] and Max Wertheimer. In his work Art of Thought, published in 1926, Wallas
presented one of the first models of the creative process. In the Wallas stage model, creative insights and
illuminations may be explained by a process consisting of 5 stages:
(i) preparation (preparatory work on a problem that focuses the individual's mind on the problem and explores
the problem's dimensions),
(ii) incubation (where the problem is internalized into the unconscious mind and nothing appears externally to
be happening),
(iii) intimation (the creative person gets a "feeling" that a solution is on its way),
(iv) illumination or insight (where the creative idea bursts forth from its preconscious processing into
conscious awareness); and
(v) verification (where the idea is consciously verified, elaborated, and then applied).
Wallas' model is often treated as four stages, with "intimation" seen as a sub-stage.
Wallas considered creativity to be a legacy of the evolutionary process, which allowed humans to quickly adapt to
rapidly changing environments. Simonton[21] provides an updated perspective on this view in his book, Origins of
genius: Darwinian perspectives on creativity.
In 1927, Alfred North Whitehead gave the Gifford Lectures at the University of Edinburgh, later published as
Process and Reality.[22] He is credited with having coined the term "creativity" to serve as the ultimate category of
his metaphysical scheme: "Whitehead actually coined the term – our term, still the preferred currency of exchange

Creativity
among literature, science, and the arts. . . a term that quickly became so popular, so omnipresent, that its invention
within living memory, and by Alfred North Whitehead of all people, quickly became occluded”.[23]
The formal psychometric measurement of creativity, from the standpoint of orthodox psychological literature, is
usually considered to have begun with J. P. Guilford's 1950 address to the American Psychological Association,
which helped popularize the topic[24] and focus attention on a scientific approach to conceptualizing creativity. (It
should be noted that the London School of Psychology had instigated psychometric studies of creativity as early as
1927 with the work of H. L. Hargreaves into the Faculty of Imagination,[25] but it did not have the same impact.)
Statistical analysis led to the recognition of creativity(as measured) as a separate aspect of human cognition to
IQ-type intelligence, into which it had previously been subsumed. Guilford's work suggested that above a threshold
level of IQ, the relationship between creativity and classically measured intelligence broke down.[5]

Creative Process
There has been much empirical study in psychology and cognitive science of the processes through which creativity
occurs.

Incubation
Incubation is a temprorary break from creative problem solving that can result in insight.[26] There has been some
empirical research looking at whether, as the concept of "incubation" in Wallas' model implies, a period of
interruption or rest from a problem may aid creative problem-solving. Ward[27] lists various hypotheses that have
been advanced to explain why incubation may aid creative problem-solving, and notes how some empirical evidence
is consistent with the hypothesis that incubation aids creative problem-solving in that it enables "forgetting" of
misleading clues. Absence of incubation may lead the problem solver to become fixated on inappropriate strategies
of solving the problem.[28] This work disputes the earlier hypothesis that creative solutions to problems arise
mysteriously from the unconscious mind while the conscious mind is occupied on other tasks.[29]

Convergent and Divergent thinking
J. P. Guilford[30] performed important work in the field of creativity, drawing a distinction between convergent and
divergent production (commonly renamed convergent and divergent thinking). Convergent thinking involves aiming
for a single, correct solution to a problem, whereas divergent thinking involves creative generation of multiple
answers to a set problem. Divergent thinking is sometimes used as a synonym for creativity in psychology literature.
Other researchers have occasionally used the terms flexible thinking or fluid intelligence, which are roughly similar
to (but not synonymous with) creativity.

Creative Cognition Approach
In 1992, Finke et al. proposed the "Geneplore" model, in which creativity takes place in two phases: a generative
phase, where an individual constructs mental representations called preinventive structures, and an exploratory phase
where those structures are used to come up with creative ideas. Some evidence shows that when people use their
imagination to develop new ideas, those ideas are heavily structured in predictable ways by the properties of existing
categories and concepts.[31] Weisberg[32] argued, by contrast, that creativity only involves ordinary cognitive
processes yielding extraordinary results.
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The Explicit-Implicit Interaction (EII) theory
Helie and Sun[33] recently proposed a unified framework for understanding creativity in problem solving, namely the
Explicit-Implicit Interaction (EII) theory of creativity. This new theory constitutes an attempt at providing a more
unified explanation of relevant phenomena (in part by reinterpreting/integrating various fragmentary existing
theories of incubation and insight). The EII theory relies mainly on five basic principles, namely 1) The co-existence
of and the difference between explicit and implicit knowledge; 2) The simultaneous involvement of implicit and
explicit processes in most tasks; 3) The redundant representation of explicit and implicit knowledge; 4) The
integration of the results of explicit and implicit processing; and 5) The iterative (and possibly bidirectional)
processing. A computational implementation of the theory was developed based on the CLARION cognitive
architecture and used to simulate relevant human data. This work represents an initial step in the development of
process-based theories of creativity encompassing incubation, insight, and various other related phenomena.

Conceptual blending
In The Act of Creation, Arthur Koestler introduced the concept of bisociation—that creativity arises as a result of the
intersection of two quite different frames of reference.[34] This idea was later developed into conceptual blending. In
the '90s, various approaches in cognitive science that dealt with metaphor, analogy and structure mapping have been
converging, and a new integrative approach to the study of creativity in science, art and humor has emerged under
the label conceptual blending.

Honing Theory
Honing theory posits that creativity arises due to the self-organizing, self-mending nature of a worldview, and that it
is by way of the creative process the individual hones (and re-hones) an integrated worldview. Honing theory places
equal emphasis on the externally visible creative outcome and the internal cognitive restructuring brought about by
the creative process. Indeed one factor that distinguishes it from other theories of creativity is that it focuses on not
just restructuring as it pertains to the conception of the task, but as it pertains to the worldview as a whole. When
faced with a creatively demanding task, there is an interaction between the conception of the task and the worldview.
The conception of the task changes through interaction with the worldview, and the worldview changes through
interaction with the task. This interaction is reiterated until the task is complete, at which point not only is the task
conceived of differently, but the worldview is subtly or drastically transformed. Thus another distinguishing feature
of honing theory is that the creative process reflects the natural tendency of a worldview to attempt to resolve
dissonance and seek internal consistency amongst its components, whether they be ideas, attitudes, or bits of
knowledge; it mends itself as does a body when it has been injured.
Yet another central, distinguishing feature of honing theory is the notion of a potentiality state.[35] Honing theory
posits that creative thought proceeds not by searching through and randomly ‘mutating’ predefined possibilities, but
by drawing upon associations that exist due to overlap in the distributed neural cell assemblies that participate in the
encoding of experiences in memory. Midway through the creative process one may have made associations between
the current task and previous experiences, but not yet disambiguated which aspects of those previous experiences are
relevant to the current task. Thus the creative idea may feel ‘half-baked’. It is at that point that it can be said to be in a
potentiality state, because how it will actualize depends on the different internally- or externally-generated contexts
it interacts with.
Honing theory can account for many phenomena that are not readily explained by other theories of creativity. For
example, creativity was commonly thought to be fostered by a supportive, nurturing, trustworthy environment
conducive to self-actualization. However, research shows that creativity is actually associated with childhood
adversity, which would stimulate honing. Honing theory also makes several predictions that differ from what would
be predicted by other theories. For example, empirical support has been obtained using analogy problem solving
experiments for the proposal that midway through the creative process one's mind is in a potentiality state. Other
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experiments show that different works by the same creator exhibit a recognizable style or 'voice', and that this same
recognizable quality even comes through in different creative outlets. This is not predicted by theories of creativity
that emphasize chance processes or the accumulation of expertise, but it is predicted by honing theory, according to
which personal style reflects the creator's uniquely structured worldview. This theory has been developed by Liane
Gabora.

Creativity and everyday imaginative thought
In everyday thought, people often spontaneously imagine alternatives to reality when they think "if only...".[36] Their
counterfactual thinking is viewed as an example of everyday creative processes.[37] It has been proposed that the
creation of counterfactual alternatives to reality depends on similar cognitive processes to rational thought.[38]

Measuring creativity
Creativity quotient
Several attempts have been made to develop a creativity quotient of an individual similar to the intelligence quotient
(IQ), however these have been unsuccessful.[39]

Psychometric approach
J. P. Guilford's group,[30] which pioneered the modern psychometric study of creativity, constructed several tests to
measure creativity in 1967:
• Plot Titles, where participants are given the plot of a story and asked to write original titles.
• Quick Responses is a word-association test scored for uncommonness.
• Figure Concepts, where participants were given simple drawings of objects and individuals and asked to find
qualities or features that are common by two or more drawings; these were scored for uncommonness.
• Unusual Uses is finding unusual uses for common everyday objects such as bricks.
• Remote Associations, where participants are asked to find a word between two given words (e.g. Hand _____
Call)
• Remote Consequences, where participants are asked to generate a list of consequences of unexpected events (e.g.
loss of gravity)
Building on Guilford's work, Torrance[40] developed the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking in 1966. They involved
simple tests of divergent thinking and other problem-solving skills, which were scored on:
• Fluency – The total number of interpretable, meaningful and relevant ideas generated in response to the stimulus.
• Originality – The statistical rarity of the responses among the test subjects.
• Elaboration – The amount of detail in the responses.
The Creativity Achievement Questionnaire, a self-report test that measures creative achievement across 10 domains,
was described in 2005 and shown to be reliable and valid when compared to other measures of creativity and to
independent evaluation of creative output.[41]
Such tests, sometimes called Divergent Thinking (DT) tests have been both supported[42] and criticized.[43]
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Social-personality approach
Some researchers have taken a social-personality approach to the measurement of creativity. In these studies,
personality traits such as independence of judgement, self-confidence, attraction to complexity, aesthetic orientation
and risk-taking are used as measures of the creativity of individuals.[24] Other researchers[44] have related creativity
to the trait, openness to experience.
As the research into the relationship between personality traits and creativity continues to grow, a more complete
picture has developed. Within the framework of the Big Five model of personality some consistent traits have
emerged.[45] Openness to experience has been shown to be consistently related to a whole host of different
assessments of creativity.[46] Among the other Big Five traits, research has demonstrated subtle differences between
different domains of creativity. A meta-analysis by Gregory Feist showed that artists tend to have higher levels of
neuroticism and introversion, while scientists are more conscientious.[47]

Other approaches to measurement
Howard Gruber insisted on a case-study approach that expresses the existential and unique quality of the creator.
Creativity to Gruber was the product of purposeful work and this work could be described only as a confluence of
forces in the specifics of the case.

Creativity and intelligence
There has been debate in the psychological literature about whether intelligence and creativity are part of the same
process (the conjoint hypothesis) or represent distinct mental processes (the disjoint hypothesis). Evidence from
attempts to look at correlations between intelligence and creativity from the 1950s onwards, by authors such as
Barron, Guilford or Wallach and Kogan, regularly suggested that correlations between these concepts were low
enough to justify treating them as distinct concepts.[45]
Some researchers believe that creativity is the outcome of the same cognitive processes as intelligence, and is only
judged as creativity in terms of its consequences, i.e. when the outcome of cognitive processes happens to produce
something novel, a view which Perkins has termed the "nothing special" hypothesis.[48]
An often cited model is what has come to be known as "the threshold hypothesis," proposed by Ellis Paul Torrance,
which holds that a high degree of intelligence appears to be a necessary but not sufficient condition for high
creativity.[30] That is, while there is a positive correlation between creativity and intelligence, this correlation
disappears for IQs above a threshold of around 120. Such a model has found acceptance by many researchers,
although it has not gone unchallenged.[49] A study in 1962 by Getzels and Jackson among high school students
concluded that high IQ and high creativity tend to be mutually exclusive with a majority of the highest scoring
students being either highly creative or highly intelligent, but not both. While this explains the threshold, the exact
interaction between creativity and IQ remains unexplained.[50] A 2005 meta-Analysis found only small correlations
between IQ and creativity tests and did not support the threshold theory.[51]
An alternative perspective, Renzulli's three-rings hypothesis, sees giftedness as based on both intelligence and
creativity. More on both the threshold hypothesis and Renzulli's work can be found in O'Hara and Sternberg.[48]
Another view is that creativity may be particularly related to fluid intelligence.[52]
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Neurobiology of creativity
The neurobiology of creativity has been addressed[53] in the article "Creative Innovation: Possible Brain
Mechanisms." The authors write that "creative innovation might require coactivation and communication between
regions of the brain that ordinarily are not strongly connected." Highly creative people who excel at creative
innovation tend to differ from others in three ways:
• they have a high level of specialized knowledge,
• they are capable of divergent thinking mediated by the frontal lobe.
• and they are able to modulate neurotransmitters such as norepinephrine in their frontal lobe.
Thus, the frontal lobe appears to be the part of the cortex that is most important for creativity.
This article also explored the links between creativity and sleep, mood and addiction disorders, and depression.
In 2005, Alice Flaherty presented a three-factor model of the creative drive. Drawing from evidence in brain
imaging, drug studies and lesion analysis, she described the creative drive as resulting from an interaction of the
frontal lobes, the temporal lobes, and dopamine from the limbic system. The frontal lobes can be seen as responsible
for idea generation, and the temporal lobes for idea editing and evaluation. Abnormalities in the frontal lobe (such as
depression or anxiety) generally decrease creativity, while abnormalities in the temporal lobe often increase
creativity. High activity in the temporal lobe typically inhibits activity in the frontal lobe, and vice versa. High
dopamine levels increase general arousal and goal directed behaviors and reduce latent inhibition, and all three
effects increase the drive to generate ideas.[54]

Working memory and the cerebellum
Vandervert[55] described how the brain's frontal lobes and the cognitive functions of the cerebellum collaborate to
produce creativity and innovation. Vandervert's explanation rests on considerable evidence that all processes of
working memory (responsible for processing all thought[56] ) are adaptively modeled by the cerebellum.[57] The
cerebellum (consisting of 100 billion neurons, which is more than the entirety of the rest of the brain[58] ) is also
widely known to adaptively model all bodily movement. The cerebellum's adaptive models of working memory
processing are then fed back to especially frontal lobe working memory control processes[59] where creative and
innovative thoughts arise.[60] (Apparently, creative insight or the "aha" experience is then triggered in the temporal
lobe.[61] )
According to Vandervert, the details of creative adaptation begin in "forward" cerebellar models which are
anticipatory/exploratory controls for movement and thought. These cerebellar processing and control architectures
have been termed Hierarchical Modular Selection and Identification for Control (HMOSAIC).[62] New,
hierarchically arranged levels of the cerebellar control architecture (HMOSAIC) develop as mental mulling in
working memory is extended over time. These new levels of the control architecture are fed forward to the frontal
lobes. Since the cerebellum adaptively models all movement and all levels of thought and emotion,[63] Vandervert's
approach helps explain creativity and innovation in sports, art, music, the design of video games, technology,
mathematics, the child prodigy, and thought in general.

REM sleep
Creativity involves the forming of associative elements into new combinations that are useful or meet some
requirement. Sleep aids this process.[64] REM rather than NREM sleep appears to be responsible.[65] [66] This has
been suggested to be due to changes in cholinergic and noradrenergic neuromodulation that occurs during REM
sleep.[65] During this period of sleep, high levels of acetylcholine in the hippocampus suppress feedback from the
hippocampus to the neocortex, and lower levels of acetylcholine and norepinephrine in the neocortex encourage the
spread of associational activity within neocortical areas without control from the hippocampus.[67] This is in contrast
to waking consciousness, where higher levels of norepinephrine and acetylcholine inhibit recurrent connections in
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the neocortex. It is proposed that REM sleep would add creativity by allowing "neocortical structures to reorganize
associative hierarchies, in which information from the hippocampus would be reinterpreted in relation to previous
semantic representations or nodes."[65]

Creativity and affect
Some theories suggest that creativity may be particularly susceptible to affective influence.

Creativity and positive affect relations
According to Alice Isen, positive affect has three primary effects on cognitive activity:
1. Positive affect makes additional cognitive material available for processing, increasing the number of cognitive
elements available for association;
2. Positive affect leads to defocused attention and a more complex cognitive context, increasing the breadth of those
elements that are treated as relevant to the problem;
3. Positive affect increases cognitive flexibility, increasing the probability that diverse cognitive elements will in
fact become associated. Together, these processes lead positive affect to have a positive influence on creativity.
Barbara Fredrickson in her broaden-and-build model suggests that positive emotions such as joy and love broaden a
person's available repertoire of cognitions and actions, thus enhancing creativity.
According to these researchers, positive emotions increase the number of cognitive elements available for
association (attention scope) and the number of elements that are relevant to the problem (cognitive scope).
Various meta-analyses, such as Baas et al. (2008) of 66 studies about creativity and affect support the link between
creativity and positive affect[68] [69]

Creativity and negative affect relations
On the other hand, some theorists have suggested that negative affect leads to greater creativity. A cornerstone of
this perspective is empirical evidence of a relationship between affective illness and creativity. In a study of 1,005
prominent 20th century individuals from over 45 different professions, the University of Kentucky's Arnold Ludwig
found a slight but significant correlation between depression and level of creative achievement. In addition, several
systematic studies of highly creative individuals and their relatives have uncovered a higher incidence of affective
disorders (primarily bipolar disorder and depression) than that found in the general population.

Creativity and affect at work
Three patterns may exist between affect and creativity at work: positive (or negative) mood, or change in mood,
predictably precedes creativity; creativity predictably precedes mood; and whether affect and creativity occur
simultaneously.
It was found that not only might affect precede creativity, but creative outcomes might provoke affect as well. At its
simplest level, the experience of creativity is itself a work event, and like other events in the organizational context,
it could evoke emotion. Qualitative research and anecdotal accounts of creative achievement in the arts and sciences
suggest that creative insight is often followed by feelings of elation. For example, Albert Einstein called his 1907
general theory of relativity "the happiest thought of my life." Empirical evidence on this matter is still very tentative.
In contrast to the possible incubation effects of affective state on subsequent creativity, the affective consequences of
creativity are likely to be more direct and immediate. In general, affective events provoke immediate and
relatively-fleeting emotional reactions. Thus, if creative performance at work is an affective event for the individual
doing the creative work, such an effect would likely be evident only in same-day data.
Another longitudinal research found several insights regarding the relations between creativity and emotion at work.
Firstly, evidence shows a positive correlation between positive affect and creativity. The more positive a person's
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affect on a given day, the more creative thinking they evidenced that day and the next day—even controlling for that
next day's mood. There was even some evidence of an effect two days later.
In addition, the researchers found no evidence that people were more creative when they experienced both positive
and negative affect on the same day. The weight of evidence supports a purely linear form of the affect-creativity
relationship, at least over the range of affect and creativity covered in our study: the more positive a person's affect,
the higher their creativity in a work setting.
Finally, they found four patterns of affect and creativity affect can operate as an antecedent to creativity; as a direct
consequence of creativity; as an indirect consequence of creativity; and affect can occur simultaneously with creative
activity. Thus, it appears that people's feelings and creative cognitions are interwoven in several distinct ways within
the complex fabric of their daily work lives.

Creativity and mental health
A study by psychologist J. Philippe Rushton found creativity to correlate with intelligence and psychoticism.[70]
Another study found creativity to be greater in schizotypal than in either normal or schizophrenic individuals. While
divergent thinking was associated with bilateral activation of the prefrontal cortex, schizotypal individuals were
found to have much greater activation of their right prefrontal cortex.[71] This study hypothesizes that such
individuals are better at accessing both hemispheres, allowing them to make novel associations at a faster rate. In
agreement with this hypothesis, ambidexterity is also associated with schizotypal and schizophrenic individuals.
Three recent studies by Mark Batey and Adrian Furnham have demonstrated the relationships between
schizotypal[72] [73] and hypomanic personality [74] and several different measures of creativity.
Particularly strong links have been identified between creativity and mood disorders, particularly manic-depressive
disorder (a.k.a. bipolar disorder) and depressive disorder (a.k.a. unipolar disorder). In Touched with Fire:
Manic-Depressive Illness and the Artistic Temperament, Kay Redfield Jamison summarizes studies of
mood-disorder rates in writers, poets and artists. She also explores research that identifies mood disorders in such
famous writers and artists as Ernest Hemingway (who shot himself after electroconvulsive treatment), Virginia
Woolf (who drowned herself when she felt a depressive episode coming on), composer Robert Schumann (who died
in a mental institution), and even the famed visual artist Michelangelo.
A study looking at 300,000 persons with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder or unipolar depression, and their relatives,
found overrepresentation in creative professions for those with bipolar disorder as well as for undiagnosed siblings
of those with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder. There was no overall overrepresenation, but overrepresentation for
artistic occupations, among those diagnosed with schizophrenia. There was no association for those with unipolar
depression or their relatives. [75]
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Creativity in various contexts
Creativity has been studied from a
variety of perspectives and is important
in numerous contexts. Most of these
approaches are undisciplinary, and it is
therefore difficult to form a coherent
overall view.[24] The following
sections examine some of the areas in
which creativity is seen as being
important.

Creativity Profiles
Creativity comes in different forms. A
number of different theorists have
An electric wire reel reused as a center table in a Rio de Janeiro decoration fair. The
suggested models of the creative
creativity of this designer in reusing this waste was used with good effects to the
person. One model suggests that there
environment.
are kinds to produce growth,
innovation, speed, etc. These are
referred to as the four "Creativity Profiles" that can help achieve such goals.[76]
(i) Incubate (Long-term Development)
(ii) Imagine (Breakthrough Ideas)
(iii) Improve (Incremental Adjustments)
(iv) Invest (Short-term Goals)
Research by Dr Mark Batey of the Psychometrics at Work Research Group at Manchester Business School has
suggested that the creative profile can be explained by four primary creativity traits with narrow facets within each
(i) "Idea Generation" (Fluency, Originality, Incubation and Illumination)
(ii) "Personality" (Curiosity and Tolerance for Ambiguity)
(iii) "Motivation" (Intrinsic, Extrinsic and Achievement)
(iv) "Confidence" (Producing, Sharing and Implementing)
This model was developed in a sample of 1000 working adults using the statistical techniques of Exploratory Factor
Analysis followed by Confirmatory Factor Analysis by Structural Equation Modelling.[77]
An important aspect of the creativity profiling approach is to account for the tension between predicting the creative
profile of an individual, as characterised by the psychometric approach, and the evidence that team creativity is
founded on diversity and difference.[78]
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Creativity in diverse cultures
Francois Jullien in "Process and Creation, 1989" invites us to look at that concept from a Chinese cultural point of
view. Fangqi Xu[79] has reported creativity courses in a range of countries. Todd Lubart has studied extensively the
cultural aspects of creativity and innovation.

Creativity in art and literature
Most people associate creativity with the
fields of art and literature. In these fields,
originality is considered to be a sufficient
condition for creativity, unlike other fields
where both originality and appropriateness
are necessary.[80]
Within the different modes of artistic
expression, one can postulate a continuum
extending
from
"interpretation"
to
"innovation".
Established
artistic
Henry Moore's Reclining Figure
movements and genres pull practitioners to
the "interpretation" end of the scale,
whereas original thinkers strive towards the "innovation" pole. Note that we conventionally expect some "creative"
people (dancers, actors, orchestral members, etc.) to perform (interpret) while allowing others (writers, painters,
composers, etc.) more freedom to express the new and the different.
Contrast alternative theories, for example:
• artistic inspiration, which provides the transmission of visions from divine sources such as the Muses; a taste of
the Divine. Compare with invention.
• artistic evolution, which stresses obeying established ("classical") rules and imitating or appropriating to produce
subtly different but unshockingly understandable work. Compare with crafts.
• artistic conversation, as in Surrealism, which stresses the depth of communication when the creative product is the
language.
In the art practice and theory of Davor Dzalto, human creativity is taken as a basic feature of both the personal
existence of human being and art production. For this thinker, creativity is a basic cultural and anthropological
category, since it enables human manifestation in the world as a "real presence" in contrast to the progressive
"virtualization" of the world.

Psychological examples from science and mathematics
Jacques Hadamard, in his book Psychology of Invention in the Mathematical Field, uses introspection to describe
mathematical thought processes. In contrast to authors who identify language and cognition, he describes his own
mathematical thinking as largely wordless, often accompanied by mental images that represent the entire solution to
a problem. He surveyed 100 of the leading physicists of his day (ca. 1900), asking them how they did their work.
Many of the responses mirrored his own.
Hadamard described the experiences of the mathematicians/theoretical physicists Carl Friedrich Gauss, Hermann
von Helmholtz, Henri Poincaré and others as viewing entire solutions with "sudden spontaneity."[81]
The same has been reported in literature by many others, such as Denis Brian,[82] G. H. Hardy,[83] Walter Heitler,[84]
B. L. van der Waerden,[85] and Harold Ruegg.[86]
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To elaborate on one example, Einstein, after years of fruitless calculations, suddenly had the solution to the general
theory of relativity revealed in a dream "like a giant die making an indelible impress, a huge map of the universe
outlined itself in one clear vision."[82]
Hadamard described the process as having steps (i) preparation, (ii) incubation, (iv) illumination, and (v) verification
of the five-step Graham Wallas creative-process model, leaving out (iii) intimation, with the first three cited by
Hadamard as also having been put forth by Helmholtz:[87]
Marie-Louise von Franz, a colleague of the eminent psychiatrist Carl Jung, noted that in these unconscious scientific
discoveries the "always recurring and important factor ... is the simultaneity with which the complete solution is
intuitively perceived and which can be checked later by discursive reasoning." She attributes the solution presented
"as an archetypal pattern or image."[88] As cited by von Franz,[89] according to Jung, "Archetypes ... manifest
themselves only through their ability to organize images and ideas, and this is always an unconscious process which
cannot be detected until afterwards."[90]

Creative industries and services
Today, creativity forms the core activity of a growing section of the global economy—the so-called "creative
industries"—capitalistically generating (generally non-tangible) wealth through the creation and exploitation of
intellectual property or through the provision of creative services. The Creative Industries Mapping Document 2001
[91]
provides an overview of the creative industries in the UK. The creative professional workforce is becoming a
more integral part of industrialized nations' economies.
Creative professions include writing, art, design, theater, television, radio, motion pictures, related crafts, as well as
marketing, strategy, some aspects of scientific research and development, product development, some types of
teaching and curriculum design, and more. Since many creative professionals (actors and writers, for example) are
also employed in secondary professions, estimates of creative professionals are often inaccurate. By some estimates,
approximately 10 million US workers are creative professionals; depending upon the depth and breadth of the
definition, this estimate may be double.

Creativity in other professions
Creativity is also seen as being increasingly important in a variety of
other professions. Architecture and industrial design are the fields most
often associated with creativity, and more generally the fields of design
and design research. These fields explicitly value creativity, and
journals such as Design Studies have published many studies on
creativity and creative problem solving.[92]
Fields such as science and engineering have, by contrast, experienced a
less explicit (but arguably no less important) relation to creativity.
Simonton[21] shows how some of the major scientific advances of the
20th century can be attributed to the creativity of individuals. This
ability will also be seen as increasingly important for engineers in years
to come.[93]

Isaac Newton's law of gravity is popularly
attributed to a creative leap he experienced
when observing a falling apple.

Accounting has also been associated with creativity with the popular euphemism creative accounting. Although this
term often implies unethical practices, Amabile[80] has suggested that even this profession can benefit from the
(ethical) application of creative thinking.
In a recent global survey of approximately 1600 CEO's, the leadership trait that was considered to be most crucial for
success was creativity.[94] This suggests that the world of business is beginning to accept that creativity is of value in
a diversity of industries, rather than being simply the preserve of the creative industries.
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Creativity in organizations
It has been the topic of various research studies to establish that organizational effectiveness depends on the
creativity of the workforce to a large extent. For any given organization, measures of effectiveness vary, depending
upon its mission, environmental context, nature of work, the product or service it produces, and customer demands.
Thus, the first step in evaluating organizational effectiveness is to understand the organization itself - how it
functions, how it is structured, and what it emphasizes.
Amabile[80] argued that to enhance creativity in business, three components were needed:
• Expertise (technical, procedural and intellectual knowledge),
• Creative thinking skills (how flexibly and imaginatively people approach problems),
• and Motivation (especially intrinsic motivation).
There are two types of motivation:
• extrinsic motivation – external factors, for example threats of being fired or money as a reward,
• intrinsic motivation – comes from inside an individual, satisfaction, enjoyment of work etc.
Six managerial practices to encourage motivation are:
• Challenge – matching people with the right assignments;
• Freedom – giving people autonomy choosing means to achieve goals;
• Resources – such as time, money, space etc. There must be balance fit among resources and people;
• Work group features – diverse, supportive teams, where members share the excitement, willingness to help and
recognize each other's talents;
• Supervisory encouragement – recognitions, cheering, praising;
• Organizational support – value emphasis, information sharing, collaboration.
Nonaka, who examined several successful Japanese companies, similarly saw creativity and knowledge creation as
being important to the success of organizations.[95] In particular, he emphasized the role that tacit knowledge has to
play in the creative process.
In business, originality is not enough. The idea must also be appropriate—useful and actionable.[96] Creative
competitive intelligence is a new solution to solve this problem. It links creativity to innovation process and
competitive intelligence to creative workers.

Economic views of creativity
Economic approaches to creativity have focussed on three aspects - the impact of creativity on economic growth,
methods of modelling markets for creativity, and the maximisation of economic creativity (innovation).
In the early 20th century, Joseph Schumpeter introduced the economic theory of creative destruction, to describe the
way in which old ways of doing things are endogenously destroyed and replaced by the new. Some economists (such
as Paul Romer) view creativity as an important element in the recombination of elements to produce new
technologies and products and, consequently, economic growth. Creativity leads to capital, and creative products are
protected by intellectual property laws.
Mark A. Runco and Daniel Rubenson have tried to describe a "psychoeconomic" model of creativity.[97] In such a
model, creativity is the product of endowments and active investments in creativity; the costs and benefits of
bringing creative activity to market determine the supply of creativity. Such an approach has been criticised for its
view of creativity consumption as always having positive utility, and for the way it analyses the value of future
innovations.[98]
The creative class is seen by some to be an important driver of modern economies. In his 2002 book, The Rise of the
Creative Class, economist Richard Florida popularized the notion that regions with "3 T's of economic development:
Technology, Talent and Tolerance" also have high concentrations of creative professionals and tend to have a higher
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level of economic development.
The creative industries in Europe - including the audiovisual sector - make a significant contribution to the EU
economy, creating about 3% of EU GDP - corresponding to an annual market value of €500 billion - and employing
about 6 million people. In addition, the sector plays a crucial role in fostering innovation, in particular for devices
and networks.[99] The EU records the second highest TV viewing figures globally, producing more films than any
other region in the world. In that respect, the newly proposed 'Creative Europe' programme will help preserve
cultural heritage while increasing the circulation of creative works inside and outside the EU.[100] The programme
will play a consequential role in stimulating cross border co-operation, promoting peer learning and making these
sectors more professional. The Commission will then propose a financial instrument run by the European Investment
Bank to provide debt and equity finance for cultural and creative industries. The role of the non-state actors within
the governance regarding Medias will not be neglected anymore due to a holistic approach .

Fostering creativity
Daniel Pink, in his 2005 book A Whole New Mind, repeating arguments posed throughout the 20th century, argues
that we are entering a new age where creativity is becoming increasingly important. In this conceptual age, we will
need to foster and encourage right-directed thinking (representing creativity and emotion) over left-directed thinking
(representing logical, analytical thought). However, this simplification of 'right' versus 'left' brain thinking is not
supported by the research data.[101]
Nickerson[102] provides a summary of the various creativity techniques that have been proposed. These include
approaches that have been developed by both academia and industry:
1. Establishing purpose and intention
2. Building basic skills
3. Encouraging acquisitions of domain-specific knowledge
4. Stimulating and rewarding curiosity and exploration
5. Building motivation, especially internal motivation
6. Encouraging confidence and a willingness to take risks
7. Focusing on mastery and self-competition
8. Promoting supportable beliefs about creativity
9. Providing opportunities for choice and discovery
10. Developing self-management (metacognitive skills)
11. Teaching techniques and strategies for facilitating creative performance
12. Providing balance
Some see the conventional system of schooling as "stifling" of creativity and attempt (particularly in the
pre-school/kindergarten and early school years) to provide a creativity-friendly, rich, imagination-fostering
environment for young children.[102] [103] [104] Researchers have seen this as important because technology is
advancing our society at an unprecedented rate and creative problem solving will be needed to cope with these
challenges as they arise.[104] In addition to helping with problem solving, creativity can also helps students identify
problems where others have failed to do so.[102] [103] [105] See the Waldorf School as an example of an education
program that promotes creative thought.
Promoting intrinsic motivation and problem solving are two areas where educators can foster creativity in students.
Students are more creative when they see a task as intrinsically motivating, valued for its own sake.[103] [104] [106]
[107]
To promote creative thinking educators need to identify what motivates their students and structure teaching
around it. Providing students with a choice of activities to complete allows them to become more intrinsically
motivated and therefore creative in completing the tasks.[102] [108]
Teaching students to solve problems that do not have well defined answers is another way to foster their creativity.
This is accomplished by allowing students to explore problems and redefine them, possibly drawing on knowledge
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that at first may seem unrelated to the problem in order to solve it.[102] [103] [104] [106]
Several different researchers have proposed methods of increasing the creativity of an individual. Such ideas range
from the psychological-cognitive, such as Osborn-Parnes Creative Problem Solving Process, Synectics,
Science-based creative thinking, Purdue Creative Thinking Program, and Edward de Bono's lateral thinking; to the
highly-structured, such as TRIZ (the Theory of Inventive Problem-Solving) and its variant Algorithm of Inventive
Problem Solving (developed by the Russian scientist Genrich Altshuller), and Computer-Aided Morphological
analysis.

Understanding and enhancing the creative process with new technologies
A simple but accurate review [109] on this new Human-Computer Interactions (HCI) angle for promoting creativity
has been written by Todd Lubart, an invitation full of creative ideas to develop further this new field.
Groupware and other Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) platforms are now the stage of Network
Creativity on the web or on other private networks. These tools have made more obvious the existence of a more
connective, cooperative and collective nature of creativity rather than the prevailing individual one. Creativity
Research on Global Virtual Teams [110] is showing that the creative process is affected by the national identities,
cognitive and conative profiles, anonymous interactions at times and many other factors affecting the teams
members, depending on the early or later stages of the cooperative creative process. They are also showing how
NGO's cross-cultural virtual team's innovation in Africa would also benefit from the pooling of best global practices
online. Such tools enhancing cooperative creativity may have a great impact on society and as such should be tested
while they are built following the Motto: "Build the Camera while shooting the film". Some European FP7 scientific
programs like Paradiso [111] are answering a need for advanced experimentally-driven research including large scale
experimentation test-beds to discover the technical, societal and economic implications of such groupware and
collaborative tools to the Internet.
On the other hand, creativity research may one day be pooled with a computable metalanguage like IEML [112] from
the University of Ottawa Collective Intelligence Chair, Pierre Levy. It might be a good tool to provide an
interdisciplinary definition and a rather unified theory of creativity. The creative processes being highly fuzzy, the
programming of cooperative tools for creativity and innovation should be adaptive and flexible. Empirical Modelling
[113]
seems to be a good choice for Humanities Computing.
If all the activity of the universe could be traced with appropriate captors, it is likely that one could see the creative
nature of the universe to which humans are active contributors. After the web of documents, the Web of Things
might shed some light on such a universal creative phenomenon which should not be restricted to humans. In order
to trace and enhance cooperative and collective creativity, Metis Reflexive Global Virtual Team has worked for the
last few years on the development of a Trace Composer [114] at the intersection of personal experience and social
knowledge.
Metis Reflexive Team has also identified a paradigm for the study of creativity to bridge European theory of
"useless" and non-instrumentalized creativity, North American more pragmatic creativity and Chinese culture
stressing more creativity as a holistic process of continuity rather than radical change and originality. This paradigm
is mostly based on the work of the German philosopher Hans Joas, one that emphasizes the creative character of
human action. This model allows also for a more comprehensive theory of action. Joas elaborates some implications
of his model for theories of social movements and social change. The connection between concepts like creation,
innovation, production and expression is facilitated by the creativity of action [115] as a metaphore but also as a
scientific concept.
The Creativity and Cognition conference series, sponsored by the ACM and running since 1993, has been an
important venue for publishing research on the intersection between technology and creativity. The conference now
runs biennially, next taking place in 2011.
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Social attitudes to creativity
Although the benefits of creativity to society as a whole have been noted,[116] social attitudes about this topic remain
divided. The wealth of literature regarding the development of creativity[117] and the profusion of creativity
techniques indicate wide acceptance, at least among academics, that creativity is desirable.
There is, however, a dark side to creativity, in that it represents a "quest for a radical autonomy apart from the
constraints of social responsibility".[118] In other words, by encouraging creativity we are encouraging a departure
from society's existing norms and values. Expectation of conformity runs contrary to the spirit of creativity. Sir Ken
Robinson argues that the current education system is "educating people out of their creativity".[119] [120]
Nevertheless, employers are increasingly valuing creative skills. A report by the Business Council of Australia, for
example, has called for a higher level of creativity in graduates.[121] The ability to "think outside the box" is highly
sought after. However, the above-mentioned paradox may well imply that firms pay lip service to thinking outside
the box while maintaining traditional, hierarchical organization structures in which individual creativity is not
rewarded.
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